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Combhhg Derridean deconstruction with Freudian and Lacanian 

psychoanalysis, my thesis explors the relatiomhip between the ninekenth-century 

novel and the death of God as a transcendental sigrdieci, through two of W W e  

Collins's best known works. It argues that such texts repeat and destabiiize one of 

the founding gestures of Westiern metaphysics - the distinraon behveen mnëmëand 

hyponnësis - and, indeed, are themselves put forth as a fonn of hs~potnnësis. The 

Introduction suggests that the death of God comtituks the prima1 scene of the 

ninekentkentury novel. It explores the two primary figues involveci: the 

labynnth and the Ariadne figure, a substitute centre whose d e  is to curtail the play 

of language and help recall and mswrect the ahsent logos. It explores the 

relationship between the movement of this reroilecüon and the movement of vwiting 

and, more particularly, the ways in which both are charachid  by the ideaiking 

movement of metaphor which dows  hypann&b b masquerade as a form of 

~ttlltnnesir. Fidy, it explores the phonologocenûic similarities between the 

nineteentkentury debective novel and psychoanaiysis. Chapter One is devoted to 

the relationship between miism and sensaüonalism. It suggestif that the former is a 

tepetition of the prima1 scene of philosophy as estabLished in several Plabnic 

dialogues. Th* chapter abo defines and explores& ways in which sensatioalism 

foregrounds the scene of writing which mdts h m  Gd's death. Chapber Two, 

concentrating on rite Wot~n in MilUle, explores the relationship between crime, 

detection and writirtg and accords particular atkntion to the ways in which the text 
iii 



questions the metaphysics of piesenre through the fidm of the fat& and mernory. 

The third and final chapter, a reading of 7 k  Ma~istnie, mtums to the relationship 

between deactive fiction and psychoanaiysis as participants in W e s h  metaphysics 

and follows the play of the phmmakon throughout Glüns's text 
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Inboduction 
The Writing of the Rirml &me@): (and) the Death of God 

Humankind's common desire is for a stable centre, and for the 
assurance of mase-through knowing or posses~ing. And a book, 
with its ponderable shape and its beginning, middle, and end, stands 
tu satisfy that desire. 

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak 

Metaphor, therefore, is deknnined by philosophy as a provisionai loss 
of meaning, an sonomy of the proper without irreparable damage, a 
certainly inevitable detour, but also a hisfoly with its sights set on, and 
within the horizon of, the circuiar reappropriation of liberal, pmper 
meaning. This is why the philosophical waluation of metaphor 
always has been ambiguoua. metaphor is dangerous and foreign as 
concems intuition (virion or contact), concept (the grasping or pmper 
essence of the signihed), and tmscbwness (proximity or self-presence); 
but it is in complicity with what it endangers, is necessary to it in the 
extent to which the detour is a te-turn guided by the fundion of 
resem blance (mi tnë i  or -sis), under the law of the same. 

Jacques Derrida 

To pnrlaim that the ninekenth century w i t n d  the death of God as a 

transcendental signifiecl is m e d y  to repeat what Niebche announceci mom than a 

hundred years ago: "God is dead. G d  remah dead. And we have killed him" 

(125). As a punishment for our sin, we are, like Milton's Satan, condemned ta hell, 

b the "land of forgetfulness" (Psalms ûM2) and, more preciseiy, to the 

"forgetfuiness" of the origins and presence associateci with the lost logos. From our 

position of falien exteriority, we tum back or mtum "towards the lost or impossible 

presence of the absent ori gin,... nostalgie, guilty" (Derrida, 

Play" 292). This situation is, according to Ned Lukacher, 
1 

t tS~cture ,  Sign, and 

the "dilemma of the 



modern world," where each indi-vidual is forceci 

tD that "mouniuig is in emr" but be nevertheless 
condemned to moum; to be unable to iiemember the transcendedial 
p u n d  that would once again give meaning to hurnan language and 
experience but also unable to stop mouming the putative lods of an 
o r ig î~ ry  memory and p m c e  that doubdess never existed. (11) 

Lukacher's stabmient dearly dudes to Jacques Derrida's description of the state of 

thought during the closure of metaphysia as a kind of hi-cieui2 (half-mouniing) 

("la, ar le faux-boncr' It is whoiiy appropnate thpt this figure is based on a 

ninebntkentury style of veil worn in the inberval between mouming and the 

retuni b normality, for as we shall see, the ninekenth centuy may i k i f  be figured 

as a veil which both separates and joins the history of metaphysics and its closure. 

More spechcally, one might say that the nineknth cenbvy is the veil which both 

joins and separates Demda's "two interpretations of inkrpnztation, of structure, of 

sign, of play" (SSP 292). l 

Confronted with the death of God and the concomitant loss of memory 

and/as origins, Nietzsche immediakly demands, "How shali we, the murderers of 
< 

al1 murderers, console o~rselves?'~ (125). This query is the question psed and 

problematized by the ninebeenth-cenhuy novel and, as we SM s e ,  it also 

constitutes its non-originary origin.2 Within these kxts, consolation, which c m  now 

The space of our faii from a heaven of presence b a heii of "forgetfuinesst' is 
exactly the space between signum and res signijiuzta and thus, constitutes the space of 
interpmta tion itself. 

As J. Hüüs Miller asse*, "Most of the Vicforian novekb have a different strarting 



3 
be more appropriatiely defïned as the ab* to live with the dead-in-lifeI is either a 

matter of iemembering and recollection or fo-* 

The one seeks to decipher, dreams of deciphering a truth or an origin 
which escapes play and the order of the sign, and which lives the 
necessity of interpretation as an exile. The other, which is no longer 
huneci bward the origin, afNms play and tries to pass beyond man 
and humanism, the name of man being the name of that king who, 
thtoughout the hisbory of mehphysics or of ontotheology-in other 
words, b u g h o u t  his entire history-has dreamed of bill presence, 
the reassuring foundation, the origin and the end of play. (Derrida, 
SSP 292) 

Yet to posit an inthate datiomhip between the death of God and the nineteenth- 

century novel is, once again, to miterate a welldocumented connecti~n.~ Thus it 

p k  [ h m  the pets]. The situation which they confront with increasing clarity in 
their novels may m a t  pmperly be defined not as the disappearance of God, but as 
the death of God (nie F m  of Vicfaimr Fiction 31 emphasis mine). While the 
framework 1 outline in the following pages obviously does not apply to every 
nineknth~entury novel, it doa  shed new light on a surpnsingly large and diveme 
number of them-hence my use of the generic k m  "the nineteenth<entury 
novel" -including those of Charles Dickens, George Eliot, George MacDonaldI 
George Meredith, Margaret Oliphant and other writers of domestic realism, Charles 
Kingsley, Bram Stoker, Thomas Hardy, Conan Doyle and other dektive novelistsI 
Oscar Wilde and, obviously, Wilkie Collins as well as other sensation novelists. 

In his psychoanalytic study of narrative, Reading* the Plot, Peter B m k s  asaibes 
the prodigious literaxy output of the p e n d  to "an anxiety at the loss of pmvideritial 
plots" (6). Barry Qualis's exploration of emblernatic language in ninekenth-cenhuy 
üterahue, nie Semlar Pilpitns of Victaian Fiction, claims that mid-century novelists 
articulateci "the psychological experience of metaphysical homelessness which they 
shared with their readers" (11). In the most frequently cited passage of 7h nteay of 
the NmZ, Georg Lukks dedates that the "novel is the epic of a world that has been 
abandoned by Cod" (88). In hiF early phenomenological work, which shares 
Luck6Es's interest in form, Hillis Miller reaches a simiiar conclusion: The fonn 
taken by Vicforian fiction implies a new notion of structure, and this new structure 
derives from the new metaphysicai situation" (FVF 33). In his later post-stnicturalist 
writings, Miiier moves away from this essentially mimetic view of fiction and 
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may appear that this text is always already a mwriting a repetition, of other te* 

In part of course, it is, and is inevitably. Yet as the Wntings of Derrida have taught 

us, every repeütion implies a -e. As we SM see, this difference is ik l f  a 

- question of repetition 

Combining Derridean deconstruction with Freudian and post-structuralist 

psychoanaiysis, my thesis wiü iiiuminate certain ninebeentkentury philosophemes 

that have hitherto remaineci as iiîegible as the white ink of metaphor. It wiii begin, 

by way of establishing a framework, by suggesting that the ninebeenth<entury 

novel, as a mponse b the death of God, n c i s ,  repeab and rewrites one of the 

founding gestures of Western philosophy, the distinction between mnëmë (living 

memory) and h y p ~ n ë s b  (artificial memory) and, in k t ,  is itself ofkred as a form of 

hslpo1nnësk.4 1 wiil then pmceed to explore two of Wikie Collins's best known and 

most sophisticated texts, nie W m  in M i t e  and lire Mmlnie, in order to trace the 

ways in whkh one partidar author both conforms to md destabilises the gestures 

of the ninebeenth~century novel as suggestecl by my introductory framework As we 

shaü see, this procedure will allow me both to confirm and compiicate the ideas 

- - - .- . . - - - -- - - - 

complicates his earlier thais by claiming tha t in every important Victorian wri ter, 
"some version of Christian-Platonic metaphysics is CO-present with its undermining 
deconstructionl' (Theology and Logology in Vicborian Likrature" 281). 

4 As Demda suggesîs, "The opposition between mnëinë and hypnnesis would 
thus preside over the meaning of writing. This opposition will appear to us to fonn 
a system with a l l  the great structural oppositions of Platonism. What is played out 
at the boundary iine between these two concepts is consequently somethins like the 
major decision of philosophy, the one through which it institutes itself, maintains 



In the course of his discussion of the phamtakon, M d a  suggesk 

What Plato is attacking in sophistics, themfo~, is not simply =ourse 
to memory but w i t h  such recourse, the substitution of the 
mnemonic device for live mernory, of the prosthesis for the organ; the 
perversion that consisb of feplacing a iimb by a thing, hem?, 
substituting the passive, mechmicd "by-heart" for the active 
reanimation of knowledge, for its reproduction in oie prisent (il 108) 

The ni.nebeenth<entury novel is, pr#riseLy, a "mnemonic device", "prosthesis", 

"perversion". The role of Go& as a transcendental signifiai, is to "place a lpassuring 

end b the h n c e  from sign tu sign" @emda, Of Gram~mtology 49). His de& 

op- the scene or space of writing, the ceaseless play of signifiem which entails both 

difference and deferral and, thus, simultaneously si@ the death of mnëkëas 

alëtheia: an unveiiing that (re-)produces presence. What survives God is "the 

exigent, powerhil, systematic, and irrepressible desire for such a signified" (Derrida, 

OG 49). This desire demands that the ninebeenth<entury novel functions as a form 

of hypannësk a supplement or subtitute designed as an aid to recall and (re 

)memorialh the self-presence and mnëmë guarantd by the lost logos. Assuming 

the role of both FranketlStein and his monstrous creation, the ninebeentkenthcenhvy 

novel reanimates dead matter, substitutes life for death, ptecisely by ofiring the 

mechanicd in place of the living. Or, to re-figure this argument within the 

framework of figurality iklf', one might say that the ninekenthentury novel is 

both prosopopeia, "the fiction of the voice-hm-beyond-the grave" (de Man 7) and 

i W ,  and contains its adverse deepsl' (Dissemittllfion 111). 
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perfhnative apostrophe, "a trope of ad* to the absent the inanimate, or the 

dead, that is, the days that are no more" (Miller, 'Temporal Topographies" 147). 

Yet the imperative of Western metaphysics dernands that these texts deny, 

erase, or forget theh status as hypann& and presait themselves as unamnesis. The 

Con& û@rd DiEtEoMly offers three definitions of mimnnais: 1 1w:oiiedion (esp. of a 

supposecl pfevjous existence). 2 a patient's account of his or her medical hisbory. 3' 

Eccl. the part of the anaphora recalling the Passion, Resumdion, and Ascension of 

Quist" (39). Recoilection, in tuni, "is quia likraily the repetition or presertcing of 

the logos. Knowledge and recoUection are thus bound to the identity of the s u e  

in its inwardness, and in its aality to bring the logos to presence within itseIf8 

(Lukacher 46). Each of these definitions is relevant According to David Fm11 

Kreii, the hisbry of metaphysics conceives of recoiledon as "in principle capable of 

res to~g  to full presence what is now absent" (165). h n l y  located within this 

history, as well as its closw, the ninetieenthqentury novel is an attempt to maIl 

and, indeed, msurrect the dead Gd? That this is, in fa& the case will be evinced 

through an exploration of the second definition, which highlights the complex 

relationship between a patient and his or her narrative, especidy within 

psychoanaiysis. As we shall see, the ninebeenth-centmy novel and p s y c h d y s i s  

5 "Nafalgia is a recurrent featue of Vict6rian likrature, ranghg from a general 
assertion that things are not as they used to be in the old days, Q attempts to enter 
daepy into a last uwrld and ttmuer ifs tmsms" (Chapman 4 emphasis mine). The idea 
of the ninetieentkentwy novel as a process of recovery, or uncovering, is one that 
we s h d  encounter again. 
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both use narrative as a means to control and master anxiety. Although 1 am fully 

awve of the dangers and difficuities of constructing the text as a patient I do feel 

that our understanding of the nineteenth-century novel may profit by transporthg 

such metaphors between disciplines and that the kxts in question may be likened to 

the analysand suff&ing from a repetition cornpuision. My text, in tum, will 
- - 

compulsively retum to the complex and slippery relationship between mneme, 

hypannësk, anmimnnesis, metaphor and repetition. 

Having said so much, or so littie, it a h d y  becornes necessary to introduce a 

number of qualifications. 1 wiü defer, for the moment, the question of the 

mlationship between psychoanalysû and literahue, and concentrate on the other 

factors in this equation Fi.& 1 wish to distinguish myself fmm a number of ment 

theologians who have a s s e d  a nec- and explicit connection between the 

death of God and deconstruction. Such wriiem assert that deconstruction "is the 

hemeneutics of the death of Cod, [and] the death of God is the (a)theology of 

deconstmction" (Taylor 70), or that deconstruction "is in the final analysis bhe death of 

God put into witing" (Raschke 3). Yet such claims are antithetical b deconstructive 

thought As Derrida himself points out 

it would not mean a single step outside of metaphysio if nothing 
more than a new motif of "rehun 60 finitude," of "Godis death," etc., 
were the result of this move. It is that conceptuality and that 
problematio that must be deco~trucbed. They also belong to the 
onto-oieology they fight against (ûG 68) 

1 am not intembed in explorhg the suppobed imligiosity of deconstruction. Nor, 
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despite Lukacher's assertion that "aie loss of memory of a divine origin mark[s] a 

crisis...at once personal and historicai* (12), am 1 interested in documenthg the 

Wligiosity of the individual wribers of the perïod. The latter work has been 

undertaken elsewhere, and the essentid mimeticism inherent in psychobiography 

has no place in a deconstructive endeavour.6 

In asserting that the reading practices of Demda are particularly weli-suited 

for an illumination of the nineteenkenhuy noveL viewed as a mponse to the 

death of Gd, 1 am exploring the implications of a connedion aiready identifieci by 

Ikmda. As he suggests, "The sign and divinity have the same place and tirne of 

birth The age of the sign is essentially theological" (OG 14). The increasingly 

widespread miigious scepticism of the ninekenth century has certain inevitable 

consequences for its conception of language and the sign.7 These consequences are 

- 
Far a discussion of religious doubt in the nineteenth century, see Lance St John 

Butler's Vicforian Doubt: L i t e t q  and Culh#al Discjomes (1990); W. David Shaw's 
Vicraians and Mystery: Clrces ofl?qmzmtaW (1990); Robert Lee Woolps Gains and 
Lases: Nowls of Faidh and Doubt in VictoMn England (lm; George Landow's 
Victaum Types, Victorian Shadows: Biblical T'@y in ViciMm Litsatm?, Art, anà 
Thought (1980); David Jasper's (ed.) ïk  Critical Spirit and the Wll b Bel*: Essays in 
NineknthCentury Liîwature and Religùm (1989): Pekr K. Garretfs ïhe Vicknimi 
Mulfiplot N m l :  Sftdies in Dialqical Fonn (1980); and J. Hillis Miller's rite 
Disappewmœ of Gd: Fim NinetaenUiCentury Miir'ters (1963). 

Accoding b Robert Lee Wolff, the Victorians "wem troubled not or@ about 
what to believe and how to practice their religion, but also about whether b beiieve 
at all, and how continued belief might be possible. DoubtF wem foskred by the 
advances of science, whkh rendemi the Bible's account of apation suspect; by the 
advance of scholivship, whkh showed that the books of the Bible must have been 
written down at widely diffknt timg; by ethical questions over certain Christian 
doctrines; by the impssibility of reconciüng the concept of a wholly benevolent and 
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beot exploreci, not b u g h  statements of personal conviction or doubt, but in the 

km*- of the period. As &vin Hart reninds us, the "tradition of Derrida 

intwpretation, which indudes the tradition of Denida translation, has almost 

exclusiveîy taken écrih#e to mean simply 'writing'; its other meaning, 'scriptwe', has 

been ignoreci" (50). Foilowing in the tracks of this thesis represents an attempt 

to Rdrpls the violence of interpretation and translation and to reinscnbe the always 

already irreducible polysemy of the term by exploring the ielationship between 

scripture and writing in nineteentkentury ém'ture. 

More proceeding, it is also necessary to cl* what I mean by the death of 

God. Adophg the definition offèreci by M d a ,  1 use the îerm God in signify 

the name and the dement of that which makes possible an absolutdy 
pure and absolutely self-pmsent self-knowledge. From Descartes to 
Hegel and in spite of aii the ciifkences that separate the different 
places and moments in the structtue of that epoch, Goci's infinite 
understanding is the other name for the logos as seif-presence. (OG 98) 

- --- - -  

all-powerful G d  with the doctrine of eternal punishment for sinnem. The seem at 
t h e s  to have been as many varieties of douM as the- were human beings in 
Victorian England* (2). A contwiporary statement of the prwalence of reiigious 
scepticism is offered by Thomas Carlyle: "Never s k e  the beginnuig of Time was 
there, that we hem or read of, so inktrsely sekonscious a Society. Our whole 
relations to the Universe and our fellow-man have becorne an Inquiry, a Doubt; 
nothing will go on of its own accord, and do its huraon quietly; but ail things must 
be probeci inb, the whole working of man's world be anatomically studied" 
("Characteristics1' 83). It is not without signihcance that this 'lself'~CISCious'~ Jociety 
is dexribed as "arfificial" (79) and is, thmughout the essay, set up in opposition to 
the "natual society" (78). In this latter, "Religion was evefywhere" and, indeed, 
constitubes the "&entre of a.&" the source of "true health and oneness." 
Confirming the presence of the logos in this society, Carlyle insists that ''Thought 
and voice of thought were...a unison" (79). 
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Thus God is the privileged name of the logos? But I wodd a h  argue that God is, 

in addition, an historicdy spedic name for the In "Structure, Sign, and Play 

in the Discourse of the Human Sciences", Derrida asserb: 

the entire histwy of the concept of structure, b e f k  the ~ p h u e  of 
which we are speaking, must be thought of as a &es of substitutions 
of center for cenbet, as a chah of deberminations of the center. 
Successively, and in a regulated faShion, the center receiva cüffknt 
forms or names. The history of mehphysics, k the hisbry of the 
West, is the history of these metaphors and metonymies. (279) 

In the nineteenth century, as in so many o h m ,  the name and form giwn to the 

centre is God.10 When God is calleci into question, so b o  are the centce and the 

ground. The death of God si@ the death of the possibility of a pure "self-present 

self-knowledge." It necessitates the introduction of a substituk logos, a substihibe 

centre. In other words, the death of God necessita&s the borrowing of writing, of 

metaphor, of the metaphoricity of writing and the writing of metaphor, as that 

which both engenders and endangers a rehim to self-presence. 

As Derrida himself suggests, "God and the logos are onett (Glm na). 

9 The historical specificity of Gd's death is also mognized by Hillis Miller. 
"What does it mean: 'The death of G d ?  This phrase is not just an atheisticd slogan 
or battie cry. It has a precise metaphysical meaning defining the experience of 
Western man at a certain moment in his history. The idea of the death of God 
enfolds in a single concept several related factors. It involves f h t  a sense of the 
vanishing of any extrahuman foundation for man, nature, or society. This 
experience is unlü<e Arnold's sense of the disappearance of Gd. It means l o s  of 
belief in Godk transcendence as well as loss of the sense of his immanence. God is 
now seen not only as no longer present within the depths of man and na-, but as 
no longer present beyond them eitherIt (FVF 31). 

Io As Dr. George Macdonald s t a b  in his novel Robert F a l m  (la@), "God is the 
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The profound consequemes of this borrowing, this substitution, are outlined 

by Derrida. 1 quote them at length as they have a bearing on all that follows. 

The event which I cakd  a rupture, the disruption 1 alluded b at  the 
beginnuig of this paper, p1psumably would have come about when 
the stmcturaiity of structure had to begin to be thought that is b say, 
repeatd, and this is why 1 said that this disruption was mpetition in 
every sense of thiD word. Henceforth, it became iigessary to think 
both the law which somehow govemed the desire for a cenk in the 
constitution of structuie, and the process of signification which orders 
the displacements and substitutions for this law of central presence- 
but a central preseire which has never been itseif, has always already 
been exiled from itseîf into its own substitute. The su bstitute does not 
substitute itself for anythmg which has somehow existeâ before i t  
Henceforth, it was necessary b begm thlliking that th- was no 
center, that the center could not be thought in the form of a praent- 
being, that the center had no natural site, that it was not a fixed locus 
but a function, a sort of noniaus in which an infinite number of sign- 
substitutions came into play. This was the moment when language 
invaded the universal problematic, the moment when, in the absence 
of a center or origh, everythuig became discourse-pmvided we can 
agree on this word-that is to say, a systwi in which the central 
sigiufied, the onguial or transcendental signifieci, is never absolutely 
present oubide a system of differences. The absence of the 
transcendentai si@ed extends the domain and the play of 
sigrufica tion infinitely. (SSP 280) 

We have (always) already w i t n d  the "moment when language invaded the 

univemal problematic, the moment when, in the absence of a center or origin, 

everything became discourse". FoiIowing the death of Gd, the ninebeentkentwy 

novel assumes the fundion of hypan%is. Yet in forgetting or erasing its statud as 

such, in asserting iîseif as a?uunnes, it replaces an extemal aid to memory ( h y p z n g  

& or bad writing) with passive recollection (anmnctesis, g d  writing, miting on the 

centre of the universe" (cited in "WIf"i Curnbietrnede and P m  Miss F M n  478). 
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~oul). Yet as K d  rerninds us, "recoMedion or remembrance is a king mninded; it 

involves one thing puHmg us in mind ofother'I (13). Thus anamnesis always already 

functions like metaphor. In his Pœtia, Aristotle s t a b  that metaphor 

"consisis of giving (epiphora) the ttiing a wne  (monmtm) that belongs 
b something else (allotnou), the tramferace king either h m  genus 
b speOes (ap fou genars epi &)# or from species to genus (apo lou 
&us epi to genar)# or h m  spgies to species (qm lac &us epi eidm), or 
on the grounds of analogy (ë kah fu midiqp))." (citai in Derrida, 
"White Mythology" 231)" 

The movement of mmznesis is, like that of metaphor, the movement of writing. If 

mramnesis is 'kapable of resbring to full self-pmence what is now absent" of 

recalling and, indeed, resUtTeCfing Me dead God and the ntnëmë and seif-pcesence 

of which He is the narne, it is as a scene of writing. Furthemore, the movement of 

mza~nnsk, like the movement of metaphor, c m  i k l f  be seen as a figure for the 

movement of the prima1 scene of philosophy and, as we s h d  see, the ninetenth- 

cenkiry novel: that is, the inscription and erasure of nothing less than metaphor 

itself. 

Above all, the movement of metaphorization (origin and then eraswe 
of the metaphor, transition h m  the pmper sensciry meaning to the 
proper spintual meaning by means of the detour of figures) is nothing 
other than a movement of idealization. Mrhich is included under the 
maskr category of dialecticd idealism, to wic the m k x  (Auptebung), 
that is, the memory (Erinneiung) that produces signs, interiorizes them 
in elevating supp~essing, and conserving the sensory exterior. 

II 1 cite Derrida's translation kause, as Aian Bass points out, the "French 
ûanslation of eptpihora as 'trclttspo~t' preserves a 'metaphorkt play on words that is lost 
in the English rendering 'giving.' Meta-phora and epi-phma have the same rooc h m  
the Greek phmin, to c q ,  to transport" (WM 231, TN 35). 
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(Derrida, WM 226)lZ 

It is the initial inscription and subsequent ensure of this importation of/= writing, 

this substitution as/by metaphor, that constitutes the subject of this aiesis: the ways 

in which, by introducing and forgetting writing and metaphor, the nineknth- 

cenhuy novel simultaneously reenacts both the founding gesture of metaphysics 

and ils closure. 

These pdatory remarks cannot corne to a dose without addressing the issue 

of exemplarity, without acknowledging the questions raised by the tact that 1 have 

chosen to explore a particular aspect of the ongoing "relation between the hisbory of 

metaphysics and the destruction of the history of metaphysics" (Derrida, SSP BO), 

through a particuîar author: WWe Collins. Speaking of "the moment when 

language invaded the universai problematic," Derrida demands, "Where and how 

does this decenkring, this thinking the shctura l i ty  of s t r u m  OCCUT?" He 

immediately concludes that it wodd be "somewhat naive to refer to an evenf a 

doctrine, or an author in order to designate this oc~urrence~~ (SSP 280). Despite this 

disclaimer, anyone famüiar with Derrida's writing wül know that his critiques of aii 

forms of seIf-pwce proceed via an examination of the tensions and aporias, of the 

moments when writing exceeds ik own boundaries, in illusbative examples 

(Niehhe, Heidegger, Hegei, Freud) and couplings of examples (Lévi-Strauss and 

j2 As Lukacher suggesb, ''The act of privileging the inner over the outir, and of 
privüeging the presence of the logos in speech over the absence of the logos in 
writing, is the original metaphor. It is the resuit of the originary transference of the 
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Rousseau, Piab and Mallârm&). Following hi9 exemplar and, indeed, re-figuring 

him as such, 1 tDo wil! p r o c d  via examples. While certainiy not arbitrary, my 

choice of Collins is representative and 1 might easily substitute this figure with 

others: Charles Dickens, Thomas Hardy, George Eliot, George Meredith, etc. Yet 

the fact remains h t  1 have decided to write on GUins rather than any of these other 

figures. In order to make the reasom for this choice clearer, 1 would like to offer a 

passage from M d a ,  a passage in whkh he explains and justifies his decision to 

wrik on Rousseau: 

Whst is exorbitant in the mding of Rousseau? No doubt Rousseau, 
as 1 have already suggested, has only a very relative privilege in the 
history that inberes& us. If we merely wished to situate him within 
this history, the atbention that we accord him wodd be clearly 
disproportionabe. But that is not our inlention. We wish to identify a 
dgisive articulation of the ïogocentric epach For purposes of this 
identification Rousseau deems to be most revealing. (CG 162) 

1 tao "wish to identify a decisive articulation of the logocentric epoch": the ways in 

which the Nnebeentti~entury novel v a t s  and re-enacts the prima1 scene of 

philowphy as a response to the death of God. As we shall see, CoUns participates 

in this "artidation" with boai a certain seif-awareness mtd a certain blindness. 

While he repeats what 1 shall idenbfy as the quintessential gestures of this 

"articulation," he aiso destabilizes them precisely by refushg to efface the marks, the 

inscriptions, of his repetition. His kxts am "exorbi-" always already 

characterized by an excess which exceeds the bcwndaries of their own logic. And 

name of one thing to another thing, which is Arisbtie's definition of metaphor" (49). 
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thus, llMor purposes of titis identification [Collh] seems to be most revealing." 1 

will consider his fexts as 

a writing interesteci in iself which also enables us ta m d  
philosophemes-and consequently all the te& of our culture-as 
kinds of sympbms (a word which 1 suspecf of course, as 1 explain 
eisewhem) of something that wmrld not & pcsented in the hisfory of 
philosophy, and which, moreover, is nowilpere pesent, since ali of this 
concems putüng in question the major determination of the meaning 
of M g  as pesenœ, the deberniihation in which Heidegger recognized 
the d&y of pMosophy. (Derrida, Pmitions 7) 

Pmcise1y because Collins's writing ' l i s  interestecl in itseif," that is, draws attention b 

its own textuaiity, it "enables us to read philosophemes" which might othenvise 

remain iilegible and, more speahcally, those phiiowphemes which govem aie 

nineteentheenkuy novel as a whole. 

Yet in concentrathg on one particular author, this text will participate in the 

very sysîem it seeks b destabiiize. As the qualifications in the above passage 

foreground, "Regadless of whetheï one proceeds h m  the general law to the 

particdar example of it (dedudively) or the reverse (inductively), one is locked, in 

this system, into a logic of premise and conclusion; a lo@c of necessity and 

uitirnately of evidence and tnithl' (Harvey, DDerrida and the Emnm~y ufDiff6rance 53). 

This logic is the logic of aie metaphysics of presence. Yet such a charge is easily 

answed. As Derrida points ouf 

There is no sense in doing without the concepts of metaphysics in 
order to shake metaphysics. We have no language-no syntax and no 
lexicon-whkh is foceign to this history; we can pronounce not a 
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single destructive proposition which has not h d y  had to slip into 
the form, the logic, and the impliat postulations of preasely what it 

in conbt (SI? 280181) 

A relabed question that cannot be dismissed so easily is the inevitable reductionism 

associabed with exemplarity; a reductionism founded upon a metaphysical 

conception of presence, qresentation, and Truth. To use a û& or tex& to iilustrate 

a more generalizd phiiosopheme is to risk reducing that text to the status of a 

signifier of a signifieci which exists independently of i t  To do so within a thesis 

whkh presumes a certain relationship between Literature and psychoanalysis b 

As we shaU see in Chapbe1- Thre, Derrida uses Lacan's reading of Poe to 

iilustrate how psychoanalysis, as a whole, tends to d u c e  fiction to Truth and, more 

speahcally, a Truth which ex& independently of it and is, in fa* the condition of 

its posibiiity. This tendency may, in tum, be seen b iihtra6ef more generaiiy, the 

relationship between the sign and Truth within the hisbry of Western metaphysics. 

The maintenance of the rigorous distinction- an essential and juridical 
distinction- between the s i p a n s  and the s i p t u m ,  the equation of the 
signahm and Me concept inherwitly leaves open the paosibility of 
thinking a mnaept signiw in md of i k &  a concept simply present for 
thought, independent of a relationship to laquage, that is of a 
relationship to a sysbem of signih ers.... 1 have pmpoded to c d  a 
"trawcendental ~ignified,'~ [that] which in and of k i f ,  in its essence, 
wodd refér to no signiher, wouid exceed the chah of signs, and 
would no longer i k l f  hurtion as a signiher. (Derrida, P 19-20) 

In the preceding pages and those which foiiow, constituting this introduction, 

and thus that which precedes aîi the rest 1 have already made certain statemenb: in 
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respom to the death of Gd, the nineteentkentury novd assumes the fonn of 

iryponin'ir; the nineteenth-century novel forgeb or erases its status as such and 

posits itself as cmmznesis; the ninebeenth<entury novel repais the primai scene of 

philosophy; etc. To make such stabements within one's introdudiory mnarks is to 

"announce in the future knse ('this is what you are going to =ad') the conceptual 

content or sig~ficance...of what will abeady have been turitien. And thus suffiaently 

nad to be gathered up in its semantic h o r  and proposed in advanceff (Demida, D 7). 

As Demda points ouf This is an essential and ludicrous operatio a.. because, in 

pointhg out a single thematic nucleus or a single guiding thesis, it would cancel out 

the texhial displacement that is at work 'hed" (D 7). Such is the double Mnd 

inherent in wery bwk of Derridean readings and espdally, wery thesis, which is, 

by definition, "a proposition to be maintained or proved" (COD 1268). 

As we have h d y  seen, it is impossible to escape the metaphysics of 

pcesence- AU one Ca. do is to acknowledge one's inevitable complicity and, like the 

bnwkw, adopt the bols of metaphysics b effect ib destabilization. However, 1 do 

wish to emphask th& despite the structural paradoxes of an academic dissertation 

on Derrida, the "single thematic nucleus" of this text c m  in no way exist 

independently of language, of the text(s in question), of their very kxhiality. A 

"single guiding thesis" wili indeed govem my argument but nof as a transcendental 

signihed, from without 1 am not using the kxtP of Collins b exempw a gened 

Truth which exists independently of them but to which they inevitably d e r *  The 
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thesis of my thesis is (Uiextricably tied b) bextuality. Thus, it may be likened, not to 

a tilanscendental sigdied, but t~ Demda's notion of di#hznoe: a non-origWry 

origin that determines the system from within and cannot exist without i t  Like 

m a t  prefaces and inboductions, this one was writben after the body of the text and 

may be said to double for my conclusion. Yet once again we have, after an ülusory 

escape, slipped k c k  inb the langwge of metaphysia, thus reminding ourselva 

that we can never speak or write another language. If one is to destabiüze this 

syskm, it must be through the text itseif. 

The Step h m  Psychoanaly~is md Litmature to P8ychoanaIys~ter;iture 

1 have already suggesbed some of the dangers inherent in the relationship 

between psychoanalysis and iikrature. To apply the writings of Freud and his 

descendants as a transhistorical and, indd ,  transcendental master code, to a 

Literacy text is to re-write that text as the mere signifier of a truth (Truth itself) which 

exists independently of i t  It is to assume the stance of the analyst mastering the text 

and thereby asserting one's own mastery (Mastery i t d )  by reducing the k x t  to the 

status of the analysand or symptom; a patient b be curecl, whose return to health 

confimis the healthy status of the psychoanalytic discipline as a whole. As we shall 

see in Chapter Three, this reduction usuaily entails the reduction of textuality, the 

elimination of the scene of writing. In a firm belief in its ulthabe power, 

psychoanalysis thus fails b recognize the very kxtuality which ensures that any text 

(always) already eludes absolute control and absolute inberpretation. As Shoshana 
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Felman points out psychoanalysis !'cm thus but blind itself: biind itself in order to 

deny its own castration, in order not to see, and not to read, liberahire's subve~ion of 

the very possibility of psychoanaiytic masteryN (wnting and Madnas 239)* 

Although 1 WU, in part offer a psychoanajytic interpretation of the 

ninebeenth-cenhuy novel, 1 hope to avoîd the blindness of such readings, pprecisely 

by reading itseir; by reading the bext(ua1ity) of psychouialysis which, iike an d y  

uncowcious, always escapes its own contd. 1 will travel a- the boundaries 

between disciplines (not a wholIy inappropriate gesture in a text concemed with the 

movement of metaphor), not simply to challenge or reverse the traditional hierarchy 

between psychoanalysis and Iiteratut.e, but to reveal the two as parailel discourses. 

The relationship between psychoanalysis and the nineteenth-century novel, 

especially the ninekntkentury detedive novel, has already received a good deal 

of atbention.lJ The findings of such investigations are summed up neatly by Albert 

Dm Hutter: 

[Llike a psychoanalysis, the detective story morders our perception of 
the past Uirough language. Although psychoanalysis and detective 
fiction are so different in conscious design and intient they share a 
signihcant sbructwai relationship, judt as tney share a close historical 
dationship. (191) 

As is already suggeskâ by the very syntax of Hutter's statement, these critics posit 

13 Here and eisewhere throughout the thesis, 1 use the tenn d e M v e  fiction to 
refer to classic dektive fiction, which upholds "the conventional [and 
phonologucentric] premisem..of a basic congruence between language, thinking, and 
reality that is only tempordy obxured by the criminal" (Huhn 461). 
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psychoanaiysis as the answer b the riddle p s e d  by detective fiction. They explain 

the genre and, indeed, explain it away, in psychoanalyticai tennr In accounting for 

the structural similarities between psychoanalysis and the dektive novel and their 

historical contingency, in terms of ''a popular demand for a sadistic retum b the 

prima1 scene" (Pederson-Krag 16), "a new concem with psychological urges towards 

aggression and sexuality" (Cawelti 102), etc., psychoanaiysis appropriates dektivè 

fidion in exactly the same way as unamnesis appropriates writing in the movement 

of metaphor. 

In such readings, the psychoanaiytic dtia tend to ignore the text(ua1ity) of 

b t h  theu own writing and that under consideration: the dance of signihers which 

not only sidesteps their conhl but also reveals @noe Hutber) that psychoanalysis and 

dektive fiction are mt "JO diffemt in conscious design and intenttl According ta 

John G. Cawelti, the debective novel may be explaineci *at lest  in part by the decline 

of traditional moral and spiritual authorities" (104). Speaking more broadly, so too 

rnay the nineteenth-century novet and psychoanalysis. Anticipaihg things to corne, 

one may say that the death of God as a transcendental sigruhed, the loss of origins, is 

the prima1 scene of each Furthemore, each responds to this death in a strikingly 

simiiar way. In the words of Geoffrey Hartman, each functions as "a displaced 

rnligious or metaphysical discowse in search of the logos" (S&g the Tex) 102). 

According b Jacques Lacan, "what the psychoanalytic experience discovers 

in the unconscious is the whole structure of language" ("The agency of the letter in 
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the unconsciousl' 147)14 In the absence of a transcendental signifieci that "would 

place a reasswing end to the re feme from sign to sign," language, psychical or 

othenvise, is nothing more than a limidess play of traces. The figure or piharniiJron 

(as we shall see, the former is, preasely, the latter) which best captures the ever 

elusive movement of this play is the labyrintha*5 Symbolizing both chaos and order, 

the labyrinth is also the boundary between inside and outride and thus represents 

the site of "the very basis of oppos*tion as such" (Derrida, D 103). As a aponse ta the 

laby~thine bail of traces which follows the death of Gd, both the detective and 

the psychoadyst fundion as an Ariadne fi- a guide through the labynnth and 

a substitute logos. 

Far from following the incasant siippage, the infixable movement of 
the signifying chah from Link to lï& from signifier to signher, [the 
Ariadne figure]...seeks to stop the meaning, to arrest siufication, by a 
grasp, precisely ... of the "due", by a firm hold on the Master Signifier. 
(Fdman, Wir'ting d M a d m  232) 

14 Speaking of the tide of üüs piece, Lacan states that by "'letter' 1 designate that 
material support that concrete discourse borrows h m  language" (147). Once again, 
what is at stake is wriüng as metaphor or metaphor as Wnting. For a discussion of 
the links between the psyche and language and, more particularly, the relationship 
between the mirror phase and the specular name# see Geoffrey Wartmanls 
"Psychoanalysir The French Connedion'' (lm). Aiso of interest is Ciive Bloom's 
Reading Pm Rendng F m d  (1988), especially pp. 6283. 

lS According 60 Derrida, the ghmntakon "would be a subshanoe-with all that that 
word can connok in terms of matter with occult *es, cryptic depths mfusing to 
submit th& ambivalence to analysis, already pavllig the way for akhemy-if we 
didn't have eventually to corne to mognize it as an antisubstance itselfi that which 
resists any philosopheme, indefinitdy exceeding its bounds as nonidentity, 
nonessence, nonsubstance" (LI 70). 
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Accotding to SWen Marcus, at the end of a successful psychoadysis, "one 

has corne into possession of one's own story- It is a final a d  of selfkppropriation, the 

appropriation by oneseif of one's own history" (62). At this pow it may be helpful 

to recall our definition of mrmnnesis. Attclmtresis is "1 recoktion (esp. of a supposed 

previous existence). 2 a patients account of his or her medical hisbory* 3 Ecd. the part 

of the anaphora recalling the Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension of Quistu 

Psychoanalysis and the ninetieenth-century novel both function as a form of 

anamnesis. Through the klling of stories, the repmentation and tepetition of certain 

narratives, each enables the patient/reader to recd a lost existence by resurrecting 

God in the form of the Ariadne figure who, in hun, is able to offer, once again, the 

possibility of a "self-present self-knowleâge." 

Psychoanalysis and the nineteenth-centwy novel are both firmly embedded 

in the kustory of the metaphysia of presence. The "conscious design and intent" of 

both is to "restor[e] to full presence what is now absent" It is, therefore, hardly 

surprising that both F m d  a d  many ninebeentkentury wrikrs were, when 

discussing theh own work, drawn to the figure of archaeology.16 As Makolm Bowie 

points out, it was one of the k t  metaphors chosen by Fmd to elaborate 

psychoanalysis. 

Psychoanalysis, üke archaeology, is the quest for, and the sysdematic 
study of, anterior states: for Fmud that whidr came kjbre, whether in 
the life of a civilisation or in the life of the minci, has a peculiar and 

l6 For a discussion of how this figure was used in the nineteenth century, see Steve 
Dillon's "The Archaeolagy of Vidorian Fidion" (1993). 



unparalleleci capaaty b organise our perception of k t  which k... 
Archaeology and psychoanalysis am, then, both concemed with burial 
and excavation, witfr the nirdang psart 4 a  pcoiarsy Inst pst. ( F d ,  
narSt imd Lac;an 18-9 thllrl emphasis mine) 

The importance of this figure and, as we shall see, figut.ality ilseIf, is made expiiat in 

S e  on HysteM "In this, the first complete analysis of a hysteria that 1 

undertook,..I arrivecl at a procedure wihich 1 Irrk elmtaîd to a tnelhod and deliberately 

employed: the procedm of clearing away, layer by layer, the pathogenic psychical 

maberid whidi we Lü<ed to compare with the khnique of excavating a buried city" 

(139 emphasis mine). 

Yet if the psychoanalyst may be likened to the arrhaeo10gist so too may the 

other Ariadne figue of whom we are speaking. As Lawrence Frank argues: 

The detective, lü;e the geologist or paleontologist explains a fact or an 
event by placing it within a chmnological series; he then imaghtively 
transforms it into a chah of causes and efkb, leading backwards in 
time to sonre pa#led migittllting nunwzt. (368 emphasis mine) 

The self-adopki figure of archaeology captures the phonologocentric tiendencies 

SM by both psychoanalysis and the nineknth-cenhuy (dektive) novel: the 

origin, a "supposed previous existence1' and, in so doing, to murrect Tmth and/as 

Ongin itself. That archaeology "as a discipline, in contrast to gentlemanly 

antiquarianism, had ib conception in the Vicborian period and, indeed, "functions 

as [its] subterranean, governing metaphorI1 (Ddlon 238; 239), is hardly surprising. 

The nineteenth century marks a crisis in the ongoing "dation between the history of 
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metaphysics and the destruction of the history of metaphysics." Movhg, quite 

piayhilly, one se beyond, 1 would suggest that mhaeology may be the figue for 

the tendencies and desires of the very history in which psychoanalysis and the 

nheteenth-cenhiry novel participak the metaphysics of p-nce. 

Yet if the figure of airhaeology is illuminath& so too is Freud's use of 

figurality. According to Clive Blwm, metaphor aiiowed Freud to "give substance to 

concepts the na- of which would always l ave  them 'invisible', or at worst 'absent' 

h m  their symptomatic tendering" (Readmg Poe Renüng Freud 45). Using writing to 

make the absent pment restoring mnëmë though hypomnësb, psychoanalysis 

pmceeds to i d e h  and efface its inscriptions. Perfoming a sleight of hand before a 

blind audience, it substitutes the movement of writing for the movement of 

alëlfieial7 This movement from inscription to erasm, the rnovement of metaphor, is 

charackristic of both psychoanalysis and the ninebeenth-century novel. 

Thus, instead of accounting for the latter in k m s  of the fonner, the te& of 

both should be examined for such symptoms of theù participation in, and 

undeminhg of, Western metaphysics. Such an examination, viewing 

psychoanalysis and the nineteenth-century novel within the larger philosopheme of 

phonologocentrism, may help to account for certain coincidences and affinities. A 

parlïcularly telling example of such affinities is the fact that Freud should share a 

- - 
17 As Derrida suggesb, the "movement of d ë W  is a deployment of mneme 

through and through. A deployment of living memory, of memory as psychic life in 
its seIf-prpsentation to i h l f "  (D 105). 
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profound interest in aphasia and, more generdyf the dismption or brePkdown of 

spegh communication, with many ninetieénthatury mite= and, most OMOUSI~, 

Charles Dickens. According to Marcus, tk young Freud 

was alsa interesteci in the new discoveries that were taking place in 
the study of the anatomy of the brain and the nervous syskm, and in 
such reîated pathologies as aphasia and the bathny of affiictions that 
accompanied oyphiliP in ib  advanced stages. One large connection 
between aiese pathologies and the muroses, in part ich hysteria, 
was that they tended to mimic etch other. Hysterically disbrted 
spegh or hystiencal loss of speech fur\ctions o h  was 
indistinguishable h m  the d u c e d  or deformeci spegh functiom of 
persans-who had, h m  one cause or another, imirred damage of the 
brairi. And vice vem. The blinânessesf paralysesf tics, laxnene~~e~, 
spasms, pains, and phantnm sensations of hysteria wexe aii produceci 
as weil by syphilis in its tertiary phase. Indeed the nineteenth-century 
epidemics of venereal dise- and hysteria were co~ecbed in a 
number of intimate ways. Not ody was their symptomatology o h  
convertible and inhmhangeable, but aiqr often tendeci as well to 
arur coincidentally or in tandem, and in the same pemns. The 
cultural and moral -history of these entities still remaida be writbn. 
(7-8) 

In contrast, 1 would argue that the "culturai and mord history of these entities," these 

s h a d  preoccupations and coincidences, k already ken written; it is the history of 

Western metaphysics. What remairu is for this hisfory tn be read: to locate the 

"blindnesses, paralyses, tics, lamenesses, spasms, [and] pains" of its textr. Such a 

reading would rewrite the kxto of psychoanalysis and the ninebeentkenhuy novel 

within the epoch of phonologocenûism. ït wouid view the growing interest in 

breakdowns of speech communication as symptomatic of the more general crisis in 

the thematics of presence which followed the death of God. Thus Freud's inberest in 

the relateci aphasic syrnptoms of syphilis and hyskria is simply another fonn of the 
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same aruüety that led the w r i b  of Bbdr  H4we to M e n  Caddy Jellyby with a deaf 

and dumb infant and b d u c e  Sir Leicester Dedlock to a state where "ail the IRiing 

l a n p p ,  and al1 the dead, are as one bD him" (818 anphasis mine). It c m o t  be 

d e ~ e d  that such affiictions have a moral dimension; Caddy's abnomal offkpring is, 

in fi& the nahual ofîkpring of a diseased sodety, so dominateci by institutions tbt 

it has k o m e  dwoid of personal responsibility. Yet these institutions are 

characûxkd precise1y as/by Writing, its endles deferrai of meaning. Read wiaiin 

the hisbry of metaphysics, Sir LRicesWs aphasia is undetstood not as a  action to 

shame or worry, but rather, as a sign of the dangerous and debilitating effects of 

prolongeci exposure to the play of signifiers. It is, preciseiy, just this sort of reading 

and rewriting that this thesis atbwipts. 

The Death of God and the (NoeRirmry) Pdmd Scene 

Forgetting is the essence of philosophy. 

Ned Lukacher 

After much defend and several of what might in another discourse, be 

termeci detours, it is Lime to arrive at my point of deparhue the sarne point of 

departure that doubles as my point of arriva1 or destination. Yet such speculi~ non- 

movement is, perhaps, not inappropriate for a text that is (ahvays) about to reach 

(beyond) Freud's Bgpnd. The death of God as a transcendental signitied is the 

primal scene of the nineteenth-century novel. Furthermore, as a response to this 

death, the nineteentkentury novel reenacb, repeats and rewrites the primal scene 



Fmd h t  used the term "primal scene'l (Umzenen), h the sense h t  we 

understand it May, that is, as "the xene where the child happens to witness m a l  

relations between its parents" (ZaPanche and Pontaiis 335, in his Wdf-Man - nOm 
Ihe Hic- of an In#& Ncirmsis (1918 [1914]). Yet even at this stage, the scene's 

status as origitipry (Origin itself) is h d y  problematized.'a As Freud himself 

recopizs, the primal scene is not located in a single, definable, originating moment 

but nther, in the d e f d  relationship of supplementarity between the posited 

scene and a later event that aliows the absent b become present Thus, the primal 

scene is locatd in what may be b n e d  to the movernent of metaphor. 

Neither hilly present nor M y  absent in itseif, the primai xene is also the 

vene of ontcdogicai wicertainty. The consequences of this wertainty for post- 

structusalist thought are fuliy explored in Lukacher's Pnmal Sa~ies: Liîwuture, 

Philasophy, Psychoanalyssis, and his text may be said to function as a preface to my 

own Dislocating the prima1 scene fmm its traditional, semai moorings, Lukacher 

defines it as 

an intertextual event that displaces the notion of the event from the 
ground of ontology. It calls the event's relation to the Real inbD 
question in an entirely new way .... [Primai scene] desaibe[s] the 
interpretive impasse that arises when a reader has good ruwon to 
believe that the meaning of one text is historically dependent on the 
mading of another k x t  or on a previously unnoticeci set of criteria, 

" For a discussion of the 
Speculate- on 'Freud"' (1987). 
Lukacher, pp. 1%7. 

question of ongins in Freud, see Derrida's IfTo 
For a difkrent mding of the same maberid, e 
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even though there is no conclusive evidential or archival means of 
establishing the case beyond a reasonable dou km.. The primai scene is 
the figure of an interpreüve dilemma; it is a consteilation of forgoth 
interfPxtua.1 evenîs offered in lieu of a demonstrable, unquestionable 
ongih (24-5) 

Thus Lukacher's conception of the prima1 xene coma to bear an uncanny (specular) 

resemblance fo the Derridean bext: 

a network of bextual rehrals t~ ofha te-, a tiexbial transformation in 
which each allegedly "simple tenn" is maiked by the trace of another 
km, the presumed interiority of meaning is already worlled upon by 
its own exkiority. It is always already camed ouWe ibelf. It 
aiready diffkrs (hm itself) before any act of expression. (P 33) 

It is in thid sense, primal scene as te* primal scene as a scene of miting, that 1 shall 

adopt the term in these pages. The prima1 scene of the nineteenth~entury novel, the 

death of God as a trawcendental sigruhed, is "the enabiing mechanism that explains 

and describes, rathet than determinhg or causing," thio genre (Lukacher 27). As 

Lukacher suggests, it is "the figure of an inkrpretive dilemma." Yet the loss of 

foundation, ground, or centre, h a t e c i  with the death of God, means that it 

doubles as the non-originary origin of intierp&ation i k l f .  

If the primal scene may be b e d  to a tee it can also be seen b be 

characferized by a degree of bextuality, that is, division. The primal scene is always 

already divideci, always already a tepetition. As 1 have suggested, the primal scene 

of philosophy is the distinction ôetween mnëmëand h y ~ n ë ~ i s .  The purpose of this 

distinction, which is nothing less than the founding g e s b  of Western philmphy, 

was "to exclude or to lower (to put outside or below), the body of the written trace as 
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didactic and technical metaphor, as servile matber or excrement" (Demida, "Freud 

and the Scene of Writingl' 197). The scene of writuig b the scene of its own 

exdusion Yet this exclusion is nothing more than a case of wilful forgethilnesis 

which has, itseif, been forgotten. 

Through a proces of p inscription, Derrida reminds us that 

between mnëmë and hpmnësir, Wween memory and its 
supplemen$ the line is more than subtie; it is hardly meptible. On 
both sides of that Une, it is a question of n@ition. Live memory 
repeats the presence of the ecdc6, and tmth is also the possibility of 
repetition through maU Tmth unveils the cidas or the atoj  on, in 
other words, that which can be imitatecl, reproduced, repeatd in ib 
identity. But in the anamnesic movement of truth, what is ~peated 
must present itseîf as such, as what it is, in repetition. The true is 
repeated; it is what is repeated in the repetition, what is repcesentied 
and present in the qresentation It is not the repeater in the 
mpetition, nor tk sigmfier in the signihcation. The tme is the 
presence of the eidas signihed. (D 111) 

Thus the founding gesture of philosophy, its primai scene, is nothing more or les 

than a movement towards idealization, that is, the movement of cu~llttlnais, that 

allows philosophy to bypass the mabenai representation of the signifier and pmceed 

directly to the eidos sipifmi. As 1 have alroady suggested, this idealization is 

inextricably tied to a discussion of metaphor and metaphor, in hum, "seems to 

involve the usage of philosophical language in its entirety" (Derrida, WM 2W).l9 

19 The prima1 scene is always a metaphor. What b unique is that it is a metaphor 
of metaphoricity. A scene is substituted for an a d  of disjunction between force and 
meaning, just as withui that act meaning is substitubed for foire. A scene of 
substitution is substituted for an a d  of substitution. There is bth a reenacûnent and 
a reduplication" (W inquist 45). 
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Both metaphor and philosophical language demand a move from the figurai to the 

the first meaning and the first displacement are then forgotten. The 
metaphor is no longer noticed, and it is taken for the proper meaning- 
A doubie effacement Phiiosophy would be this pmcess of 
metaphorhtion whkh gets cacrjecl away in and of ihlfm 
Constitutionally, philosophicd culture wiU ahvays have been an 
oblikaling one. (Derrida, WM 211) 

It b precisely thid initial inscription and subsequent erasure of writing, of the writing 

of metaphor and metaphor as mititi& that consthtes the prima1 scene of the 

ninebeenth-cenhuy 4. The scene of repetition is itseif repeakd. 

In oder for this hrpomnesic substitute to function properly, it must be 

rendered invisible. As Derrida states, Visibility should not be visible. According to 

an old, omnipotent logic that ha9 reigned since Plato, that which enables us to see 

should rernain invisible Ma&, blinding" ("Living On" 9û-1). Thus? a "double 

effkcement" must occur. F- the always already contaminateci state of mnëmë by 

hypomn& m u t  he denied or, more pmisely, forgotten. Secondly, hypainësb must 

veü is lowered so that an unveiling may (re-)ptoduce presence. What resulb is a 

form of h p n n &  that erases its status as such and presenk itself (presenk presence 

itse4 as mrmnmis. Through its narratives and histories, the nineteenth-cenhuy 

novel mollects the dead Godm However, by denying the bext(ua1ity) of 

For a discussion of the role of narrative in theology, see TmR WrighYs Theolosy 
and Liferature (1988) in which he suggests, "Tehg storia*..is functionally equivalent 
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recollection, its status as repetition, it not only t#:okts the dead G d  but actually 

tpsumcts Him. In the same way as the successful psychoanalysis h u g h  (the 

movement of) metaphot maks  the absent p-nt (it is "a final act of seIf- 

appropriation by oneseif of one's own historyf'), so too does the nineteenth~entury 

novel (re-)creabe the po6sibiüty of the "absolute!y self-pmsent seIf-knowledge" 

associateci with the logos. And, by so doing, it negabes the very means by which it 

was accomplished. For as Thomas Altizer stabes, "Gad or logos is the source and 

ground of the exclusion or negation of ali alien sources of self-presence, and is so 

precisely because God is tobl pesace, a presence which negates and excludes 

eve~ything which cannot become present and which cannot become present in 

- consciousness or history" ("Hisbry as Apocalypse" 153)P What this thesis will 

suggert Mrough a reatiing of the text(uafity) of the prima1 scene, is that through the 

initiai inscription and subsequent erasure of (the) writing (of metaphor), the 

ninekenth-cenhuy novel resUlTeCfS both God and mnëmë but a h ,  and by the very 

same gesture, resnacts their death, that is, "aie moment when language invaded the 

u n i v d  problematic." 

b beiieving in Gd', since both involve finding meanhg and order in experience" 
(87). 

"Henccforth the enth  teleology of meaning, which constructs the philosophical 
concept of metaphor, coordinates metaphor with the manifestation of truth, with the 
production of truai as presence without veil, with the teappropriation of a fidi 
language without syntax, or in any case without a pmpesly u n d l e  articulation 
that is irreducible b the semantic reIèaie or to dialectical interiorizalion'' (Demida, 
WM 270). 



The Metiuuorphoses of Aahdne in the Vhmian Labyrbth 

1 am the way, the truth and the life; no man cometh to the Father, but 
by me. 

John 1 4 9  

In order to grasp the sigruficance and impücations of this repetition 

and/as substitution, it is naxessary to consider the spgihc figures involved. As 1 

have already suggested, the death of G d  condemm humanity to a heu of 

"forgetfuiness" and, more speahcaily, to a "forgetfthess" of divine origins and 
- - 

mneme. Thus, it opens the scene or space of mi- an unending chah of 

signification. As 1 have already suggesbed, the hell of God's absence is best figured 

as a labyrinth whose digressions, detom, delays, and diversions aptiy rewrite the 

play of witingP The labyrinth is "the boundary between without and within; it is 

the entrance to the tomb, it is the cave which is the entrance to the eadh, and 

possibly it is the body of the earth motherl' (Jackson KNght 253). Thus, it is the site 

of the "very basid of opp(xsition as such" and its passages are the passages of 

* "The Way' is known to all religions. Always it stands for the ûuth and the 
dynamic manifestation of the truth in the holy Me, the life divine* ... hdeed it may be 
said, that the Way is not just one religious concept amongst many others, or even the 
central concept in any one dgion, but religion and the Way are synonymous" 
(SChnapP' 17). 

Indeed, as Gaetano Cipda stab, Yhe labyrinth and the underworld are 
synonymousl' (27). As he later suggests, "Losing the right path [Le. faith, Cod] is 
quivalent symboiically to entering into an exitless labyMthf' (45). 
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metaphor, h m  (death ta) life (to deaith)? Indeed, its "unpassabie paths" are the 

figure of the fundamental aporia (of figurality)). The labyrinth is also "the perfèct 

oxymomn which opposes the chaos of itr tortuous and dark comdon to the 

geometric precision of its exîmnal forms " (Cipoiia 120). Symbolizing both order and 

chaos, depending on one's perspective (transcendent or immanent transcendental 

s i e e d  or dijifranœ), it is also a fi- of the "two interpretations of interpretation, 

of strucbe,  of sign, of play." The appeai and advantages of this figurie ta the 

Derridean =der are obvious: the labyrinth assumes a place b i d e  di@ranœ, 

pihmnrdrar, supplement and hymen as yet another Derridean hinge or non-origiwy 

origih Yet this recognition was anticipated more than a cenhuy ago, when the 

nineteenth-century novelists adopted the labynnth as the most apposite figure 

thmugh which to explore the various oppositions which both support Western 

metaphysics and affect its ulamate destabili7ationP 

24 The boundary (between inside and outside, Living and noniiving) separates not 
ody speech from writing but also memory as an unveiling (rp)pducing a 
pmence h m  re-mernoration as the mere repetition of a monmene trutfi as distinct 
from its sign, king as distinct h m  types. The 'outside' does not begui at the point 
where what we now c d  the psydiic and the physical meet, but at the point where 
the mnëmc instead of king present to itself in its iife as a movement of tnrth, is 
supplanted by the archive, evicted by a sign of rememoration or of com- 
mernoration" @enida, D 1089) 

z5 According to Richard Maxwell, labyrinths, dong with crowds, panoramas and 
papemrork, are the four centrai figures of the ninekenth-century novel (one should 
note that the connedon between the h t  and fourth of these fi- h not 
fortuitous). As he suggests, "These subjects were pursued so ardendy that they came 
b have a sigdicance l q e r  than the i ikal  realities nameci" (nie Mysteries of Paris 
mid London x). 
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More speaIically, the nhekenth-century novelisb adoptd the labyrinth as a 

figure for the emerging ci+ The connection between the nineteentkentury novel 

and urtwnization is weildocumented26 As Miiier suggesb, the former was "calleci 

uito '*hg to deai with the conditions of urbanized W' ( 7 7 ~  D i s a p p P ~ œ  ofCod 50). 

What I wish tD draw attention to is the hct aiat the "spetific conditions of life in the 

city expm most conrretely the MW mode of existence which is coming into beingg 

for industriaîized man" (Milier, DG 4). 

The aty is the literal repmntation of the progressive humanization 
of the world. And where is there m m  for Cod in the city? Though it 
is impossible to teil whether man has exduded God by building the 
great aties, or whether the cities have been built because Gad has 
disappeared, in any case the two go together. Life in the city is the 
way in which rnany men have experienced modt directiy what it 
means to live without God in the world. (Miller, DG 5) 

It is undeniable that the growing emphasis on city life in the nineteenth-century 

novel i s  a response to the urbanization associateci with the Industrial Revolution. 

However, 1 would argue, in contrat to Miller ("the city is the literal representation"), 

h t  the city is alsa afigwe for the godless wor1d.P That this is, indeed, the case, is 

substantiated by the fact that the figure of dty becornes more and more indissociable 

See RA. Forsyth's nie Lnrt Patfm: Es- on the Emergent City Sensibility in 
Victaian England (1976) and Raymond Williams's nie English N m l :  F m  Dickens îo 
Lawtenœ (1987). 

27 As Charles Dickens states in HousehId W h ,  "the Raiiway Terminus Works 
themselves [synonymous with the ciW are a picture of our moral state" ("An 
Unseffled Neighbourhood' 291). 
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h m  the figure of the labyrinth." The foilowing passage, taken from Dickensk 

Martin Qluzzhit, is e n k l y  representative of how the ninebeenth-century novel . 

codates the figures of city and labynnth. 

You couidntt waik about in Todgers's neighbourhd, as you could in 
any other neighbourhood. You groped your way for an hour through 
lanes and bye-ways, and court-yards, and passages; and you never 
once emerged upon anythuig that might be reasonably cded a street 
A kind of resigned distraction came over the stranger as he bod these 
devious m m ,  and, m g  himself up for los4 went in and out and 
round about and quietly turneci badc again when he came to a dead 
wd or was sbpped by an iron railing, and felt that the means of 
escape might possibly present themselves in theù own good the, but 
that to anticipate them was hopeless. Instances were known of people 
who, being asked to dine at Todgersts, had traveUed round and round 
for a weary tirne, with ib very chimney-pots in view; and finding i& at 
Iast, impossible of atbiinment, h d  gone home again with a gentle 
melancholy on their spirits, tranquil and uncomplaining. Nobody had 
wer found Todgers's on a verbal direction, though given within a 
minute's walk of i t  Cautious immigrants from Sotland or the North 
of England had been known to reach it &1y, by irnpressing a ch& ty- 
boy, bwn-bred, and bruiging hun dong with hem; or by dinging 
benaciously to the po6tman; but these were rare exceptions, and only 
went to prove the rule that Todgers's was in a labynnth, whereof the 
mystwy was known but to a chosen few. (185) 

As Dorothy Van Ghent points out in the article that first immortalized th& passage, 

a As Wendy B. Faris suggestively asserts, 'The labynnth has persisteci from 
classical through contemporary li6erahire as image and as structural design in urban 
writing, highlighting the inberdependence of those two entities, the aty and the texr 
(6). 

A teliing example of the cornedion between labyrinth and cij. appem in the 
Strand Mapine in 1908. A game entitled The  labynnth of London" compriseci a 
map of the city and the foilowing instructions: "The traveller is supposed to enter by 
the Waterloo Road, and his obpct is to mach St Pauits Cathedrai without passing any 
of the barriers which are placed across those streetf supposed to be under repair" 
(citai in Bord 155). 
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'tTodgers's is, in a sense, all  of London, as Condon is the whole worldt' (S). W a b g  

thrczgh such s t e b  ïs simply a figure for the metaphysical state of humanity afkr 

the death of Cod, where each individual is trapped within a labynnthine chah of 

One should note that the use of this figue is not unique to the ninekenth 

century.29 Since the medieval period, the labynnth has been evoked as a figue for 

the Christian's experience of the world a f h  the Fall. Yet such labynnths diffes from 

theit ninebeenth-century counterparts in hvo siguhcant ways. AIthough the 

wandering pilgrim may feel lm his or her fwbbep are, in fact, diiffted bwards 

the centre, or salvation, by divine grace, faith, Christ Himseif. 

"1 have watched you, my son, while you were straying, but 1 did not 
wish to see you stray any longer, and have biought you to me by 
leading you into yo u~seif.... Indeed you have been and are mine from 
d ekmity, but you did not know it before. Long ago have I p ~ e p a d  
the happiness for you to which 1 shall now Iead you, but you did not 
understand i t  1 have led you ba myself by strange paths, ou6ugh 
byways and tums, but you knew it not nor did you comprehend 
what 1 the guide of ail my elect, have meant thereby; for you have not 
perceivecl my work upon you." (Comenius 1043) 

With such a guide direcüng one's steps, the l a b y ~ t h  is nothing more than a detour. 

Like the Laçanian letter, such a pilgrim wili "always arrive at @us or her] 

29 For a discussion of the nature and history of the labynnth, see Caetano ûpollats 
Labynnth: Studies on an Adtetype (1987); Penelope R e d  Doob's rite 1 h  4 Lfie 
Lnbynnth fiorn Chical Antïqtuty h g h  the Midme Ages (1990); S.H. Hooke's 7%e 
Labp'nth: F z t t t k r  StuàiRJ; m the Relatùm betuwen Myth and Rituaî in the AncDent Wald 
(1935); W.H. Matthew's Mazes and Labyrinbhs: Theit Histay and DmIopment (1970 [lw); Jill Puce's llae Mystic Spiral: \lounigc ofthe Sou1 (1974); and Janet Bord's Mats 
and Labynnths ofthe Wald (1976). 
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destination" ("Seminar on The Fbloined Letter''' 72). Furthennom, the pre 

ninekenth-cenhuy labyrinth is a structure stiU vey much governeci by a centre. 

Once again, 1 d e r  to Comenius's higw infiuential nie Lrbynnth of lfre Wald and üze 

Par& of* Haart, to estabiish the function of the centre in these labynnh.  The 

double veil, or hymen, that characberizies Comenius's c e n b  is noc in itself, typical of 

pre-ninebtenth-cenhuy labyrinths. But the illusory SeCUfjty it figures is absolu* 

represmtative of the role of the centre within w q  metaphysical structurem 

Thempon 1 enterd the temple caiied Christianity, and espying in the 
innezmost part of the chou a curtiin or a screen, 1 went diigtly 
toward it.. . It was then for the first t h e  that I malid what that 
corner was: ~ m e l y ,  that it was called p h  &tuminni, the truth of 
Chnstianity. The cmtain which separabed it from the =t was 
twofold: the outward, whkh codd be seen h m  the outside, called 
wndpnrgtus mundi, the contempt of the world, was darker in color; the 
other, inner curtain was redplendent, and was called anmr Mti, the 
love of Chrise these two curtahs, 1 obsewed, separateci and divided 
this place from the riest; but the inner was not visible from the outside. 
(111) 

This double curtain, a figure for the separation of inside from outside, of the centre's 

complete independence fmm the structure it govems, is exactly what dows it "to 

orient, balance, and organh the structure ... but above ail to make sure that the 

organizing p ~ c i p l e  of the structwe would limit what we rnight cal1 the play of the 

structure1' (Denida, S P  278)" And, surely enough, Comenius's centre is the 

30 B is important to recognize that Comenius's curtain, although doubled, is still a 
curtain which both separates md joins. Indeed, by doubling the curtain and thereby 
hoping to maintain the centre's power b escape strudurality, he actually 
forepunds the centre's vulnerability and inadverbently dmws attention tD its very 
shucturality . 
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foundation or ground of the very oppositions upon which Westem metaphysics is 

1 passed within the endosure and.... was fillecl with unspeakable joy, 
for 1 saw werything just the oppsite b the conditions in the world. 
For in the latgr 1 had seen blindness and darkness werywb, hem 
nothing but dapling Li& in the world fraud, here truth; the world 
had been bill of disorder, here exiskd nothing but the most excellent 
order; in the world, ôustle, here peace; there worry and anxiety, here 
joy; in the world want here abundance; t k e  slavery and subjedon, 
here Liberty; in the world everyttung bilsome and laborious, here all 
was easy; there the most lamentable accidents everywhere, here 
@=t safety* (112) 

In contrast, the nineteenthentury labyrinth, as a figure of the state of the 

world following God's death, is a radically diffemnt entily. If the skps of the pre- 

ninebeentkentury pilgrim are directed by Cod, thus redudng the i a b y ~ t h  to a 

mece detour, the " a h c e  of the tFanscendental sisnifieci extends the domain and 

the play of signification infinitelyt' @enida, S P  280). Furthemore, foilowing the 

death of God, the ninehntkentury pilgrim wanders in a labyrinth without a 

centre, a labyrhth whose Minotaur is, precisely, absence. Lacking a centre "which 

arrests and grounds the play of substitutionstt (Derrida, SSP 289), the movement of 

the nineteentkentury labynnth is the movement of play, of supplementarity. It is 

both the space and the xene of writing131 

3l At this point it may be of inberest to consider the following passage from 7k 
Lizy Tour of Two Idle A p ~ e n t i t ~ ~ ,  CO-wriüen by Dickens and GUins. In so doing, the 
reader should bear in mind two points. First that the convoluted structure of the 
woven mat is precisely labynnthine and sgondly, that "kxt' derives h m  hm?, to 
weave. "In one gailery...there was a poor littie darkshinned, meagre man, with a 



(im)balanced between the "two interpretations of interpriefation": "The one ~eeks  to 

decipher, dreams of d e c i p h g  a tnath or an origin which escapes play .... [while 

the] other, which is no longer tunied bward the origin, affirms play" (Derrida, SSP 

292)J2 This fjRt impulse, the driving force of Westem metaphysics, demands that 

the nineteenthentury novelisb a b p t  to curBil the chain of sinification that is 

the labynnth by introducing an Ariadne figure who functions as a substitute or 

supplement to the absent logos? Hence, we have another in the "series of 

perplexeci brown and pensive face, stooping low over the matting on the floor, and 
picking out with his thumb and forefinger the course of its fibres.. .. 1 stoppeci to look 
at him, and it came into my mind, that pmbably the course of those fibres as they 
plaiid in and out over and under, was the only course of thing in the whole wide 
world that it was left to him to understand- that his darkening intellect had 
narmwed down to the small deft of light which showed him, This  piece was 
twisted this way, went in hem, passed under, came out there, was c v r i d  on away 
hem b the right where 1 now put my finger on it, and in this progress of events, the 
thing was made and came to be hem.' Then, 1 w o n d d  whether he looked into the 
matting ne* to see if it couid show him anything of the proces through which he 
came to be aiere, so strangely poring over it Then, 1 thought how aiî of us, GOD 
help us! in our different ways are poring over our bits of matüng, blindly enough, 
and what confusions and mysteries we make in the pattern" (43). In this passage, 
the confusion of the Godless world is representeâ in the figure of the mat and, more 
precisely, the mat as text 

As Walter Kaufman suggests, 'Man often craves religious certainty in &cf 
pnprtiar to his profound and tonnenting doubts" (26 emphasis mine). 

The relationship behveen the Ariadne fi- and the logos for whom it stands 
in the place of as substitute, is ewctly that of Tho* the g d  of writing, and his 
father Ra, the s d  god of praence. "As a subsfihite capable of doubiing for the king, 
the father, the sun, and the word, distinguished h m  these oniy by dint of 
repzesenüng, repeating, and masquerading, Thoth was naturally also capable of 
totaiiy supplanting them and appmpriating ai i  their attributes. H e  is added as the 
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substitutions of center for center." 

This subtitute c e n e  assumes a variety of forms in the nineteenthsentury 

novel. At the extradiegetic levei, it appears as the omniscient narrator. In î l e  F m  

of Vicfaian Fiction, Miller argues that the convention of the narratot as general 

consciousness of the community "is so crucial to nineteenth-century English fiction, 

so inclusive in its implications, that it may be called the deteminhg p ~ c i p l e  of ib 

form" (63). This narrabr is d a t e d ,  above aU, l'with a coilective mind which pn+ 

exists the f h t  words of the novel and will continue when they end" (67). Thus the 

narrator putatively existr independently h m  the novel in which it appears and, 

more precisely, as an extralinguistic sigmfied. Moreover, this narrabr, as substitute 

centre, undertakes al l  the hctions of a transcendental sipfied: 

me ninetieenth-century] novelist..posesd an extraordinary 
ambition, to grasp and encompass the "whole horizon" of "what earth 
is" and "has to show," to d o w  readers to experience something like 
the "absdude pisena ofdity" in the pages of a book In undertaking 
this proiecf these novelisb arrogated the power of "commissioned 
spiritrl to set their readers, dong with themseives, in a position of 
overview, as if pinnaded high above the world they viewed. (Arac 2 
emphasis minep 

essential attribute of what he is added to, and from which almost nothing 
distinguishes him. He diffk h m  speech or divine light only as the revealer from 
the revealed. Batelyu (Derrida, D 90). One should remember that another name for 
Thoth is "'bu11 among the thus calling to mind the Minotaur of the labyrinth 
(Derrida, D 92). 

One should aiso mal1 Carlylels description of the man of letkrs as "the light of 
the world; the world's Priesti-guiding i t  Like a sacred Pillar of Fire, in its dark 
pilgrimage through the waste of Time" (On Hemes 135). 
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This desire for transcenderne is epitodzd by the narrator of Didcens's Dombey mrd 

Oh for a good spirit who would hk.e the house-tops off, with a more 
patent and benignant hand than the lame demon in the tale.... Bright 
and blest the morning that should rise on such a night for men, 
delayed no more by stumbling-blocks of their own making, which are 
but spedcs of dust upon the path between them and etemity, would 
then apply themselves, Iüce meatmes of one common ongin, owing 
one duty to the Fa- of one M y ,  and tenduig to one common end, 
to make the world a better place! 

Not the l e s  bright and Mest would that day be for musing 
some who never have looked out upon Me world of human üfe 
around them, to a kmmrledge of their own relation b i t  (738-9p 

The idea of pe~spective as a substitube for the centre is explored by John 
Hollingshead in an article entitied "All Night on the Monument1' "If a man..wishes 
to take a calm and dispassio~k review of the paths he has been pursuing; to see 
how hr he has wandered from the right track, or whither his blind, unguided, wJled- 
in steps now lead him.... let him take up his position upon the misty mountain-tops 
which fmpentty shut in great cities, or, if nahm fàils him, let him labour to the 
summit of one of those lofty monuments-fhase ZighUunrses 4 the land-which 
dwellem in crowded places have ahvays loved in raise in the a m k  of their homesH 
(145 emphases mine). 

While the most obvious implications of this passage are social and moral, 
Dickemk use of the Asmodeus f i p  aliows for an albeniative mding. According 
ta Jacques Barzun and Wendell Hertig Taylor's A Catalogue of Crime, detedion means 
"'taking the roof off,' i.e, wovering what is hidden In the Spanish üterary 
tradition, the Devii occasionally offered one of his favorites the entertainment of 
looking into all the houses of a town by taking the roofs off. Detedives are 
consequently sons or disapla of the Devil" (cited in Ousby 1). In calling for "a more 
pobent and benignant hand," Dickens and other ninehth-century writers, rewrite 
the Devii as God. As this definition suggests, the= is a certain sirnilarity behveen 
the extradiegetic and diegetic fonns of the Ariadne figure. The idea of detection as 
"uncovering" also calls to mind the figure of archaeology as used by both Freud and 
the ninetemth<entury detedive. 

The desk to assume the transcendent position of the dead God is not limited 
to ninekentkentury novels. As Arac states, "Popular periodicals of the 1830s and 
18409, bearing titles as As& in London, had piaced the city in o v e ~ e w  'at [the 
reader's] k t  and lifted 'away ... the roofs of the houses"' (47). This same desk is also 



At the diegetic level, the Ariadne figure ofben assumes the form of the doctor, 

lawyer, police officer, or, as 1 have already suggesbed, the detgtive? The 

paradigrnatic example of this figure is Dickensts Detective Buck& "who mounts a 

high bwer in his mind, and look out far and wide" (Bk& Harse 824). John Carey 

describs this character as ''perfbrm[ing] the myttucal function of the saviour, the 

unraveller [the saoiour us unrmller], who finds and shows the lost a d v e n u  the 

due b the labyrinth. Bucket enteis the stmy almodt lü<e a supematural figure - a 

myüucal god, arriving on earth b tPke a hand in mortal affairsf' (185). 

Mr Snagsby is dismayed to see, standing with an attentive face 
between himself and the lawyer, at a liWe distance h m  the table, a 
person with a hot and stick in his hand, who was not there when he 
himself came in, and has not since enbered by the door or by either of 
the windows. The= is a press in the m m ,  but its hinges have not 
meaked, nor has a step been audible upon the floor. Yet this t W  
person stands there, with his atkntive face, and his hat and stick in his 
hands, and his hands behind him, a  composeci and quiet lisbener. He 

- - 

evident in non-fictional writings of the p e n d  such as John Henry Newman's 7k 
Idea ofa U n h i t y :  "First of ail we must ascend; we cannot gain real knowledge on a 
level. ... It mattas not whether our field of operations be wide or limitd; in every 
case, to command if is to mount above i t  Who has not felt the irritation of mind 
and impatience mated by a deep, rich country, visited for the first tirne, with 
winding lianes, and high hedges, and green s e p s ,  and tangled woods, and 
everything smiling indeed, but in a maze? The same feeling cornes upon us in a 
strange city, when we have no map of the streets. Hence you hear of practised 
baveHers, when they f h t  corne inb a place, mounting some high hi11 or ch& 
bwer, by way of reconnoitring iis neighbowhood. In iike manner, you must be 
above your knowledge, not under if or it wiU oppress you; and the more you have 
of it, the p a t e r  wül be the load" (160-1). 

3' As the dodor of Mary Braddon's Ldy Adhj 's Senet suggesb, "'physiciam and 
lawyem are the confessoni of this prosaic ninekenth centurytN (374). 
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is a sbutiy buiit steady-looking, sharpqred man in black, of about 
the middleage. E x e p t  that he looks at Mr Snagsby as if he were 
going to take his portrait there is nothing remarkable about him at 
first sight but his g h d y  manner of appewing. (Bleak House 361) 

Despite the number of f o m  in w k h  the Ariadne figure may appear, its function 

mains constant: to act as a substihite logos and, by Eurtaüing the play of wriüng, 

to constitute a new centre and guide for the haplers pilgrim.3 

The d e  of the centre or guide b made clear in Bunyan's Pflgrim's Pmgress. 

Making his way through the Valley of the Shadow of Bath, Christian is saved by 

In the myth of the Cretan labynnth, Daedalus has two means of escape: the 
thread and fiight The first of these means seems to bear a resemblance to the 
diegetic Ariadne figure whose thread retraces the labyrinth ilseif. Thus it may be 
likened to Derrida's concept of diimœ which govems the system from within and 
is inextricably tied to its bext(ua1ity). In contrast the second means of escape, flight, 
is lssociated with the position of transcendeme assumed by the extradiegetic 
Ariadne figure, the narrabor. This latter figure is much closer to the traditional 
notion of a centre as transcendental signifieci, that which govems the system from 
without and escapes shuctunlity. 

Although this thesis is not a comparaüve study, 1 would argue that this 
distinction may enable us b idenbfy the position of Wilkie Collins within the overail 
development of the ninekenth-century novel in knns of how it deals with the death 
of G d  as a transcendentai signifieci. For instance, the labynnths within the novels 
of Charles Dickens and George Eliot tend b be govemed by an extradiegetic 
Ariadne figure or omniscient narrator, thus aligning them with "the saddened, 
n e g a h ,  nostalgie, guilty, Rousseauistic side of the thinking of play." In contrast, the 
Ariadne figures introduced inb Collins's labynnths tend to be of the diegetic variety 
and their threads are both indissociable and indistinguishable from the w r h g  of 
the labynnth itself. Furthennore, many of Collins's novels are composeci by 
multiple narrators, thus fracturing the centm (as we shaiI see in Chapter Three, the 
violence associatd with this fracturing is, precûely, the violence of Wnting). 
Together, these two factors place Coliins on the other side of the thinking of play, 
"the Nietachean a m t i o n ,  ... the affirmation of a world of signs without fadc 
without truth, and without ongin" (Derrida, SSP 292). For a radically different 
reading of the labyrirnth within Cab, than the one presenQd here, see Peter 
Thoms's rite W i n g  ofthe Labyr~iUI: Qwst and Shrrctm in the M a p  N m k  4M/ikk 
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vide of the fact that he is guided by the inner light of faith: Wis c d  shineth un 

my h d ,  and by hàs light I go b u g h  dmkness'" (111). As Stanley Fish makes dear in 

his discussion of Bunyan, this inner light is indissociable from the presence of God, 

G d  as presence, and the ninêmë over which He pmsides. "Memory is the 

qmsibry of the mastmts de, the source of the inner light the pulpit that the Holy 

Ghost pmaches in" (2SQ.39 Bearing these conn&ions in mind, it is interesthg to 

consider how the nineteenth cenhiry mvribs, or refigures, the inner Light of 

Bunyan's pügrh: 

Gas to teach me; gas to council me; gas to guide my footsteps, not over 
London fiags, but through the cmoked ways of unseen life and death, 
of the doings of the great Unknown, of the cries of the great Unheard. 
H e  who wiil bend himself to liskn to, and avaii himself of, the secrets 
of the gas, may walk thmugh London sti.eets, proud of being an 
Ins-r - in the great police force of philosophy - and of canying a 
perpetual W ' s  eye in his belt Lüce his municipal brother he may 
perarnbulabe the one-half world, whiie "Nature seems dark and 
wicked dreams abuse the NiZaintd sleep." Not a bolt or bar, not a lodc 
or fasbening, not a houseless night-wanderer, nota homeless dos shall 
escape that searrhing ray of üght which the gas shall lend him, b see 
and to know. (Sala 46) 

The inner üght of true faith has been replaced by the artficial and extemal üght of 

gas. Mnëiirëhas been ce-mittien as hypontnësis. Furthermoore, this substitute guide is 

a d a t e d  not with God as a transcendental sigrufied, but with the substitute logos 

Collins (1992). 
In Book Ten of his Con@ions, St Augustine says to Gd, 'Thou ... has vouchsafied 

b dweîî in my memory, since 1 leamt Thee .... Sure 1 am, that in it Thou dweU& 
since 1 have remernbered TheI  ever since 1 leamt Thee, and there 1 find Thee, when 
1 c d  Thee to remernbrance" (24). 
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or Ariadne fipue, "an InspeaOr - in the great police force of philo~ophy."~ 

This may be an appasite time to m i n d  the reader that the "due," the sine qua 

nar of both police work and detection, is etymologically related to "clew," "a bail of 

thread or yam, esp. with reference to the legend of Theseus and the labyrinthl' (COD 

210). And, quite clearly, the purpose of the Ariadne figure is to pmvide the clue or 

duead which guides the pilgrim through the labyrinth. 

1 dont remember my rnind ruMing once on the end of the cravat 
yeskrday, and I am certain I never looked at i t  Yet 1 had the strangest 
dmarn concerning it at night I thought it was lengthened into a long 
clue, like the süken thread that led to Rasamond's Bower. 1 thought I 
took hold of i t  and fdowed it a kale way, and then got frighQMd 
and tried to go back, but f ond  that I was obliged, in spibp of myseU, 
to go on It led me through a place iike the Vaiiey of the Shadow of 
Death, in an old print 1 rernember in rny mother's copy of the Pilgrim's 
Progress. 1 seemed to be months and months following i t  without 
any respibe, tilî at last it brought me, on a sudden, face to face with an 
angel whose eyes were iike Mary's. He said to me, 'Go on, still; the 
truth is at the end, waiting for you to find it" (Coliins, 'The Diary of 
Anne Rodway" 148) 

Yet because the Ariadne figure is introduced preckly by figurality, because the 

- - 
centre is ~ t a b l i s h e d  precisely by inscription, because ranerrie is created preasely 

by hyparnësis, the ninebeentkentury novel, in one and the same gesture, h i t s  "the 

phy of structurelI mui "exbends the domain and the play of signihcation infinitely." It 

simultaneously res- God and rtinikë while repeating their death (through 

For a discussion of the relationship between the emergence of the policeman 
and that of photography, as part of the "elabosate network of visual technology that 
mvoIutionized the art of seeing in the nineteenth century" (135), see Rodd R 
Thomas's "Making Darkness Visible: Capturing the Criminai and Observing the 
Law in Victorian Photography and Detective Fiction1' (1995). 



niat this is indeed the case is confirmed by wen the briefest consideration of 

Ariadne's thread itseif. As Hillîs Miller suggests, the %nage of the Line. ..cannot be 

. detached h m  the problem of repetitionf' (AMdne's 'lhrnd 17). In order for 

Anadne's thread to guide the pügrim through the labyrinth, the f i p  of the b d ,  

the lw of (the) writing by which it is constituted, must repeat or mwrik, the 

endless chah of signiâcation h t  is the labyrintk Thus the threpd, as (a) rewtion, 

is as indistinguishable from the iabyrinth as mnëmë is from hypannëbis. Thqr are 

separabed only "by by invisible, almost nonexiSben& thickness of that laf between 

the signifier and the signifïed" @errida, D 112). The (scene of exclusion is the) scene 

of inclusion (is the scene of exclusion). 

Having estabiished tnst the ninekntkentury novel mpeab or reenacts the 

prima1 scene of philosophy, it is now possible to move one step furMer and suggest 

that the nu\ebeenthsentury novel mets this scene in a partidar form, namely, 

that of theF:& game of Freud's Beyond the Plaasure nuidpie. Before advancing any 

Mher, it may be usefui to recall the ho-part structure of this game, which 

functions, for Freud, as a figure of the repetition compulsion 

This g d  little boy...had an occasionai disturbing habit of taking any 
smalî obiectp he codd get hold of and throwing hem away h m  him 
into a corner, under the bed, and so on, so that hunting for hi9 toys 
and picking them up was o h  quite a business. As he did this he 
gave vent b a loud, longdrawn-out *o+a-ol', accompanied by an 
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expression of interest and satisfaction. His mother and the writer of 
the present account were a& in aiinking that this was not a mere 
interjection but repmented the Gezman word "j&" rgone"]. 1 
eventudy r e W  that it was a game and that the only use he made 
of any of his bys W ~ S  tD play "gone" with them. One day I made an 
observation which confirmed my view. The child had a wooden reel 
with a piece of string tied round i t  It never occurred to him b p d  it 
dong the floor behind him, for instance, and play at its being a 
carriage. What he did was to hold the me1 by the string and very 
sküfully throw it over the edge of his curtained coc so that it 
disappeared into it, at the same time utking his expressive "-IV. 

He aien p d e d  the reei out of the cot again by the string and hailed its 
reappearance with a joyful "d$< Ptherel']. This, then, was the complek 
game- disappearance and return (8eyond the Pleasm Rinciple 284) 

According to Freud's spgulations, this game of substitution is itself a zemactment 

of the mother's departtue, that is, the departme of Presence iklf .  Having thus 

estabiished its rneaning, Fmud is initidy troubled by his grandson's kndency (the 

child is nobody less) to repeat the fiRt unpleasant stage of the game, that of 

deparhue, with far more frequency ttw the second, more obviously grawing stage 

of mtum, for this predilection appears to question the mastery and dominance of the 

Pleasum Principle. The implications of this questioning are profound, for as Derrida 

reminds us, the "mastery of the PP is none other than m a s e  in general" ("Cornhg 

into One's Own" 131). Happily, Freud is able to reassert the dominance of the 

Pleasuip Principle by rewriting the repetition of the game (the repetition that is the 

game), as a movement from passivity to activity, that Q as the movement of 

mastery . 
At the outset he was in a pasmie situation-he was overpowered by 
the experience; bu& by repeating i& unpleaswable though it was, as a 
game, he took on an actiw part These efforts might be put down to an 
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instinct for mas* that was acting independentiy of whether the 
memory was in itself pleasurable or not (BPP 285) 

Speaking of the specular movement of these games, that of the grandfatha as weli 

as the grandson, Derrida argues: 

It [the game] (he) Freud] p-ds tD distance the PP in order b h g  
it (him) back ceaselessly, in order tD o k e  that itself it @self he) 
brings itseif back (for it (he) [sic] has in it(hhn)self the 
priMpial [sic] forre of ib (hb) own economic mturn, to the house, his 
home, near it(hlln)self despite aii the diffemxe) [sic], and then to 
condude: it (he) is s u 1  the, 1 am ahvays them Da The PP maintains 
d itr (his) authority, it (he) has never a h t d  it(him)self. ('To 
Spgulate - On 'Freud'" 302) 

In so doing, F m d  assumes the mle of God or logos "as total presence, a 

presence which negates and exludes everything which cannot k o m e  present and 

whidi cannot becorne present in consciousness or history." The impulse which 

guides Freud's speculations, which demands and guarantea the mastery of the 

Pleasure Principle (Mastery ibelf), the impulse of Western metaphysics as a whole, 

is also the guiding impulse of the nineknth-century novelP Indeed, as 1 have 

already suggesbed, the nineknth-century novel is, as much as Emest and Freud 

himself, suffering from a repetition compulsion. In the same way as the child re- 

41 As I have already stated, Peter Brooks attributes the enormous literary 
output of the nineteenth century to "an anxiety at the loss of providential plots." 
He continues, "the plotting of the individual or social institutional life story 
takes on new urgency when one no longer can look to a sacred masterplot that 
organizes and explains the world. The emergence of narrative plot as a dominant 
mode of ordering and explanafion may belong to the large process of secularization, 
dating from the Renaissance and gathering force during the Enlighknment, 
which marks a falling-away h m  those revealed plots-the Chosen People, 
Redemption, the Second Coming- that appeared to subsume transitory human 
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enacts his anxiety about the loss of his mother üuough a process of substitution (the 

toys are not employed as such), and Fmd menacts his anxiety about the 

dominance of the Pleasure Principle through a process of substitution (the game as 

- repetition compulsion), so lw doa the nineteenth~enhvy novel re-enact its d e t y  

about the death of God through a procem of substitution: the novel as hypomnëi. 

And, in the very same way that the game itself Q a p m c e ~  of substitution, so too is 

aie nuieteenth-centwy novel. 

nie h t  stage of the game, the disappearance of Mother/Presence/Pleas11l~ 

Principle/Mastery/God/Mnêmë, is m c t e d  in the figure of the labyrinth, the 

infinite chah of signification produceci by Gocl's death, The second stage of the 

game is re-enacted through the introduction of the Ariadne figure and, more 

precisely, Ariadne's thread, which guides the pilgrim through the labyrinth. This 

h a d  is nothing more or less than a riepetition of the string attacheci to the reel 

which guarantees its safe retum, that is, the return of Mother/hnce/Pleasure 

Principle/Mastery/God/ Mnëmë. And in the very sarne way that Freud and his 

grandson preknd "to distance the PP in order to bring it (hh) back ceasdessly," so 

too does the nineteenth-centq novel mate the labynnth only b assert the mastery 

of the Ariadne figure, who diffen h m  God "only as the reveaier from the revealed" 

and, thus, to assert Mastery itself. What repeats ihif,  in Freud and, as a repetition 

of a repetition, the nineteentkentury novel, is the "indefatigable motion in order to 

time to the tirneles" (Readingfin the Plot 6 emphasis mine). 
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rqect b set aside, to make disappear, to distance @t), to defer everything that 

appears to put the PP into question'' (Derrida, SF 295). Thus, the labyrinth, Iüce 

metaphor iW, 'Ys de bmined... as a provisional loed of meaning, an economy of the 

proper without imparable darnage, a certiinly inevitable detour, but aiso a history 

with its sights set on, and within the horizon of, the cimilar reappropriation of 

likd, proper meaning" (Derriâa, WM 270)* 

What we s h d  see in the pages that follow, in the re-tracing of (the figure 

[and figurality] of) the labymths of/- the nine&nth-cenhuy novel, is that the 

repetition of this "indefatigable motion," the motion of Western rnetaphysics as a 

whole, is itself characterized by the motion of repetition. And thus, for every step 

that aie nineteenth-century novel takes towards "the lost or impossible presence of 

the absent ongin,'' it simultaneously and by the very same gesture, moves a sbep 

closer to "the affirmation of a world of signs without fault, without truth, and 

without origin'' (Derrida, SçP 292). The effects of this movement which is best 

describeci as a double rather than a non-movement may be heard, that is, read, in 

"the vibrations of cracked walls, of collapsing partitions, of kmbling supports, of 

ttueatened impemeability, etc., in a word ail the signs of what [Derrida has] 

fonnerly calleci a dec~nstruction'~ (Derrida, nie fast Ciad 508). It is to h t  

deconstruction that 1 now (re-)tum. 



Chapter One 
Re($ T m ,  Repetition, Representati0111 Redism us. 

Sensationaiism and the Trial of Wnhg 

re- pmfk 1. indicating retutn to a previous condition, restoration, 
withdrawal, etc.: rebuild; renera; ~ t ~ u œ ;  m n i k  2 indicating repetition 
of an action: =COPSI; [hm Latin] Usage. Verbs beginning 
with re- indicate repetitïon or ilestoration. 

CuUins Englirh Dictiauiry 

"It is to that deconstruction that 1 now (re)tumW As always, such a &um 

entails (~)Wtiting. In a text dominateci by the logic of the preface and that particular 

prefix, a text dedicated b (re)tracing the ways in which the sensation novel 

(re)inscribes and uncovers (recovers) the white writing of metaphor with the black 

ink of the pharmakon, it is not a wholly hppropriate gesture to represent (a 

representation that makes no claims to re-present) the non-originary (itself a product 

of numerous re-writings) opening of this chapter9 

"In 1883 Anthony Trollope made the following assertion: 

Among English novels of the present day, and among Enghsh 
novelists, a great division is made. There are sensational novels and 
anti-sensationai, sensational novelists and anti-sensational; sensational 
readers and anti-sensational. The noveiisb who are considerd to be 
anti-sensational are generally cailed realistic. 1 am realistic. My friend 
Wiikie Collins is generally supposed to be sensational. The readers 
who prefer the one are generally supposed to bike delight in the 
elucidation of châracfer. They who hold by the other are channed by 
the construction and graduai development of plot (226-7) 

This passage, h m  An Audobtogr@y, suggests itself as a useful point of departure!' 

So reads the type of the beginning. 
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Having called into question the entire logic of the destination in a hkue 

chapterI it becornes necessaty b rewrite, or re-inscribe, the debate between d m  

and sewationaiism within the space of writing and, more precidy, the space of 

writing as the space of the re-. For as we shall see, this debate does not constitute a 

"point of departUrel' but, nither, a retum to and repetition of the prima1 scene of 

philosophy as represenited in the Pîatonic dialogues. Yet this is only the first of 

several Rpetitions and resemblances that demand attention. 

Just as the debate between malism and sensationalism mimes the contorted 

(a)logic of that odd couple (coupling, marriage, hymen), namely, he who does not 

mite and his SeQPtdlY? scribe, copyist (I am refemng of course to Socrates and Plato 

or, according to a certain representation, Plab and Socrates, the possibility of 

substituting one for the other is not irrelevant here), so too does nineteenthsentury 

reaiism, the codified movement of natural repnzsentatian, itself represent an attempt 

to return to "a previous condition" and, more speciihcdy, a mtum tb and II+ 

presentation of the presence and truth associateci with the epodi before the death of 

God. Having said this much, it is perhaps not necessary tb (re)ikrate the importance 

of mailing the debate between realism and sensationalism to the reader's mind. As 

Bmda suggesbI the "place of inberest then, this corner between liberature and 

truth, wilI form a certain angle. It wili be a figure of folding back, of the angle 

e n s d  by a fold" (D 177). In retuming to this debak by way of the prefix, 1 WU, by 

angling into the corners, lay bare and destabik, in one and the same geshw, the 



join, as archiktural hymen, of the monument aiat housa Western metaphysics and, 

under its law, a whole tradition of literary cxiticism; the join which links precisely by 

a cut and thefore separates or divides m i m ë !  as/from imitation, h p n ë s l s  

- - 
as/from nineme and repetition -/hm (re)pmsentation. In devoting a considerable 

space b both plab's inkrpretation of mimë& and nineteenth-century mahrn, =me 

will inevitably feel that they are being subjected to an unnecessary deiay, a detour of 

rnpetitions. Yet this detour is, in fad, For it will allow us bD mark a hun 

between what 1 would designate as a literature based on the relationship between 

the word and the world, and a new literahire based on the relationship between the 

word and the system of language. Yet More it is possible to begin, we musc in a 

m m e r  not unüke the very novels tD which 1 wili dude, set the scene: a courtroorn, 

a battle, a play and a game but, above al, a scene of writing as/and repetition. 

Of Preecriptiws and Pharmacies 

prescription n. 1 the act or an instance of p-bing. 2 a a doctDrfs 
(usu. writben) instruction for the composition and use of a medicine. b 
a medicine presalbed. 3 (in fuü positive ptPsaiption) uninterrupted 
use or possession from time irnmemorial or for the period Nced by 
law as giving a title or right 4 a an ancient custom viewed as 
authoritative. b a claim founded on long use. 

nie Concise W d  Dictiamy 

nie Republic, Cr~xtylus, the Sophist, PhdruS. Each of these dialogues is, to 

varying degrees and in varying ways, a representation of the prima1 scene of 

philosophy. That is, each is devoted to patrohg and m a s t e ~ g  the boundaries 



between inside and oubide, as "the very basis of wtion as such," in the name of a 

Masber who needs no introduction, at least not to his legitimate atizens. Inded, to 

requise one is to meal y o d  as a foreigner (to Truth). In their war agairist 

illegitimate or, shouîd w e  say, improper importation (a word chosen deiiberately for 

its taint of commerce), the Master's servants keep a particularly vigilant eye out for 

the usual suspects, those ûespassers who, according to his law, must be pfosecuteù: 

sophisûy, rhetoric, and poetcy. 

CoUecthg them a l i  in a single ce& the Master semis d o m  his judgement in a 

amiliar prescription from Book Tm of Repirblic which records his "refusal to 

admit al1 imiiative poetry [rnimëSir]" (595). His motive is c iex  the poet or mintek 

"desboys the reasoning part [of the sod] .... [and] implants an evil constitution" in ib 

place (605). The Master's logic q p m  inehitable. The mitr~etg, of whom the poet is 

only a type, "produces its work quite rwioved h m  bth, and also associates with 

that element in us which is rernooed imgIzC' (603 ernphasis mine). To admit 

mimësis wouid be to d o w  the non-living, death itseLf, into the realm of the living 

logos. Thus charged, mim%Lr bears a specular resemblance, Iüce that between two 

siblings (twins?), to writing during oie reign of the logos. 

Mithin this epoch, reading and writing, the production or 
inkrpretation of signs, the text in general as fabric of signs, aifow 
themselves to be confined within secondariness. They are preceded 
by a truth, or a meaning already constituted by and within the 
elernent of the logos. Even when the thing, the "referent," is not 
immediafay relateci to the logos of a matDr God whem it began by 
being the spoken/thought sense, the signihed has at any rate an 



immediate relationship with the logos in general (finite or infinite), 
and a rnediated one with the sigNfier, that is to say with the 
exteriority of writing. (Derrida, ûG 14-5) 

This resemblance, between a certain inkpretation of mintesir and of writing, will 

grow ever more sbrikuig, und the two are wed in an incestuous marriage. Yet the 

trial over which nato presides is not as simple as ail that As Derrida reminds us, 

"Only a b h d  or grossly insensitive reading could indeed have spread the nimor 

that Plab was sinrply c o n d e m g  the writw's activity. Nothing hem is of a simple 

piece" (D 67). Indeed, the event is fraught with contradictions. Of necessity: "No 

one when he speaks of false words, or false opinion, or idols, or images, or 

imitations, or appeerances, or about the arts which are concemed with hem, can 

avoid falling into ridiculous contradictions" (Plato, sophist 370-1). Such 

contradictions are a Mer. Liberaily. Rumours of pamdde reverkrate throughout 

the courtrwm. 

In order to (@trace the first of such contradictions, we must retum to the ceJl 

to inkrrogate the prisoner~ or, since they are, by definition, unable b speak for 

themselves, theù representatives: the texts. Considering that what is at stake is 

nothhg l e s  than the relationship between litmature and ûuth and thus, within a 

certain frame, Likrahw itfelf, are we not Licensed to look for a loophole? And is 

this not exactly what Plato offers us? Having refuseci entance to all rnhtcè&, Plab 

qualifies this blanket condemnation with a puko that "such specimens of poeûy as 

are hymns to the gods...are to be teceiveci into a city" (Republic 310). This is not 



simply one exception among many, but flie exception, mimësk, quik litedly, in the 

sapleœ of Truth. To aoss ove the border, to move from inside to outside, in the 

name and service of Truth is, it appears, an acceptable evil. 

This f h t  contradiction signais a more fundamental contradiction, a 

contradiction within mimësis ifself. Prescriptive practice has dowed this concept to 

be translated (a word whose etymology is not a fodgner to the logic we are 

addming) simply as imitation As we shail see, however, mimësis is always 

already divided, doubled, folded badc upon itseif bD form a hymen WH both 

separab and joins i b l f  from its other as itself. The scene of aiis fold and of Plato's 

interpretation of it is one that we shall have tD return to. 

In atbempting to master mimë&, Plab has been caught in play. Yet his 

prescriptions and patrols constitute something much more than a mere exercise, the 

play or games of children They are undertaken in a spirit of deadly earnest 

precisely to prevent play (of mimësb -/and writing) by upholding the boundaries 

of inside and outside as the basis of those oppositions most necessary to philosophy: 
- - 

speech as. writing and mneme us. hypannëskl Yet even considering the stakes at 

'Tt is not enough to say that writing is conceived out of this or that series of 
oppositions. Plato thinks of writing, and tries to comprehend it, to dominate i t  on 
the b i s  of opposition as such. In order for aiese contrary values (good/evil, 
true/false, essence/appearance, hide/outside, etc.) to be in opposition, each of the 
k r m s  must be simply exfernul to the other, which means that one of these 
oppositions (the opposition between inside and oubide) must already be accredibed 
as the matrix of aii possible opposition" (Derrida, D 103). 
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hand, Plato is a nervous player. Irrationaiiy so. Mim& is, by nature and essence 

or, more preciseiy, its lack thereof, eexbemai to Truth As such, it should be purely 

harmless and constitute no threat to the innate purity of the inside Why, thert, ai l  

the fuss? 

Could it be that Plab has underestimated the hand of his opponent who is, in 

~aiity, in possession of a trick? a trick so spectadar sa as to warrant the titie of the 

magician? And what of the magiaan's trick? 1s it not the ability to disappear (never 

simply absent, it is always a case of surreptitious movement) and reappear w h e  he 

is  least expected or, in the case of Plato, least welcome? Once remarked, the 

resemblance between rnimëiis and the rnagician is striking. Mimësib k / a s  the 

magician, possesses the ability to move between realms, to transgress the boundaries 

between inside and outride and, in fa& destabilize them. As Plato admits in Book 

Three of 27te Repi~blic8 despite itr position of faiien exteriority, "the practice of 

imitation, if it is begun in youth and persisteci in, leaves its impress upon ~UII IU:& 

and nahne, un body and mrd m i d '  (395 emphasis mine). (ïhe "pradice" of which 

Plato speaks is one we shall encounter again.) It appears that this non-simple 

niimësis can never be containeci by the logic of inside us. outside, that is, by Logic 

itseif. Xf it could it would know its proper/propre place and would not sbay from it 

(nor encourage others b do so). Both inside and outside (internai and extemal), 

ntiinëiis is always (more than) double. It is, (non-)simply and (non-)essentialiy, a 



phmnRkon.2 Hence its danger and Plato's nervousness 

Confrontcd by this t k a t  which exceeds his control and invades and infectr 

Plabnic logic, Plato rehiseo to admit dekat Always already carriecl away by the 

play of the game, he caknly sips a cup of tea (the kettie is nearby), deals b s e i f  a 

new hand, doubles the stakes and lays on the table a prescription, a- remedy, a 

remedy through prescription, precisely by doubhg what is already doubled, 

cutting what is already cut  This change of tactics should not corne as a surprise, 

least of ail to the player in question. Plato is nothing if not a bluffer. The trump 

which he now produces, out of his own p i c &  and which ailows him to tum defeat 

into victory, is to daim that he has known ail dong of his opponents dupücity (a 

duplicity he sees with his own) and has, in f a a  been depending on i t  The most 

serious of players, the Master of the pharmacy, now reveals himself to be a user of 

the very drug he is most cautious of pTeScTibing, the phnriakon. This move allows 

Plato to cut and fold the deck (a word whose various signifie&, not least its slang 

usage as a "packet of narcotics" [COED 3001, are not irrelevant) in order to separate 

good iniinësk from bad, rnimësis as remedy from mim& as poison. This is the move 

of a master, of mastery itsek "to dominate [the ambiguity of the pharmrrkon] by 

* "If the phmnrakon is 'ambivalent' it is because it constituks the medium in which 
oppites are opposed, the movement and the play that links them among 
thenselves, reverses them or makes one side cross over into the other (soul/body, 
good/evil, inside/outside, memocy/forgethilres, speech/writing, etc.)" (Demda, 
D 127). 
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inserting its definition into simple, dearuut oppositions good and evil, inside and 

oubide, hue and false, essence and appemmœ" (Derrida, D 103). 

Thus we have, not arrived, but retumedf tD the aforementioned scene the 

fold of rninrGis and of Plab's inteqxetation; a dcene which doubles as the ongin of 

metaphysics and, as it is aiso the scene of (the re of) writing, i b  d m ~ . ~  This scene 

is chatacîerizd by violence (a violence (0 which Plato is loath ta admit and will 

consistendy attribute b his victim), h r  his hiterpreîation is nothing less than a cut 

and, in fact the central in(de)asion of philo6ophy. Having said so much, it is 

necessary to defkr (a deferral that should not be thought of as a detwr) to the kxb 

and, more spmfïcaiiyf the paralle1 movements of (in) the Sophirt and Phaedrus. 

In the process of casting a net by which to capture the %phi& whose 

elusiveness is already s i g d e d  by his title as magician, the Eleatic Stranger and 

Theaebetus find themselves tangied in yet another 

need to distinguish between good and bad copies.4 

"rididous contradidio~* the 

Having demonshted at peat 

- - . - - - . - - 

The translation of the phannakon from remedy and poison to simple m e ù y  
e n t d  *the tramference of a nonphilosopheme into a philosopheme. With this 
problem of translation we will thus be dealing with nothing less than the pmblem of 
the very passage into philosophy" (Denida, D 72). 

4 The diffidties h t  the two speaken encounkr in their disCusrion of the 
supplement or phamiakat (for it is nothing else), a~ hardly surprisingm In answer to 
the question, "Why is the surrogate or supplement danger~us?~ Derrida staties: "It is 
no& so to speak, danpus in iCPeLf, in h t  aspect of it that can present i t d  as a 
thing, as a being-present. In that case it would be msswing. But here, the 
supplement is not U not a being (on). It is nevertheless not a simple nonking (me 
m), eitherm Its slidings slip it out of the simple aibernative presence/absence. Wt is 



cost (nothing less than parricide and impropnety), that non-being poseses being, 

they are able to distinguish between two types of image-making Mcenesses or 

images and phantasms or simdacra. The b i s  on which the Eleatic Stranger 

maintains the distinction between these hvo types of image-making is ontoiogicai 

and, in fa& the basis of onblogy itseif. According to his a r p e n t  a likeness is a 

copy based on knowledge and, more spedicaliy, a knowledge of king (to know 

Being and the knowledge which cornes from Being). It is image-making as a re- 

presentation of the essence, the eidos, of what is king irnitated. In contrast, the 

simuiaaum, and it is within this category that the Sophist is (not) contained, is mere 

falsehood, characterhd by ignorance (of Tmth, of king, of the Truth of king, 

Being as Tmth). 

in speaking of images, the two speakers are devoting themselves to mere 

amusement, to what is, by definition, non-serious. Yet the implications of their 

debabe are, as John Job ton  suggests, profoundly serious. 

Platonism as a whole depends on the hiumph of the good copies over 
the simdacra, which, because of their demoniac charader, must be 
mp& and prevenbd from "rishg to the surface'1 and insinuating 
themselves into social life Truth itrelf is at stake, for if copies remain 
true to the modei, by reproducing its iikeness (and thereby 
participating in the Idea), the simdacra have no true model. In fact, 
the overwhelming pmmce of simulaaa would displace all ûue 
models or, more radically, imply their non-existence; in either case, 
the very possibiiity of truth would be destmyed. (17-8) 

the danger" (D 109). 
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"Platonism as a whole depends on the ûiurnph of the good copies over the 

simulacra." Yet surely such a dependence is unheaithy, even dangerous. To depend 

on my copy is b participate in (the repetition of) writing. Despih his various 

denials and daims that he did not. as it were, inhale (thereby infecang the breath, 

the wul), Plato's use of that dangerous supplement the p h m t n h ,  is not a mere 

abberation, an WlaU case. Indeed, his dependence on the phm,trakon domina- 

each of the aforementioned dialogues and, most of dl, Phaednr. 

Thmugh a method we should aLready recognize as suspect namely the myth 

of Thoth and his King as Father (Iüce al l  myais, this is a scene of patriarchy and 

parricide), Plato is able b dismiss writing as a tool worthy only of the Sophist For if 

the latter is, iike the magician, a "man of non-presence and non-hth" (ûemda, D 

68), writing, "externai signs" (Plato, P i l l t e h s  275), is a fomigner to Truth, a trîck or 

mere amusement As 1 @)trace the intricades of this scene in Chapter Two, I shall 

move on, as swiftly as Plato himseIf, to the goal of this most necessary of 

trans(di)gressions. TuMg away from a family of low-buth to one of high, two 

families that are, nevertheles, intimately related, Plab introcluces "the legitimate 

brother of writben speecht' (276). Unüke his unforhuiate and rebeuious sibling, good 

writing "is written on the sou1 bgether with understand ing;...[a nd thus] knows how 

to defend itself, and can distinguish between those it should address and those in 

w hose presence it should be silent' (276). 

A pattern is beguuung to emerge. AU in the name of Truth. Simulaaa and 
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bad miting are 10wered~ exduded as foreigners b Being as Truth. They are buried 

(unworthy of the very ad) as the nowliving, death i M -  In contra& images and 

g d  writing are "living and animate" (Plab, P 276) within the Tmth of Being- In 

each case, what enables Plato to separate good from bad, remedy h m  poison, is a 

cut which reduces what is double to what is single. Simple. Yet the cut which 

separates is is a a t  which joins. As Denida has already suggested, good writing, 

writing on the sod, can ody be named through its opposite, itr other. That is, 

through the writing of metaphor and the metaphoriaty of writing. Thus it appeam 

that n a b  has, once again, transgressed his own laws, bis own borders. Yet this 

transgression is, in actuaüty, a mere detour which, guided by Truth, is sure of a safe 

retum. The metaphor whkh names writing is, according to a logic with which we 

are aiready farniliar, an idealization, the f h t  of many, a history's worth. It "confinns 

the privilege of the logos and founds the 'literal' meaning then given to miüng: a 

sign siufyuig a s i p f i e r  i h i f  signifyllig an ekmd verity, e t e d y  thought and 

spoken in the proximity of a present logos" (Demda, OG 15). Both exceptional and 

definitive, it is yet another example of writing in the &ce of the Master. 

Having (re)baced the movements of (in) the Sopr~ist and PItaedrus, we may 

now (re)hun to the game where we left Plato laying d o m  a prescription in order to 

separate good inini& from bad. What makes this move (im)possible is that mim& 

is always already double. It is, as Demda suggests, characterized by an "'intemai' 

duplicity" (D 186). It is pmcisely this "'iniiernal' duplicity' that Plato seeks to sever* 



Bad dmë& is rqected, expelled through a pmuxiption that hes govemed e v q  

inberpretation (of it), Inîerpretation itself. For as Derrida states, "mimesis, all 

through the hisbory of its inberpretation, is always commanded by the procesp of 

1. either, even Wre it can be translaîed as imitation, mime& signifies 
the pmentation of the thirrg itself, of nature, of the physis that 
pmduces itself, mgenders itrelf, and appeam (to ibelf) as it d y  is, in 
the presffice of its image, ib visible aspect its face.... Mimesis is then 
the movement of the a movement that U somehow naturai (in 
the nonderivative seme of this word), through WW the phusis, 
having no outside, no other, must be doubled in order to make its 
appearaflce, to appear (to iQelf), to produœ (iblf), b unveil (itselt); in 
order to emerge from the a y p t  where it prefeft i W ,  in order to shine 
in its al&ek. In this seise, mnëmë and mimZb are on a par, since 
mnë'më too is an unveifing (an un-forgetting), alëfheia. 
2 or else nrimës& sehi up a dation of lmn&-sis or adaequatio between 
two (tenns). In that case it can more readily be translated as imitation. 
This trans1ation seekP  ID express (or rather historicaiiy produces) the 
thought about this relation. The two faces are separabxi and set face 
to face the imitator and the imitateci, the latter being none other than 
the thing or the meaning of thing iklf, iîs manifest p m e .  A good 
imitation wül be one that is bue, faithfd, üke or likeiy, adequate, in 
confonnity with the p h k  (essence or k) of what is imitabed; it 
effaces i b l f  of its own accord in the process of restoring freely, and 
hence in a living manner, the M o r n  of true presmœ. 

In each case, niimësis has b foilow the process of truth. The 
pTeSence of the prisent is its nom, its order, its law. It is in the Mme 
of truth, its only derence - rejbenœ iklf  - that mimëd  is judged, 
pmscribed or predbed according to a riegular alternation. (D 193) 

In rutting mime& in two, Plab's inberpmdation opens up the primai scene of 

philosophy, the hisbry of metaphysics, as the possibiiity of "a discourse about what 

is, the deciding and decidable logos of or about the on (being-prment)" (Demida, D 

191). Yet at the very same moment and by the very seme gesture, he announces its 
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clmure. For whether m i n z ë i  is configured as a pmcess of dëfheia or as a pmess of 

adequation, it is, of necessity, a proces of repetition, of iteration, of writing. All 

accordhg to the Master's own law, the law of buth, which is, as Derrida remnds us, 

nothing but "the possibility of repetition through mall. Tmth unveils the e i h  or 

the ont& m, in other words, that which c m  be imitaki, reproduced, repeated in its 

identityI1 (D 111). 

Yet if îruth is dependent on "repetition thmugh recdi," it is also dependent on 

forgetfulness, on forgetting the vety -tition which makes it possible. What 

engenders also endangers Bad mim& (as well as sophistics, hypomn&is, simulacra 

and bad writing) is so defined because I1[w]hat is repeated is the repeater, the 

imitator, the signiher, the replpsentative, in the absence, as it happens, of the thing 

ifsev (Derrida, D 111). G d  mim& (as well as dialectics, unmnnesis, likenesses and 

writing on the sod) is both acceptable and exceptional because "[tlhe truth is 

repeabed; it is what is repeated in the =petition, what is represented and present in 

the representation. It is not the repeater in the repetition, nor the signifier in the 

signhcation. The true is the pcesence of the eidas signihed" (Demda, D 111). Thus, 

according to Platofs intecpmtation, mimësis is characterized by the movement of 

metaphor, to which it is not unrelabed, as an initial inscription and subsequent 

erasure of aie importation of/as miting. With a wave of his wand, Plato 

determines the entire history of the relationship between literature and truth as a 

denial, negation, and idealization of the very wriüng which constitub its 



Thus the curtain falis on the prima1 scene of philosophy, a disappearing act 

that has yet to be surpassed. But before we may pmceed to the second act of this 

play, the debate between reaiism and sensationaiism, it remains to m l  the credits. 

FUst and forernose we must correct a foreseeable oversight on the part of Plato who, 

we will not say neglected, but rather forgot, to acknowledge the debt he owes to the 

pfumdsm. It would be difficult to underestimate the part played by this character, 

both behind the xenes and on centrestage as understudy to the Master himself 

(where he substitutid him sa admirably as to render it difficult b distinguish them). 

Indeed, we would not be arniss in daiming that were it not for the phwmah, none 

of the above would have been possible. 

The Rise of Reaiism 

The Reaiism that best sui$ the purposes of common expression 
consists in dedaring the absolute, permanent, and unconditional 
existence of an outer world.... This would exist whether pereeived or 
nok it preceded sentient life, and for anything we may know, may 
outlast i t  

Alexander Bah, Tk Emotiuns Md nie MI1 

1 would like to b e p  this second scene, the scene of realism, by retuming to 

the h t  and, more spedicaliy, by (re)turning to a rene in Cratylus, that dialogue of 

qresentationalism and names (pmper, conventional, and arbitrary). In so doin& 1 

WU situate the scene (the ambiguity of the mference is [Ùlrelevant) within its 



(im)pmper place: the "logic" of the ip(tum)(petition)(semblance). 

In the course of the dialogue, Hermogenes accuses Socrates of being 

"inspirecl," of acting under the influence of a "superhumani' (read a d t )  

phenornenon. Responding ta this charge, SoaaaS replies: 

Yes, Hermogenes, and 1 beliwe that 1 caught the iwpuation h m  the 
great Euthyphm of the Prospaitian deme, who gave me a long lecture 
which commenced at dawn: he talked and 1 listened, and his wisdom 
and enchanting ravishment has not only filled my ears but taken 
possession of my sod, and M a y  1 shali let his superhuman power 
work and finish the investigation of rtames - that will be the way; but 
tomomw, if you are so disposed, we will conjure him away, and 
make a purgation of him, if we can only fhd some priest or sophist 
who is skilled in purifications of this sort. (3%-7) 

We must h t  question the souire of this "inspiration". Capable of seduction, 

through its "enchanting ravishmen~" of "possession," of slipping across and 

destabiliPng the boundaries between inside and outside, the suspect bears a strüang 

resemblance (one of the many that we have encountered) to the phmnakon- W e  

should not forget that Euthyphro is nothing other than a sophist and thei~fore, 

according to a genealogy we have already traced, an intimate relation of writing. 

Having identifieci the sourçe of inspiration, we may proceeâ to its movement and 

ûeatment First (it is figured as an) aid. Swates uses, nay depends upon, the 

psuOntakon in order to reveal (his) meaning. Under its infiuence (he has, according to 

the etymology of the charge, inhaleci), he strays h m  his proper place, the malm of 

the proper i k K ,  to engage (to marry) the forbidden and iiiegitirnate other (of the 

same). Yet once the phmnidron has W e d  or supplernented Socrates's needs, he 



refigures it as a poison and, in fact a phm,ttlJMS which, like Euthyphro befom ib must 

The movement of this scene - the initial borrowing and subsquent 

expulsion of the phmmaka, - is the movement of the prima1 scene of phiiosophy, a 

scene and movement that can aiso be figured as an idealkation. Yet it is a h  the 

movernent of nineteentkentury d m  whicih, according to "a certain 

interpretation," is a movement of erasure, of forgetting and forgetfuiness (in order to 

remember, to re~all).~ That nineteenthientury ~ a i i s m  should mimic the logic of 

Plato, shouid repeat and re-p-nt his hterpretation of ~ t i i n r s  in relation to hth, 

is hardly surprising. Plab's inkrpretation is prdpt ive .  

[It is] the act or the speculative decision of.. .the whole of a history. 
In& Phtonan et Mallarmatum, between PIab and Maliarmê - whose 
proper names, it shodd be understood, are not red references but 
indications for the sake of convenience and initiai analysis - a whole 
history has tiken place. This history was also a history of literature if 
one accepts the idea that l i k r a b  was born of it and died of i t  the 
certificate of its birth as such the declaration of its narne, having 
coincideci with its disappearance, according to a logic that the hymen 
will help us define. (Derrida, D 183) 

As Lukacher points out, "Derrida does not provide wen a hint of what this 'history' 

between Plato and Mallarmé might look like.. .. he tells us only that by the t h e  of 

Acconiing to M d a ,  the "characber of a phmmakas has been compared to a 
scapegoat The eor? and the outside, the expulsion of the evil, ib exclusion out of the 
body... - these are the two major senses of the character and of the ritual" (D 130). 

ThrOughout the thesis, 1 use the term reaiism to r e k  strictiy b English reabm. 
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Mallarmti, the beginnuig [of the end] had begun in earnest" (170). Nineteenth- 

century realism, as a literary practice and aiticai code, reached its high mark in the 

18509 and 60s, the latter decade doubling as that in which Mdarmé began 

publishing. Locatied at the beguuung of the beginning of the end, ~ a l i s r n  is 

partidarly fraughc loaded. As we have already seen, the history and space in 

question are the hisbwy and space of the reg, and in order to ~epresent the ways in 

which realism is a -tition of and return to Platonic nii~nësis, it wili be necessary to 

retrace certain resem blances, msembiances which are theinselves inexîricably d a k d  

to ~petition. 

Any single work devoted to the study of realism will reveal the diffidties 

involved in attempting to use the term in a consistent or even meaningful way.' 1t is 

not my intention to clan@ or contribute to this confusion in any way. Any attempt 

to d u c e  this term to a state of stasis, stability, belongs to the very discourse we are 

c a h g  into question. My comments, necessarily brief, will be limited in three (not 

unrelated) issues: the relationship between realism and truth; malism as a reguiative 

concept; and realism as a system of exdusion. 

First and foremosc ninetieenthsentury tealism is a mimetic art Yet having 

The diffidties surrounding the use of this term are neatly summarized by 
Marshall Brown in "The Logic of Realism: A Hegeiian Approachf' (1981). For a 
work which combines historical and modem material, see Lilian R Furst's collection 
of essays, Renlis~~z (1992). George Levine's ï k e  M i s t i c  hzngin~lion: EnglLJl Fiction 
fim F r a h l e i n  to M y  Qtllfierley (1981), one of the few modem full-length studies 
of English d m ,  is particularly useful. 



said so much, so littie, 1 have already said b o  much and must cut it down to size. 1 

am speaicing at this poinf of a mimësb aiat "can more readily be translaîd as 

imitation." That is, mim&is as w~is. In this sense, realism aims to (re)pmduce 

an accurate imitation or good likeness of the extemal world. Thus, James Fitzjames 

Stephen asserts that every novel shodd atbempt to o k  a "perfect representation of 

Me'' (181). More than a decade later, Stephen's position is echoed by ES. Dallas, 

who claims that "the question of supreme inberest in a* the question upon which 

our whole interest in art is, [sic] what are its relations to bfe" (287). Before 

pcoceedh~ we must pause to consider the impiications of the relation which both 

critics evoke. It is a relation based on the ontological possibility of "a discourse about 

what is, the deciding and decidable logas of or about the a (king-present)." Tt is 

First there is what is, "reality,," the thhg itseif, in flesh and blood as the 
phenomenologisb say; then there is, imitahg these, the painting, the 
portrait, the zographeme, the inscription or transcription of the thing 
itseif. Dixemabüity, at least numerical discemability, between the 
imitator and the imitabed is what consiitutes order- And obviously, 
according to "logic" itseif, according to a profound synonymy, what is 
irnitated is more real, more essential, more true, etc., than what 
imitates. It is anterior and superior to it  (Derrida, D 191) 

This ontological decision is the basis, or pund, the very possibility of nineteenth- 

century reaiism. It is reflected in its very vocabulary: copy, transcript, photograph, 

daguerreotype, mirror and portrait And even when the relation ~ppem to be calied 

inb question, say, for example, by George Eiiot, who admits that "the mirrot is 



doubtiess defective; the outünes will sometimes be disturbed, the reflections faint or 

conhised" (Adma W 221), such questions serve only b confirm i t  

It goes without saying that, according ta th same dtxision, mimësis as h o 6  

sir is, as much as its 0 t h  (as itself), governed by the law of truth. And even the 

most c m r y  reading of ninebeenth-century criticism will confirm that truth is the 

first and only aiterion by which to judge the relation between liberahire and life.8 In 

1859, the Edniburgh kmkm decrea that "A novel is good in proportion to ils truth to 

nature; no matter where the scene is laid, or what the charadiers may W' ("Admn 

Becle" 223). According to W. Fraser Rae, "A Novel is a pichire of life, and as such 

ought to be fiaithfui" (203). In the Wmiminste* Reuiew, a contributor claims that 

'Truth calls not for paise, but demands acknowledgement Novels c lah to 

ülustrate the instructiveness of Me; but this instnictiveness, however, is in direct 

proportion to the truth of the pictureii (citeci in Carroll, George Eliot 187). Such 

statements could easily pmliferate beyond the boundaries of this bext to constitute a 

book, and 1 WU content myself with one final, definitive example. Fiction 'lis at the 

core of ail tmths of this world; for it is the truth of life itself" ("To Novelists - and a 

Novelist" 442). 

The three volumes of John Charles Olmsted's A V i c f h  &t of FictDon (1979) 
offer a wide selection of criticism ranging from 1830 to 1900. For studies more 
specific to the mid-century, see David Skilton's (ed.) nie Early and Mid-VictaUm 
Nml(1993); Richard Stang's The Titeoty ofthe N m l  in Englmd 1850-1870 (1959); and 
Kenneth Graham's English CriticxSm of the Nowl1865-1900 (1%5). 
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In order to trace aie next repetition of resemblance, we must retum to the 

good copy of the Sophrst. As the reader wili recall, this type of image is 

distinguished from its other (as itseir), the simulacrum, by its grounding in a 

knowledge of Being. According to this same logic, the ninekenth-cenhuy imitator 

wishing b produce a good copy, a hue likeness, must ground it in the direct and 

actual knowledge of experience. This belief is neady captureci in G.H. Lewes's 

diaum, "Let him paint what he knows" ("The Lady Novelistsl' 131). As he goes on to 

daborate, "the author is bound to use actual experience as his material, or else to 

keep silent' (139). Thus Jane Austen deserves high praise: "Of al l  imaginative 

wrikrs she is the most rd. Never does she hanxend her own amial experience, 

never does her pen trace a line that does not touch the experience of others. Herein 

we recognize the h t  quality of literatum" (134). L,ewests stress on the importance of 

a grounding in knowledge is shared by George Eliot who defines ''[glreat writers" 

as those "who have modestly conbenîed themselves with putting their experience 

into fiction" ("Siily Noveis by Lady Novelists" 450). Following the law of truth, 

experience, or knowledge of the essence of the imitateci, is the (next most) essential 

property of the good copy. 

Thus, we corne to the last repetition of resemblance, the mpetition which 

"effaces itseif of its own accord in the process of r e s t o ~ g  freely, and hence in a 

living rnanner, the M o m  of true praence." Tme to the letter of Plato's logic, 

nhebeenth-century realism is a movement of effacement of forgetfulness, amnesia, 
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of precjSely what makes it possible: "the repeater, the imitator, the sigmfier, the 

fepresentative.." Realisrn, as a movement (of ideaüzation), is founded upon a 

convention of denial: a denial of nothing lem than convention iîself. It is tekhnë 

masquerading as physis, the artifiaal as the natural. As George Lmine suggests, 

realism "cmi in these terms be defined as a seif~onscious effort..to make liberam 

appear to be deScnbing -y not some other language but d i t y  ifserpl ( î l e  

Realistic It~z~gination 8 emphasis mine). T~US, according ta the W0tininsW Review, 

"the highest art is that which, to superficial o h e r s ,  seems to be no art at ail" ("The 

Pro- of Fiction as an Art! 360). This is confirmeci by Lewes, who asserts that "the 

hast representation, etfected by the least e x p e n d i h  of means, constitutes the 

highest claim of art" ('The Novels of Jane Austen" 101) and, elsewhere, that the 

t'construction must not seem mechanical, but natural, organical .... The artist must be 

careful in his selection, yet never sufkr us to feel that there has been a selection; he 

must not permit us to see the strings and puiieys of his puppe ts.... Directly the 

machine maks, our illusion vanishestt (Lewes, "A Word about T m  Jones" 334). 

Hence the Weshriinsîb Reoiew deems that he "who, whiist using the highest art 

conceals it so thoroughly as to d o w  the incidents to anse out of the natural sequence 

of even hi... has reached the highest excelience of his art'' ("The Progress of Fiction as 

an Artt 374). Thackeray is compîimented for his "simpLicitytl (Lancaster 202) and 

George Eliot is recogNzed as a superior artist p-ly because 

The artifidal elements of the story are ... kept within bounds, the 



hdency to sacrifice to theh exigencies is cornpensakd by a r e h e  
to the actual results of experience, and a closer resemblance than usual 
is thus estabhhed between the conceptions of fiction and the reaüties 
of the world. ("Recent Novels - Scenes of Cierical Life and White Lies' 
9) 

To aim for transpmcy, effacement, in order to d o w  realism to efface, in turn, the 

opposition between art and nahue, W n ë  and ph*, is to ideaiize writing, to ewlt 

interiorization.9 Each of these moves is part and parcel of a certain "practice of 

imitation" that we have Plready encounbered and will have cause to iietum to. Yet 

for now, 1 will abandon it as the mece prequisik of what follows. 

If nineknth<entury realism is a mpetition of r~ti~~iësis as Imwii%is, it doubles 

(is doubled) as rriirnësir as alëfheia. Not content sirnply to offer an exady accurate 

representation of hth, baseâ on adequation, the maiists aspire to an unveiling that 

The mimetic paradigm always involves, covertly or overtly, just those 
elements present in Fra Lippo Lippi's defense of realistic art: the goal 
(however mattainable) of an exact reproduction of the appearaMles of 
d t y ;  an appeal to "truth1' as the cornpondence between things as 
they are and things as they are in th& imitative copies; some 
reference to a transcendent deity or ideal spirit as the guaranke of that 
truth, the Tmth behind al1 specific mimetic hais; an apparently 
contradictory, but actuaiiy consistent, introduction of the notion of art 
as revelation, alëW, truth as uncovering rather than truth as 
adequation or as scnipulously accuraie replica. Tnrth as repoduciùm 
le& to hufh as mIation. ("Nature and the linguistic moment" 2M 

For a dixwion of the mlationship behveen tekhnë and ph@ in mina&, see 
Derrida's "Economimesis" (1981). 



Thus we are now speaking of a kind of mitrtësis that "inevitably entails the 

condemnation of imitation, whidi is always charactenzed as king serviie" (Demda, 

"Econornimesis" 9). This type of rnirniiib airns at nothing less than vivifïcation, not a 

qresentation of life but life iW, "living and Thus, according to Wes, 

wery author must ask him or herseIf, 'Have you created a living figure?" ("Bmi' 

1142). Ausben is commended precisely because "instead of telling us what her 

charactms are, and what they feei, she presents the people, and thg( rmd ~insel lws" 

("The Noveis of Jane AusW 105 emphasis mine). Trouope, in hun, is 

complimented for his abiüty to "make his charaders Live and breathe and move 

before us" (abed in Smalley 126). The charach of George Eliot receive similar 

praise because they "are not only true porhaits...they are living being' ("A New 

NoveW 567) and, according to the Spectaîvr, "have a life and body of their owd 

("George Eliot% M o d  Anatomy" 1263). In her correspondence, Eliot herseIf 

confirms the role of mimesis as dëfheia. Having identified what Arnold called "the 

application of ideas to Me'' as the ody true iine of development for the English 

l0 Although this is a text which c a b  into question the relationship between 
original and copy, 1 cannot hrebear pointing out that 1 encounbered Miüer's 
argument at a very late stage in the writing of this chapter and thus it serves as a 
confirmation rather than a point of origin, of my own non-originary thesis. 

II 1t is during the nineteenth century that we encounkr, for the first the, 
assertions that liberahire actually enlarges one's circle of friends and acquaintances. 



novel, she goes on to speafy that these idead must becorne "thoroughly incar~fe" 

and must be represented by "bneathing individual forms" (Haight vol IV 3ûû-1 

emphases mine). While it is generaiiy dangerous to codate Engüsh and French 

brands of malism, both are united in Zola's decree that "1'Écrm réirliste est un simple 

les images le tr-t et se reproduisent ensuite dans leur &alité [the realist screen 

is plain glas,  very thin, very dear, which aspires to be so perfectly transparent that 

images may pas  through it and rentake themelm in dl flreir reuMyln (citeci in Grant, 

Realism 28 emphases mine). Thus it appears that ninekntkentury realism aspires 

to bring what isf by definition, dead matter, to Me, to resuxitate it by endowing it 

with psydie. And it h o p  to do so precisely by denying, idealizuig, or simply 

forgetting (the repeater of the repetition of) the writing that makes its recovery 

possible. For the power of revival, of reanimation, is the property of Thoth: the 

"god of resunwtion" and the "god of wriüng, who knows how to put an end to life, 

[who] can also heal the sick. And even the dead" (Derrida, D 93; 94)P 

In order 60 proceed, it seems that we must retum, once again, to Gatylus and, 

more specifically, the Cratylean dream where "an image is no Longer an image when 

l2 It is not without signihcance that the sensation novel is critichi, for reasons 
that are soon bo be reveed, p d s e l y  for its inability to vivifj~ As M.W. Townsend 
states in his obihiary article on Collins, "He just could not vivify, and he knew it; and 
it is this limitation which wiU aiways keep him out of the first tank of English 
novelis b" (3%). 



something is added or subtracbed" (432). Let us (m)call the argument to mind. 

Çoc 1 should say...aiat the image, if expressing in every point the 
entire reality, would no longer be an image. Let us suppose the 
existence of two O-: one of them shaii be Cratylus, and the other 
the image of Gatylus; and we wilI suppose, further, that Mme God 
makes not only a qmsentation such as a painkr would make of your 
outward fomi and colour, but also mates an inward organization Iüce 
yours, having the same warmth and softness; and into this infuses 
motion, and soui, and mind, such as you have, and in a word copies 
ai i  your qualities, and phces them by you in another form; would you 
say that this was Cratylus and the image of Cratylusf or that aiere 
were two Cratyluses? 
Crat 1 should say that theile were two Cratyluses. (432) 

According tD the logic of this draam, images and names "would be the doubles of 

[the original], and no one would be able to determine which were the names and 

which were the reaiities" (432). By dividing what is always already double(d), the 

reaiists hope to offer exacdy this type of double: a double which is capable of 

substituthg for the original. Yet in so doing, the realists are, üke irresponsible 

parenb, exposing theV oMpring to grave danger. Within the logic of the Cratylean 

dream, the relationship between image and reaiity functions in the same manner as 

Thoth and his King. 

As a substitute capabie of doubiing for the hg, the father, the Sun, 
and the word, distinguished h m  these only by dint of representin~ 
repeating, and masquerading, Thoth was naturally also capable of 
blally supplanting them and appropriating all their attributes 
(Derrida, D 90) 

Such is the k a t  that rriilirëjis always already poses tD itself. 

Let us continue our investigation into Cr~tyllus a Little further. According to 



Benjamin Jowetf 'lCratylus is of the opinion that a name is either a true name or not 

a name at d l .  He is unable to conceive of de- of hibation; a word is either the 

perfect expmssion of a thing, or a mere inarticulate sound" (256). Bearing aiis 

description in mind, we may turn to the following statement by Lewes. 

A distinction is drawn between Art and Reality, and an antithesis 
estabiished between Realism and Ideaihm which would never have 
gained acceptance had not men in general lost sight of the fart that Art 
is a Representation of Reaüty - a Repmtaüon which, inasmuch as it 
is not the thing itseIf, but only represents i t  must necessarily be 
h i k d  by the nature of its medium, the canvas of the painber, the 
marMe of the sdptor, the chords of the musician, and the language of 
the hter ,  each bring with them peculiar laws; but while thusplimted, 
while thus regulated by the necessities imposed on it by each medium 
of expressio< Art always aims at the repksentation of Reality, Le. of 
Truth. and no deparhue from truth is permissible, except such as 
inevitably lies in the nahm of the medium itself. ("Realism in ArY' 
493) 

In maintainhg that a representation cliffers h m  "the thing itself," Lewes appears to 

mognize the imposibiiity of the Cratylean dream. Despite this acknowledgement, 

however, he immediately goes on to conclude that "Realism is thus the basis of aii 

Art, and its antithesis is not Idealism but Falsism" (493). Straying h m  the path of his 

own logic, he brings his argument back in fine with that of Cratylus. 

illusion is, it seems, too strong to be resisted. 

What allows Cratylus to assert that "a naine is either a true 

The lure of the 

name or not a 

name at all," is a belief in "the simple truth... that he who knows names knows also 

the things which are expresseci by them" (435), which Socrates interpreto to mean, 

"as the name is, so also is the thingt' (435). As the following passage h m  her diary 



suggests, this is a beiief shved by George Eliot 

The desire [to name] is a part of a kndency that is now constantiy 
growing in me to escape from all vagueness and inaccuracy into the 
daylight of distinct, vivid ideas. The mere fact of naming an object 
tends to give definiteness to our conception of it - rue haae Uien a sign 
that ut one culk up in our niinds the cüstinctiae qualitiès ïuhich mark out f i  
us h t  pmticular object fi.ai d2 others. (Haight vol II 251 emphasis 
mine) 

Eliot's desire to move from shadowy "vagueness" into "the daylight of distinct. vivid 

idem," is reniniscent of another Platonic scene, the allegory of aie cave. The 

movement of this xene records the prisonefs move from the realm of the sensible 

bwards that of the intelligible, from the imitatd and imitating bwards the mality. 

It is nothing less than the movement of and inb philosophy ibelf- This is exactiy the 

move which the ninebeenth-cenhuy realists hope to achieve through the Cratylean 

dream of naming: to bypass the material signifier in order to p-nt redity itsek, 

the eidas of the si@ed. Yet the impossibility of doing so is written into the scene 

itself- Without involving ourselves in the multiple intricacies of this scene and those 

ta which it is intimately relateci (the scene of the sun  and that of the dividing line), 

we may simply state that Plato, in the act of o f f e ~ g  an ailegory, acknowledges the 

impossibiiity of direct access to the ideal. He must mort to an image that resembles 

it, repeats i t  And thus, the passage into philosophy is marked by the inscription of 

writing. Retuming to the afommentioned passage by Eliot, we may note a similar 

probiematic. As presented, Eliot's conception of language is based on a notion of 

innate plenitude ather than difference- Thus, every name (nom) funciions as a 



proper name. kideed, Eliot like Cratylus, c m o t  seem to conceive of an impmper 

Mme. Yet anyone famüar with Demdean deconstruction wiü recognize a 

counbennovement that destabilizes ElioYs position* 

To name, to give nam es... such is the originary violence of language 
which consists in inscribing withîn a difference, in classirying, in 
suspendhg the vocative absoluk. To thllik the unique witlun the 
system, to inscribe it th-, such is the gesbue of the arche-writing: 
ad-violence, loss of the proper, of absolute proximity, of self- 
praence, in truth the loss of what has never taken place, of a self- 
p-ce which has never been given but only dreamed of and always 
already splic mpeated, incapable of appearing to itself except in its 
own disappearance. (Derrida, ûG 112) 

A "seLf-praence which has never been given but only dreamed of." Such is the 

impossible yet irresistible situation of the realisb. 

In order for a name to function, it must be mognizable, repeatable, iterable 

and must therefore always already sacrifice its sîatus as unique, proper, propitious.13 

Necessarily inscribeci into the system, into difference (di@mzœ) and arbitrariness, it 

always already needs b be supplemenkî. And this is exactly the argument which 

Souab pub to his young disciple Cratylus: resemblance always "has to be 

supplemented by the mechanical d of convention" (435 emphasis mine). As much as 

the teaiisb share with Cratylus the dream of a name endowed with innate 

13 As Thomas Dutoit suggesb, every naming is, according to the logic of that 
prefix we have already encounted, a re-naming: "the hyphen in m-nommant 
stresses the repetition of naming, of naming as origuially re-naming, a repetition ttut 
in the sur-name h t  constihlfeS the name, the pmper name. The sumame is a 
repetition (and a forgetting) that conceals the sur-name, itseif a repetition" (xi). 
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plenitude, they also appear Q recognize the h t h  of Socrates's dictum. In order to 

present a name or image capable of substituting for the mality, realism must always 

aiready have e M  a prior substitution, supplementation, of a "mechanical aid" for 

living truth Yet in order for this ûick to be successful, it must be perfonned as a 

sleight-of-hand, a vanishing act that maker itself disappear. 1 have already 

suggested that the conventions of malism are based on a strict policy of selfdenial. 

So too have m a t  modern commentators on the s u b p h  In suggesting that "Most 

Vi ctorians... dismiss fiction which acknowledges an awareness of its own 

conventions and practices, or aiiows its techniques to be seen rather than seeming b 

put the reader d M y  in touch with ils 'content'" (122), David Wton is stating what 

has long been accepted as a salient feakue of the movement Yet another, relatai, 

question has not received adequak attention: the effect of conventionality itseif. 

As Jonathan Culier, amongst others, has suggested, likrahue, like aii writing, 

has been set adrift, orphaned by its parent Thus abandoneci, it is unable to function 

as writing en tei pusdiëi, that is, writing "capable of sustaining itseif in king  

dialogue, capable m a t  of di of properly kaching the true, as it is already constituted" 

@emda, D 154). In yet another process of substitution and supplementation, 

however, conventions skp in to assume the role of "stepfather" and enable meaning 

by allowing the reader "to naturaiize kxts and give hem a dation to the world" 

(Shzu:hrrdist Pœtics 132.136). According to my reading, conventions thus conform 

to the process of idealization that we have ahady encountmâ. They aiiow the 
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artificial to appear naturai, Wnëb assume aie mask of phpis. More precisely, the 

process of naturalization effects a safe passage from outside to inside, rei-bing 

aie "extemal s i p "  of literal writing onto the sou1 where the competmt reader 

always already recognhs thern as his or her own. Thus, adhering to a contnct 

established long ago, we rem to "the practice of imitation" in nab ,  where 

imitation "ifit is kgun in p t h  and persisded in, leaves its imp- upon character and 

nature, on body and voice and mind" (emphasis mine). This practice is nothing 

other than a process of naturalization, of intemalization where, according to the old, 

conventional, adage, practice makes perf&t and sufficient practice entitles one to the 

distinction of king (a) naturai. 

Howwer aptiy suited to its needs, this process is in no way unique to 

nineteentkentury reaiism. What makes it worthy of remark is the support it 

receives through critical hegernony. For if the process of naturalhtion ensures that 

al l  traces of artificiality are erased, wiped away, the critical hegemony of reaiism 

ensures that the proces itseif is erased, wiped away as an artificial, "mechanical 

aid." And thus, üke the pergm, the cntical hegemony of realism acts as a h e  or 

support "which has as its traditional detemination not that it stands out but that it 

disappears, buries itseu, effaces itseIf, meli away at the moment it deploys its 

greatest energy" (Derrida, Tmlh in Painting 61). As René Welleck suggests, ~ a i i s m  

was "a W a t i v e  concept, a syskm of noms dominating a specific the" (225). So 
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much so that the novel and the d s t i c  novel becarne synonymous krms." Works 

which did not ad- tio realism's noms w e  construed as "curiosities of litmature 

[to which the] word 'novel,' as applied to them, is an absurd misnomer" ("("The 

Moonstone: A Novel" 235). 1 would argue h t  this level of hegemony was 

absolukly essential to realism fulfilling its role as good writing, writing on the soul. 

For if it was to function properly, that is, nahirally, reaiism could not have been one 

practice amongst many. Thus it is, of necessity, "a theory of exclusion as weii as 

inclusion" (Wel ld  241). It constitutes, as much as the prima1 scene of philosophy, 

an attempt to patrol and master the boundaries bhveen inside and outside. More 

specifically, it seeks to prevent any other practice from becoming naturalized. For 

should all pracüces appear equally natural, all would appear equally unnatwal. The 

ailtificiality of the inside, of the naturai, would be laid 

Having h c e d  the vanous ways in which nineteenth-century realisrn is a 

retum to and repetition of the prima1 scene of philosophy, the ways in which it 

mimes the contorted alogic of Plato's interpetition of mimësb, there remains only 

one last issue b be addressed. As 1 have already suggesbed, the ninefeenth-century 

novel, as a mponse to the death of God, functions as a fom of Itypnt~nësis: a 

supplement or substitute designeci as an aid to mal1 and (re-)memorialize the self- 

pmence and tnnëmëguaranked by the lobt logos. Yet in order to do so, these bexb 

- - -- - -- 

14 As Henry James demands in The Art of Fiction," "Mat is either a picture or a 
novel that is not of charader? What e h  do we seek in it and find in it?" (34). 



must deny, erase, or forget theh status as hyponnesis and present themseives as 

anummis. Ninebeenth-œntury realism is no exception. Indeed, I would argue that it 

is a movement of erasufe and i d e t i o n  preciseiy in order to remember, to recall. 

Each of the many pmesses of substitution which it entails is designed to aid the 

master substitutiom the i n ~ u c t i o n  of a substitute centre. Consider the foilowing. 

[George Eliot] is the h t  great gdks writer of fiction that has 
appeared in England; perhaps, in the sense in which we use the 
expression, the first that has a p p e a d  in Europe. To say this may 
sound a paradox or an insult; but it is neither. And this wiil appear 
presendy, when we have explaineci the meaning which we attach to 
the obnoxious word gadleJ6. 

We must remember that generdy, up to the present the, 
human conduct was, amongst serious people, supposeci to bear 
reference, before aU things, to some power a h  ourselves, and of a 
diHemnt nature.... And this conception has so penetrated our modem 
civilbation, that it has been impiied in the entire UV= and thoughts of 
numbem who not only never thought of affirming i t  but who even 
posed as deniers of the belief upon which it rested. ... But now 
amongst the vast changes that human thought has been undergohg 
the sun that we once all wakd by has for many eyes become 
extinguished; and eaery energy hm been bent upon sicpplying man with a 
sutstitute, which shall have, if possible, an qua1 iliuminating power .... 
This substitute at present is, it is tme, somewhat nebulous; but the 
substance it is composeci of is already sufficiently plain. The new 
object of our duty is not our Father which is in Heaven, but our 
brothers and our chiidren who are on e a r h  (Mdock 562 third 
emphasis mine) 

Substituting what is always already anotiier substitution, the name and form given 

to the centre by ninebeenth-cenhuy ~ a i i s m  is the domestic community. And as 

Richard Stang suggests, 'Engiish realism in the late fifties and sixties seemed to 

many critics to limit itself more and more to the middle class domestic novel" (lûû). 



Thar choice of substihite is not arbitrary. As Alexander Welsh explah 

That truth should be stresseci in domestic contexCf and linked so 
persishtiy to love is not surprising. The English definition of tmth is 
very ample: contrary to the usage of most European languages the 
English word stands for both loyalty, in a whole range of personal 
relations, and buth-Ming, the comspondence of words or other signs 
to fa&. The faithfd correspondence of words to reality, and of 
peftons b each other, was vividly present to the Vicbrians as the 
secure b i s  of. ..love. (167) 

A simiiar argument is expmsd by Nicholas Rance, who argues that "the cult of the 

domestic epic in the mid-ninebeenth cenhiry is seen to reflect a nostalgia for the 

intimacy of orality, and the concomitant illusion of the neat correspondence of 

concepts to reaiity" (44). God, as a transcendental signihed, may be dead yet the 

reaiist's substitution is so M y  capable of supplementing and supplanting Him that 

"[tlhis fact..is probably iittle suspecteci by the majority of. ..readersW (Mallock 564). 

To o&r any such substihite is to participate in the central "ruphue" of the hisfory of 

Western metaphysics, the "moment when, in the absence of a cenbe or origin, 

everything ûecame discotuse" (Denida, S P  280). In spite of this participation, 

realism remains an essentially conservative endeavour. With aii its shifting, sliding 

movemenb, it is still 

Tumed towards the lost or impossible presence of the absent 
on gin,... saddened, negutim, nostalgic, guilty.... [It] seeks to decipher, 
dreams of deciphering a tmth or art origin which escapes play and the 
order of the sign, and which lives the necessity of inkrpretation as an 
exiie. (Demda, SSP 292) 



The Rise of SensatioIllügmt WiUtie CoIliniP and the "Dkordiuit Mosaic" 

As 1 have suggested, realism is dependent upon a double effacement which 

is, in hun, dependent upon ib hegemony: critical, artistic, and cultural. Yet with the 

1859 seriaihtion of Wilkie Collins's nie Wiun  in Wzifie, "a most striking and 

original effoe sufficiently individual b be capable of originating a new school in 

fiction,, ha[d] been made" (OLiphanC "Sensation Novels" 565). And thus the 

naturalness of realism came under threat by that most unnatural of entities, the 

sensation novel.15 

Accordhg to Oliphanf this "new xhool" was an unfortunate but inevitable 

product of its times; a mirror tumed back on recent history. 

Ten years ago the world in general had corne to a singular crisis in its 
existence. The age was lost in selfadmiration We had done so many 
things that nobody could have expgbed a cenhuy before - we were 
on the way to do so many more, if common report was to be buski.... 
What a wonderful change in ten years! ... W e  who once did, and made, 
and declared ourselves masbers of aii things, have relapsed into the 

l5 Although a certain group of authors - Wilkie Collins, Charles Reade, Mary 
Braddon and Mrs. Henry Wood among others - were aii coilected under the rubric 
of "sensational noveîists," theù aims and practices diverged widely. Within this 
group, it is Mary Braddon who most c l d y  resembles Collins, especially in her Lady 
Atdky's Seaet (1861-2). In works such as Reade's Hmd Cnrh (1863) or Fou1 Play 
(1869), the requirements of social criticism compete with those of sensationaiism, 
producing a rather different sort of novel. Most divergent of ali is Mrs. Henry 
Wood's East Lynne (1861). In this novel, according to Nicholas Rance, "what is 
sensational is noc as in the fiction of Collins and Braddon, the suggestions of gaps 
and contradictions in the moral code, but the purporteci consequences of straying 
from it" (4). Rance's distinction between radical and conservative sensation novels 
(5) is exûemely usefui and it should be nohi that 1 use the k m  b refer to the 
fotmer. 



natural skie of humanity More the great evenb which have given a 
new charackr to the age. ... it is only natural that art and literahire 
shouid, in an age which has turned out to be one of events, atkmpt a 
kindred depth of effect and shock of incident (5645) 

Whiîe 1 agree that the sensation novel did reflect certain characteristics of the period, 

the diminution of the confidence of conhl  as much as the general sense of 

upheavai? Me situation is not as straightforward as Oliphant makes it out to be. As 

Jenny Borne Taylor suggestx 

"Sensation" was one of the m o r d s  of the 1860s. It encapsdateci the 
partidar ways in which the middleslass sense of cultural crisis was 
experienced during that decade, and itr overlapping multiple 
meaning were confiabed in one of its most discussed manifestations, 
the sensation novel. In one sense this wasn't so much a coherent 
iiterary tendency or genre, more a critical term held together by the 
worù %ensation" itself, and anxieties about what it might signify. (2) 

The sensation novel does not simply reflect the state of unease that charaderized the 

decade, it actively and knowingly contributeç to i t  It is, in itself, a source of anxiety, 

especiaily for the reaiists. But before we tuni OUT attention to the relationship 

between the two, we must a d k  another issue. 

The rise of sensationalism did not signal the end of malism. The twa 

movements co-existed. Uneasily. And thus, we must consider them as hvo very 

different responses to anxiety, an anxiety whose "ongins" 1 would locate within the 

crisis of faith in the logos and the concomitant destabilization of the sign. Yet while 

rpalism is, in ways that we have already seen, affected by this crisis, it chooses 

largely to ignore it and indeed compensate for it As &meth Graham suggesb, 
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reaiism is "ta a large extent stylized in order to reassure" (32). It fuifils this d e  by 

introducing a substituk logos precisely to curtail the play of substitutions and to re- 

stabilize the sign. In contras4 the sensation novel is an attempt not tD replace the 

absent logos, but to corne to terms with the world of its absence. 1t denies the centre 

in any of its manifestations, throwing into question the stable relationship between 

si* and sigrdieci. Thus, it OF the scene and space of writing, where 

meaning is found not in the mimetic one-hne correspondence between the word 

and the world but in the relation of the word and the syskm of language. This 

tend- to acknowledge and, indeed, foreground the ,Jack of centte and ensuing 

scene of writing, not only defines the difference between realism and sensationalism, 

it also dows  me to asse* in opposition to Bourne Taylor, that the sensation novel 

does, in fa& cons titute a distinct Literary gem.16 

Tuming now to the ~eîationship between reaiism and sensationaiism, we 

must begui by considering the nature of anxiety i td f .  Without involving ourselves 

in a discussion of the unlocatable and shifting position of atvoety within 

psychoanaiysis, we may stiil assert h t  the question of anxiety is always already 

inextncably tied b the boundaries between inside and outside." In Inhibib,  

l6 If ais0 accountr for the prevalence of certain terms which appear repeakdiy 
throughout the malisYs critique of sensationalism - unnahual, mechanical, and 
ülegitirnate - al1 the familias faults and flaws of writing. 

17 For a discussion of the difficulties in determining the place and position of 
anxiety within psychoanaiysis, see "Beyond anxiety: the wikh's letter" (152-67), in 



Syinptans rmd A&& Freud explaino that d e t y  is "a reaction tD a situation of 

danger" (128). As such, it plays a key role in constihiting, maintaining and 

supplementing the boundaries between inside and outside. For as Samuel Weber 

suggests, a "danger, by definition, enta& a ce& exteriority with respect to that 

which it endangers, an aspect that Fmud retains in his notion of ' r d  or obpctive 

danger " (Retunt to Freud 154). Yet as Weber proceeds to demonstrate, the position of 

the danger, üke that of anxiety, is difficult to determine. 

The more dstically danger is considered, however, the l e s  it can be 
used to define anxiety, which, as Freud laconically remark~, is rarely 
the most realistic, in the sense of eff&ive, response to an obpchve 
menace. The danger to which anxiety may be considered a response, 
thesefore, c a m t  be defined purely from its realistic, extemal side; it 
must in some way be relateci to that which it endangers. (154-5) 

Thus it seems that anxiety arises as a response to an i n k d  deficiency and, more 

speahcdy, as Freud proceeds b suggest the loss of the mother (as presence). Or, to 

translate this inta Lacanian terms, what afuciety signals b the subpct is its own lack 

While anxiety signals a h a t  (inkmai or otherwise), it is, in itself', "only an 

affective signal" (126) that in no way alters the economic situation produced by over- 

excitation It thus needs to be supplemented by the defensive act of repression. And 

thus, as Freud suggesîs, aanxity "sels repression in motionit (110). As we know from 

SMies on HystrrU1, repressed material which is not discharged gives rise Q neuroüc 

syrnptoms. The rise of anxiety, therefore, is accompanied by the introduction of 

Samuel Weber's & h m  to Freud (1991). 



phobias. As Freud suggests 

phobias have the charackr of a projection in that they =place an 
intemal, instinctual danger by an exkmalf percephal one. The 
advantage of thk is that the subject can protect himself against an 
extemal danger by fieeing from it and avoiding the perception of i t  
whereas it is useless b fiee h m  dangers that arise from within. ([SA 
126) 

Through a process of supplementation and substitution, an extemal threat is 

displaced inb a position of exteriority. Thus ~Iocated, the subjgt  may fiee from the 

threat and obviate anxiety.18 

The implications for the relationship between realism and sensationalism are 

quite clear. Sensationalism is a threat and source of anwiety precisely because it 

brings to light, uncovers (recovers) and reinscribes what reaiism takes such pains to 

conceal. its own lack, deficiency, of a centre. Unable b cope with this interna1 

-threat, ieaüsm responds by displacing the lack, as the source of anxiety, onb an 

extemal phenornenon, sensationalism, which it can, at the very least, avoid and, at 

Oniy when one sees the dationship between ipaüsm and sensationalism in 

l8 Tirne and space dowing it would be interesting to develop aiis discussion 
through Kierkegaard's nie Caœpt of Altxiety (1844), where he destabilizes the 
boundaries between body and soul, inside and outside, by positing an intimate yet 
ambiguous relationship between anxiety and innocence ("This is the profound secret 
of innocence, that it is at the same time anxietyt' [41]) and the fall which, in his texb 
cornes to bear a certain resernblance to the archetrace. Yet because the play of 
supplementarity which dominabes this text demands camful and sustained analysis, 
1 wiil defer this reading to a future time. 



these k m s ,  does the former's response b the latter, as contradictory as that of Plab 

to mimësb, k o m e  inteiîîgible. If the realists ttiemselves were to be believed, the 

smsation novel representeà nothing more than a mere aberration, albeit 

widespread, in literary &sbe and decorum. As Dailas suggesb, the "demand for 

sensation is but the reaction hrni over-wmught thinking. Sensation is more striking 

in its effects, and we cannot help noticing i t  But it is shallow to pick out the 

fiivolities of the day as its mgmant characteristic" (300). A similar opinion is o f f e d  

by a &mer for the Athenaeum, who confirms that the sensation novel is *a 

transient sch001~~ and "Mr. Wiikie Collins probably does not expect that any of his 

works will live" @.Ea Williams 203). Yet if the sensation novel is only "a transient 

school," why al i  the fuss? Widely dismissed, such novels were also widely rwiewed 

and attacked with a vehemence disproportionate to their s u p p d  ephemerality. 

The answer to this enigma may be found in the rwiews themselves, in the presence 

of certain figures, figures that we have encountered before, which weave themselves 

thughout the attack on sensationalism, namely: drugs, disease, contamination and 

infection. Consider the following condemnation by Henry Mansel. 

Excitemene and excitement alone, seems to be the great end at which 
[sensation novels] a h  - an end w k h  must be accomplished at any 
cost by some means or other, "si possis, recte; si non, quocunque 
modo." And as excikn- wen when harmless in kind, c m o t  be 
continually produced without becoming morbid in degree, works of 
this class manifèst themseives as belongin& some more, some less, but 
di to some extenb to the morbid phenornena of Literahire - indications 
of a wide-spread corruption, of which they are in part both the effect 
and the cause; cded into existence 60 supply the cravings of a 



diseased appetik, and contributing themselves to fater the disease, 
and to stimulate the want which they supply. CfSensation Noveis" 482- 
3) 

Three years later, with the publication of Coilins's Armadale, the weshninsler Reoierci 

pmduces an even more hystericd account of this h a t W  

T h e  is no accounting for tastes, blubber for the Esquimaux, half- 
hatched eggs for the Chinese, and Sensation noveis for the English. 
Everythsng must now be sensational Professor Kingsley 
sensationalizes History, and Mi. Wiikie Collins daily lifk One set of 
Miters Wear the sensational buskin, another aie sensational sock Just 
as in the Middle Ages people w e  afflictd with the Dancing Mania 
and Lycanthropy, sometimes barking iike dogs, and sometimes 
mewing like cats, so now we have a Sensational Mania. Jusf bof as 
those diseases dways occurred in seasons of dearth and poverty, and 
attacked onîy the poor, so does the Sensational Mania in Literature 
burst out only in times of mental poverty, and aWict only the most 
poverty-stricken minds. From an epidernic, however, it has latdy 
changed into an endemic Its virus is spreading in ail directions, h m  
the penny journal to the s-g magazine, and fmm the shilling 
magazine to the Uutty shiiiings volume. (Weiles L,eth.esM 269-70) 

As the two above reviews suggest, sensationaüsm is consistently constructeci as both 

a disease and a h g .  Whüe the interaction of these two figures appears 

complementary, it is actually the site of a fundamentai contradiction, an apona in 

realismts response to sensafionalism. If the latter functions lüce a dru& it is never as 

a dmg that c m  be transîated as a phnmrakan. In the hands of the realists, the 

sensation novel is non-ambivalent Harimuring no curative powers, it is a "subtle 

' 9  If, as D.A. Miller suggesb, the sensation novel "feminizes" its implicitly male 
readers, there is no reason to exempt the d t i c  from this process (nie N m l  and the 
P& 146-91). 



poison," pure and simple ClRecent Novels: their Moral and Religious Teachingt' 108). 

Yet when the reaiists liken the sensation novel to a disease, it assumes one of aie key 

"characteris tics" of the phmm<Jcon: îhat is, the ability to transgress and des tabüize the 

boundaries between inside and outside. Transformeci from an "epidemic" in an 

den demi^," this disease is always already (moving) inside: geagraphically ("The 

fadts of the French school are aeeping into our iiterature, and thteaben to flourish 

then?" '.-M.- 210]);20 in t m n s  of class (it "may boa& without kar of contradiction, 

of having t empody  succeeded in making the literahue of the Kitchen the 

favourite reading of the Drawing room" [Rae 2041); and even in terms of the 

community itself ("To Mr. C o h  belongs the d i t  of having introduced into 

fiction those most mysbenous of mysteries, the mysteries which are at our own 

doors" Dames, "Miss Braddon" 5933). The realists, like Plato, maintain "both the 

exteriority of writing and its power of maleficent penetration, its ability to affect or 

infect what lies deepest inside" -daf D 110). Thus the scene of aiticism is as 

markeâ by dividing lines as the prima1 scene of philosophy. In suggesting, in the 

course of a teview which contains both reaiistic and sensational works, that "It is 

Consider the foliowing passage from AC Swinbwnels obituary article on 
Coilins: "The criminal [Lydia Gwilt] who dies of her own will by her awn crime, to 
save the beloved victim whom it has accidentilly brought to the verge of death, is a 
figue which would have amused the widest and the deepest sympathy of Engiish 
readers ifmly she had not km the mafion of un Englisltman. Had a Frenchman or an 
Amm*m inh.aiuœd her, no acclamation wod.d lurue k foo h r e n t  fo exprms their 
gmtitudk1' (593 emphasis mine). 



good bo tum aside from these feverish productions - and w e  think it right to make 

as distinct a separation as the printers skiil can indicate between the lower and the 

higher ground" ("Novels" [1867J 275), Oliphant is only making explicit a gesture 

which is impliat throughout the realist's response to sensationdism. As we shali 

see, the purpose of this geshue was "to exclude or to lower (to put oubide or below), 

the body of the written trace'' (Derrida, FSW 197). 

As Derrida rerninds us, Plato "is obligeci sometimes to condemn minzësis in 

itseif as a process of duplication, whatever its model might be, and sometimes to 

disquaMy miinësis only in function of the model that is 'imitatedu' (D 187). True to 

fom, the realisfs response b sensationalkm foliows this same khematic law." 

Sometimes, it is condemned for iîs use of questionable or inferior models and 

sometimes for more intrinsic reasons. Lyn Pykett describes the sensation novel in 

the following krms: 

These electritying novels of "our own days" were mainly 
distinguished by theu devious, dangerous and, in some cases, 
derangeci heroes and (more especialiy) heroines, and the& 
complicated plots of homr, mystery, suspense and secrecy. The 
sensation plot usualiy consishvl of vasying proportions and 
combinations of dupliuty, deception, disguise, the persecution and/or 
seduction of a young woman, intrigue, jealousy, and adultery. The 
sensation novel drew on a range of crimes, h m  illegal incarceration 
(usualiy of a young woman), fraud, forgery (often of a will), blackmail 
and bigamy, to murder or attempted murder. (77~ Sensatiar N m l 4 )  

When one considers that what constituM acceptable subpct matter for the novelist 

was SU very much deberminecl by "the dieek of the young person," the reaction to 



works are "dangernus and fwlish ... as well as false, both to Art and Nahue" 

("Sensation Novels'* 567). Speaking of Collins, H.F. Chorley pub the case more 

We are in a period of diseased invention, and the coming phase of it 
may be palsy. Mr. Wiikie Coilins belongs to the class of professing 
satirists who are eager b lay bare the "blobdies and blains" which 
fiester beneath the skin and taint the blood of huma nity.... Doubdess 
such writhen creatwm [as Lydia GwiIt] may iive and breathe in "the 
sinks and sewersIt of Jociety - engendered by the semet vices and 
infirmities of those who were answerable for their existence and who 
encourage theh misdoings; but when we see them displayed in 
Fiction with all the Ioving care of a consummate artist, (and without 
any such genuine motive as led formerly Hogarth and latterly MT. 
Dickens not to show a horror without a suggestion towards its cure,) 
we are oddiy remindeci of a Une in Granger's West Indian poem, The 
Sugar Cane," - "New, Muse! lets sing of Rats!" ("hm&" 732) 

The motivaihg fear behind aii such attacks is made ctear by the London Reoiew. 

Sensation novels "scatter impressions calculated to shake that mutual confidence by 

which societies and, above al1 families are held together, to abate our love of simple 

unpretending virhre, in fact almost to destroy our faith in its mality" ("Recent 

Novels: their Moral and Religious Teaching" 10s). If one rpreads this statement, 

having recakd that the role of the domestic community in the mistic novel was 

nothing less than a subtitute centre or logos, he or she wiU have come very close to 

*l As Thackeray suggests, 'II am thankfd to Liw in times when men no longer have 
the temptation tD mite so as to c d  blushes on women's cheeks, and would shame to 
whisper wicked ailusions tu honest boys" (cited in Stang 195). 
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recognizing a much more serious threat poseci by the sensation novel. It is not 

simply the case that the scandalous world of such works is immoral. It is, in a new 

sense, godlas. And we must, before proceeding, consider what this "new sense'' 

might entail. 

As 1 have already suggested, the nineteenth-cenhuy novel is desiPd to 

supplement the absent logos with a substituk centre. The sensation novel is no 

exception to this practice As we shail see, the Ariadne figure assumes a prominent 

role in such works. Yet in order for this pmcess of substitution to fundion pmperly, 

that is, invisibly, a "double effacement" must occur (Demda, WM 211). And this is 

exactly what the sensation novel refuses to do. It inscribes a substitute logos but fails 

tn efface the marks of ib inscription. And thus  if a god presides over the world of 

the sensation novel, it is not as "the name and element of that which makes possible 

an absolutay pure and absolutely self-present self-knowledge" (Derrida, OG 98). It 

is, rather, a god inexorably written, a god of writing, Thoth himseif. And he 

pmsides not over a realm of presence, nmnëmc d ë i ,  but over a scene of writing. 

In order to make this clearer, let us take a moment to consider the figures 

involveci and, more specifically, the signihcance of those figura employed to 

represent realism and sensationaiism: the portrait and the chain. When the reaiists 

iiken their works to the picforial arts, they are speaking of painting as zoguphia; that 

is, "inscribeci representation, a drawing of the living, a portrait of an animate model" 



(Demida, D 136).= Lü<e a partidar conception of autobiography, it "çaertzs 60 belong 

b a simpler mode of derentiality, of represmtatiod (de Man 68 emphasis mine). 

Indeed, its only refirent is mfermce itseIf.23 And b ensure that this is always the 

case, it is surrounded by a sekffacing frame, a pwgon, that excludes ail that is not 

present to itself, presence itself. Always already double, divided, this frame is not 

mere ornament it is designed to a h w  for nothing less than the erasum or 

idealhtion of the figurality of the figure itseif. 

In con- the figure of the chah if the figue of figurality, of wrihg, the 

endless play of sigrufication.24 As such, it cails inb question the very notion of 

--- 

* George Eliot!~ cornparison of her work to Dutch painting~, whose figures are 
" r d  breathing men and women" depicted with that "rare, precious quality of 
truthfulness" (Admn Bede 223), is entirely typical of the way in which the reaiists 
employ the pictorial analogy. 

a As Walter Kendrick suggesk, the "figure of chiuacter painting impiies that there 
is a structure in the reai world which preexists and govems its fictional 
repmntationl' (20). 

24 As the figure of the chah is less familiar than its realistic counterpart, 1 o k r  the 
following typical example in indicate how it was employed. Speaking of Collins's 
No Nmiie (1863), Alexander Smith cornplains, "every trifling incident is charged with 
an oppressive importance: if a teacup is broken, it has a meaning, it is a lin. in a 
chah; you are certain to hear of it afkrwards. In a short the, however, you 
discover the writier's trick. If a young lady goes into aie garden for a moment before 
dimer, you know that some one is waiting for her behind the l a d s .  If two people 
taik together in a m m  in [sic] a hot summer day, and one raises the window a iittle, 
you know a third is muching on the grave1 below, iistening to every word, and 
who will be prepared to act upon it a t  the proper tirne. Everything in these books is 
feverish and exci* the reader is continually as if tmding on bombshefis, which 
may explode at any moment" (183). 



referentiality, refkrence itseIf, which constitutes the b i s  of malism. 

By focusing the reader's attention on the chains that constitute a 
novel's plot, [the sensationaiists] made of fiction merely a game, an 
activity which dictaks its own des  and which stands to the red 
world in at best an arbiûary relation. Much of the outrage inspired in 
mid-Vidrian critics by the sensation novel came from their 
perception that the value of the elements in such a novel depended 
primarüy, iike that of iinks in a chain, on their relation to other 
elements in the same novei - and no4 like that of the brush strokes in 
a portraif on th& cornpondence to something in the red world. 
(Kendnck 21) 

This shift in emphasis, fram extra to intra-referentiality, where each signiher relates 

not to some extwial signified but only to the other sigmfiers in the bext, undermines 

the ~ealist paradigm. The phonologocenûic notion of a signifier's innate plenitude is 

dispelled as illusory and langage is revealed as arbitrary. As one mviewer 

To [Collins's] view. ... Life is a sort of chess-board, in which the pieces 
have indeed a d-nt value; but Uiis & not jiai unything in the 
nuderial of which tlq are niaide, but @nz #he particular mows b whidz, by 
the te& of Uie gmne, lhey me mhr'ckd. ("Wdfnd Cii~nbemtede and P m  
MIrs F inch" 479 emphasis mine) 

Anyone famiüar with contemporary critiques of the sensation genre wili tecognize 

the game analogy. It appears wiai the same regularity as that of the chain, to which 

it is not unrelatd. Collins's novels are dismisseci as "a mere puzzleIf ("No Nmne and 

7hduttaIf 84). They intrigue us "as a Chinese puzzle might or a charade, or an 

ingenious mathematical problem, or a kick of sleightofhand with a pack of cards" 

(D.E. Wüliams 202). In likening CoUins's novels to a game, the ninekenth-ceniry 



critics were more astute than thqr realizd. Thoth, the "god" (in this context the 

word m u t  not be put under erasw,  but beyond erasure and in writhg) of the 

sensation novel is also the inventor of garnes or play. And play is the operative 

prinaple for CoUins. Meaning, for him, is generabed not through the transparent 

relationship between the word and the world, guaranteed by the presence of 

logos, but rather, through the play of language made possible by its absence. 

Through a pmcess of difference and deferral, each signiher must be inscribeci within 

the system of language and become inhabibed by the trace of others. Thus the 

Spectata's characteridion of Collins's kxts as 'a discordant mosaic insbead of a 

harmonious picture" ("Annadaie" 638) is particularly apposite. Each individual 

signifier, üke the component parts of a mosaic, is, when seen in isolation, arbitrary 

and iliegible. Only when they are placed in relation to others, Uiscribed within a 

system, are they rende& legible. 

Thus it appears that CoUinsts novels conform to what Miller designabes as a 

"linguistic moment" As he suggests: 

The ünguistic moment tends to involve a recognition of the 
Vreducibly figurative nature of language, a seeing of language not as a 
mere instrument for expressing something that could exist without it - - a state of mind or an element of Nature - but as in one way or 
another creative, inaugtuating, constitutive @ut constitutive of what?). 
Also of moment in the linguistic moment is a more or less explicit 
rejection of unituy origin. Single sources are replaceci by some self- 
generating diacritical structure of mpetition with a difference. 
("Nahue and the iinguistic moment* 211) 

In order ta trace the movement and effkcts of this "moment," it may be helpfd to 



hun to the texts themselves. Whiîe almost any of Colüns's works would serve the 

purpose, ï7le LM d the Ldy (18745) is a partiCU1arly apposiie choice. For as we 

shall see, it is a tewt dominated by the play of the phlartlRkOtt. The novel centres on 

the Mal of Eustace Macallan for the murder of his first wife, but it is also, equaily, a 

trial of writing. Accused of adminiskring a dose of poison in her rr~dicine, Macdan 

is diarged with a verdict of "Not Proven" and is thus simultaneously both/neiffw 

innocent um4hor guilty.25 Yet the play of the phmmnka does not stop hem. As the 

novel gradually reveals, the poison, arsenic, was procureci and ingested us a remedy 

and, more speaiïcaily, "as a remedy for the defects - the proved and admitted 

defects - of her complexion" (lm), by the victim herseif. Or, to rephrase this 

siightly, what the novel gradudy reveals is that the phmnakon is inhwluced as an 

artificial aid, cosmetic (paint/dye), bo supplement and compensate for what is 

naturaiiy lacking/lackhg in nature*26 As we shall see, this movement towards the 

revelation of the lack is typical of the sensation novel as a whole, of ib bwdency to 

move h m  inscription and erasure ta re-indption. 

As Collins infonns his reader, "'When the jury are in doubt whether to condemn 
or acquit the prisoner brought before hem, they are permitted, in Scotland, to 
express that doubt by a fonn of compromise* If there is not evidence enough, on the 
one hand, to jus* them in tuidhg a prisoner guilty, and not evidence enough, on 
the other hand, b thoroughly convince them that a prisoner is innocent they 
extricate themseives fmm the difficuity by iïnding a verdict of Not Proven'" (101). 

As Demda reminds us, the writing of/as the phnnakon 'lis like a cosmetic 
concealing the dead under the appearance of the living" (D 142). 
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When the novel opens, the writing of the trial, the triai of writing, is iïtmdly 

buried: effaced and d. Assurning a Mse name, Macallan mets  and marries 

his second wife, Vaieria. Within a k w  days of the wedding, however, an acadent 

acquaints her with the knowIedge of her husband's deception and she embarks on a 

process of detection Fmm its very inception, this process is asUociated with the 

power of the plmtakon. Detemhed to extract information h m  Major Fik-David, 

an old friend of Macdan's, Valeria inexplicably, for the fint and last thne in her Me, 

morts to "paints and powders" (57) in order to chann him. While she, uniilce her 

ptedecessor, iimits herself to an extemal application of the phmtnakon, its effectr are 

not so easily containecl. As Derrida reminds us, the phanrrakon "makes one stray 

from one's general, natural, habitua1 paths and laws" (D 70). And sure enough, 

Valeria notes that from the moment she resigned herseIf to ik use, "1 seemed in some 

strange way tb have lost m y  ordinary identity - b have stepped out of my own 

diaracter" (574). When she amives at the Major's house, she is infonned that he is 

bound by his word of honour not to reveal her husband's s e m t  He is, however, 

unable to resist the power of this "cham, this speilbinding virhie, this power of 

fascination" (Derrida, D 70) and finally concedes, for good or iii, that the due which 

she seeks may be found somewhexe within the confines of the m m  in which they 

are standing and, furthemore, that he wül allow her to conduct a thorough sesearch 

of the premisa. The scene of this investigation, a chapter entitled "The Search" is, 1 

would argue, one of the most sigdicant in Collins's cwpus. It is a rene of writing 
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whose play marks the conshnt slippage between signifier and signhed, where 

"every s i e d  is also in the position of a signiher" (Demda, P 20). And thus, it 

caiis into question the very notion of the mferent, derence itself. 

The room itseif (its space as spacing) may be said to fundion as a synecdoche 

for the k x t  as a whole. Yet if it is a figure of the written te* it is also a figure of the 

text us writing figurality itself. Within the room and, indeed, the text as a whole, 

arbitrary and rneaningless signifiers/signiheds (the sigruficance lies in the 

impoesiality of distinguishing between the two) are made meaningful through their 

very presence withlli the systern which constitutes both. The room's function as a 

synecdoche for writing is mirioreci in the preponderance of written documents 

within i t  Sifting through a coiiection of fossils, Valeria concentrates on "the curious 

paper inscr ip t ions '~ .  She searches though a collection of old accounb books, 

"looking into each book, and opening and shaking it uselessly, in semh of any loose 

papers which might be hidden between the leaves" (781, before proceeding to a 

collection of bills "neatly tied together, and each inscribeci at the back" (78). 

Examining a pack of cards, counters, and markers (the playthmgs of Thoth), Valeria 

finds that "No writing - no mark of any kind - was visible on any one of them" (77). 

Indeed, her whole investigation is conducted under the assumption " that the clue of 

which I was in search must necessarily reveal i h l f  through a wrim paper of some 

sorft (82). In concentrating her attention on w r h g  and inscriptions, Valeria al= 

identifies the proper sphere for the reader's own efforts. 



Valeria's detmmination that meanhg is to be fond  only in and through 

writing is partidarly apposite. For each of the "rdics" (m), 'fragmenWt (78), 

"remah" (82) and "traces" (82) which she examines is, iike the signhem of the 

language system, meaningless untii it is inscribeci into a chain of signification where 

it refem to the other elements with which it is neceSSaTity in relation As Demda 

reminds us, the "first consequeme to be drawn h m  this is that the signihed concept 

is never p ~ s e n t  in and of iW, in a suffiaent presence that would refer only to 

ibelP1 ("Di@llttdl Il). And aius, this scene challenges the traditional (maîist) 

concept of the sign as "the representation of a presence...constituted in a system 

(thought or language) governeci by and moving toward presence" ("Di@kuzœ" IO)= 

by introducing traces which exceed the "alternative of presence and absence" 

("DijF!rrntae" 20). In short, by intmducing traces which function as traces, the xene, 

through its status as synecdoche or analogue, males clear the ways in which the 

sensation novel as a genre lays bare the buned writing of the reaiisb as the non- 

originary origin of both the possibility mid the inipibiiliiS( of the pmence they 

sought fO present 

As each signifier leads, in tum, to others, Valeria's ultimate discovery is 

endlessly delayed. Having BnaIly determineci that "My business in that m m  (1 was 

- - 

27 That is, the sign as an "operation of supplementatio n... not exhibiteci as a break in 
presence but rather as a continuous and homogeneous reparation and modification 
of presence in the representation" (Derrida, "Signahue Event Conbext" 5). 
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certain of it now!) began and ended with the bookcaseII (a), her investigation is 

defecred by the sight of a set of keys that lure her (lead her astray) from the bookcase 

and inb an examination of the locked cupboards. Indeed, she laments that the 

"longer 1 semhed, the farther 1 seemed to remove myself from the one object that 1 

had it at heart to attain" (86). Yet by foliowing the chah of signification, Valeria 

gradudy discovers the truth about her husband. The first step towards this 

discovery is a drawer which "literaliy contained nothing but the fragments of a 

broken vase'' (78)* These fragments, like ail sigrufiers, remain illegible when relying 

on a correspondence to some mal sigtuhed in the extemai world. Valeria, 

signifmntly, is unable "to estimate the value of the vase, or the antiquity of the vase - 
- or even to know whether it was of British or foreign manufacture" (81). When the 

fragments are viewed, however, as a link in the chah of signihcation, they Iead her 

to another important discovery. This discovery, signuicantiy, is an absence or, more 

precisely, "a vacant space on the top of the bookcase" (BI)? This vacancy, in tum, 

directs Valeria's atbention back to the bookcase and to her evenhial disovery of a 

"plainly-bound volumet' (93) hidden l'in the space between the bookcase and the 

wd" (93). This volume is, in fact, the complete report of the trial of Eustace 

Macaîlan for the aileged poisonhg of his wife. In what has become a "textual 

labyrinth panelled with mirrors" (Derrida, D 195), the report 

a For a discussion of the relationship between writing and 
"Signahue Event Conte& (19ûû). 

of the trial constitutes 

absence, see Denida's 
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yet another figure of the k x t  another room to be investigated. Yet signihcantiy, 

this text within a text does not in annowing the truth about her h u s h d ,  place an 

end to the play of signihem bu4 in fact, perpetuates the play by introduchg new 

signifiers, new obpcts for investigation, which, in hun, lead still to others. 

HaWig recovered Me hidden report the first act which Valeria underMces in 

her new d e  as dektive ir to =ad it; an activity the reader is allowed to participate 

in by virtue of the fact that she tnui#ribes it, in its entirety, inb the text 1 am not 

simply suggeshg that the acts of reading and wr ihg  are inextricably connecteci, 

although this is the case, but, more important, that the pmcess of detection in the 

sensation novel is precise1y an a d  of r ~ h r i p t i o n ,  rpwriting - a rewriting of 

nothhg lesr t h  writing itseIf, the very writing which the maiists and the entire 

hisbry to which they belong, have atkmpted tD efface, b bury. It is not without 

signihcance that Valeria's efforts culminate in the recovery of a letter which detiils 

the exact circumstances of the victim's death h m  within the depths of a dust-heap. 

As 1 have already suggested, the dektive, like the psychoanalyst, may be likened to 

the arrhaeologist who des- to cestore or mail to presence a buried truth or origin. 

Yet in the sensation novel, what the detedive recovers are the traces of writing as 

repetition which aiways already d e s t a b h  the very notions of h t h  and origin. In 

other words, what the pmess of detection restores is nothing less than the text itself. 

This entire process is, for Vaieria, govemed by the desire to transform "that 

underhand Scotch Verdict of Not Proven, into an honest English verdict of Not 



Guüty" (116). That is, to transform a nonphilosopheme into a philosopheme. Yet as 

we have already seen, the process of detection is always aiready contaminated by 

the writing of/- the phamidron and thus is always h a d y  at odâs with her desire. 

Thus it appeam that the movement of detgtion bowards the tm& towards ip 

inscription, is p m b l e m a ~  by a c o u n ~ o v e m e n t  This fundamental 

contradiction demands consideration and, in order to do so, we must hun to the 

fi- involveci. 

The Crimiiill and the Detpctive 

1 have already identifieci one of the major differences between the detffove 

and the sensation novel and, in Chapter h, 1 will demonstrate that there is as 

much that divides the two genres as unites them. At least part of the difficulty in 

any such cornparison stems from the fact that the dektive novel "has never had a 

definite, u n i v e d y  accepted meaning" (Stewart 21)P Yet, if one accepts Regis 

29 Both Martin A. Kayutan's F m  Bm Shaet to Baker Straet: Mysttq, Detection, Md 
N w a t i w  (1992) and RF. Stewart's ... And Ahwys a D e f e d :  auipfers on the Hblory of 
D e t e c b  Fictini (1980) explom the various interpretations of this genre and are a 
usefui intmduction to the su- although Ian Ousby's Bhibunds 0 f I - l ~ :  'Ihe 
Detecliae in Fiction fmm Gomoin do Doyle (1976), remains the most comprehensive 
study of the hisbry of the genre, to date. A.E. Murch's 'Ik DmrOpment of Uie 
D e t e c e  Nml(1958) de& with a lot of ninekenth- cenhuy material that is largely 
ignored elsewhere, whiie Anthea Trodd's Dumestic Crit1ze in the V i c W m  NmZ (1989) 
appmaches the question more generdy, cons ide~g  texts not dedt with in 
traditional shadies of detective fiction For Wilkie Collins's influence on the debective 
novel, see Robert P. Ashley's usefui, if dateci, essay, "Wükie Collins and the 
Debective Story" (1951). 



M d s  basic pmmise that the detedive mvel is "un réat CM~SCUT~' avant tuut à la 

&atmmat tnys&kuxtf (citecl in Stewart IZ), it does seem to bear a resemblance to the 

sensation novel. For as Frances Browne argues, ?he Wo111m in Mite initiates "a hast 

of dwerly complicabi stories, the whole interest of which consists in the gradua! 

unravelling of some carefdy prepared enigma" (1428). Setting aside, for the 

momenb the difficuities involved in such a comparison, one thing can be said with 

certaine Chôracters such as Valeria Macdan, Walter Hartright and Franklin Blake 

ail function, and function primariiy, as debectives- 

In nie Cay ScMiœ, Dailas argues that although sensation novels 

represent circumstances and incident as all-important, and characters 
amid the current of events as corks upon the waves, they graduaily 
introcluce one character who, in violent contrast to aii the others, is 
superior to the plot, plans the evenk, guides the stomr and holds the 
winds in the holiow of his hand. It is quite wonderful b see what this 
one picked chara- can do in these stories in comparison with the 
others, who c m  do nothing. He pdominates over aii else- (294p 

This "one chara&rf1 who "guides the sbrms" is, in each case, the debective. If Collins 

mates a godless labynnth out of the deferral and play among signrhers, he also 

introcluces an Ariadne figure to guide the reader h u g h  i t  The presence of this 

figure is not, as Dailas surmises, an "artistic errorI1 (295) but ody the indication of a 

JO It is appropriate that Dallas adopts a biblical metaphor to describe the Ariadne 
figure &aiah 40.12 Mark 4-41), highlighting how this figure becornes a substitute 
for the absent God. 



tension which characterhs all of Collins's kxts and, indeed, the nineteenth-century 

novel as a whole. 

In what has k o m e  a standard text for those inhested in the detedive novel, 

'The Typology of Debective Fiction," Tzvetan Todorov states that "at the base of the 

whodunit we find a du ality.... This novel contains not one but two stories: the sbry 

of the aime and the story of the deküve'l ((44.31 Applying Paul Ricoeur's 

dialectical characberization of action to Todomv's definition, Peter Huhn is able to 

conclude: 

The two componenb of wery act - M o m  and consbaint - here 
occur in a s p e d c  arrangement Under this perspective, writing a 
crime s b r y  essentialiy functions as an a d  of W o m .  The criminal 
attempb to malize himseif and to grahfy his des- by freeing hhself 
from the restrainb of society and iîs definhg noms. By means of his 
story the criminal creates for himself a free place, a place of his own 
outside societyls order. And as long as he is in exdusive possession of 
his story, he is, iiterally, free. The dektive, on the other hand, acts as 
society's agent in order to resirict aiis freedom and bind the criminal 
again to the constraining rules of society through arrest and 
punishment (imprisonment or execution). (460) 

The signihcance of Huhn's argument becornes more apparent when we translate it 

inb terms more appropriate to a discussion of language. The inevitable temainder 

of the crime is the presence of certain telltale traces, signifiers which are, at least 

temporarily, divorced from their sigdieds and which rekr not to some extenial 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Todorov's description appîies equdy well to the sensation novel. This U 
confinned by Collins h imd when he s t a b ,  in an article on 7?ze Wmm in Mite 
written for nie Globe in 1887, "The destruction of. ..identity, represents a fh t  division 
of the story; the recovery of. ..identity marks a second division" (rpt Sucksmith 5%). 
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present d i t y  but only to other traces. Speakmg of the concept of the trace, Denida 

Whether in the order of spoken or writben discoume, no element can 
function as a sign without referring to another element which i t d f  is 
not shply present This interweaving results in each "element" - 
phoneme or grapheme - king constituted on the b i s  of the trace 
within it of the other elements of the chah or sys km.... Nothinjg, 
neither among the elements nor withui the systiem, is anywhere ever 
simply present or absent There are only, everywhere, differences and 
traces of traces. (P 26) 

And thus, as he suggests in Of Grmztnatobgy, the trace marks "the disappearance of 

ongin" (61). The freedom associa6ed with the story of the criminal is enacted, 

thefore, through language. Freed from the mtraints, not of sdety, but of the 

logos, the aiminal sets the play of language in motion. Yet to associate the play of 

language with the criminal is tantamount to a chinalizafbn of the play of language. 

White Coilins seerns to recognize that the encüess reference between signifiers is a 

nahual result of the death of God, he also seems to characterize it as a dangerous 

and threatening development 

In order to combat this k a t ,  he introduces an Ariadne figure: the detedive. 

The story of this charader is, as Huhn suggests, a story of constraint and, more 

spdically, the constraint of language. Despite what 1 have just suggested about the 

story of the criminal, the crime, in the vast majority of Collins's novels, is associateci 

with an atkmpt to hide or bury a written document to render its play stationary 

and erase the traces it produces. Yet as Lukacher rerninds us, "evading the space of 
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representation is the specid pmgative of the aiminal.... The origuiality of the 

aime is invariably judged by ib capacity to erase its traces" (228). The crime, like 

d m ,  is dependent upon a lvdouble effacement" And thus it seems that Todorov's 

two stories, that of the criminal and that of the detedive, can, in the sensation novel, 

be mfigured as the sbry of (re-incription and) erasure and the s b i y  of dnscription 

(and efastue). For it is exactiy this erasure or "double effacement" which the 

detective seeks to expose or reveal and, as we have already seen, to rweal through a 

pmess of re-inscription. Yet the dektive mites the signhexs into the system, not 

to celebrabe the play of language assodated with the criminal, but in order to nutiil 

i t  The sole function of such char acte^^ is to place an end to "the  fere en ce from sign 

to sign" (Derrida, OG 49) and d u c e  language to a single, coherent meaning. 

According b Huhn's argument the detective "bind[s] the airnuial... to the 

constraining d e s  of society through arreot and punishment (imprisonment or 

execution)." In the sensation novel, however, the fate of such criminals as 

Miserrimus Dextet, Count Fosco and Godfmy Ablewhite is ieft to other hands. Thus 

the detective may be said to a& notas the "agent of Society," but as the agent for the 

absent logos. As a substitute logos, he or she is not so much inberested in 

imprisoning the criminal as imprisoning the play of language associakd with his or 

her story. 

As I have already suggested, the sensation novel insaibes a substitute centre 

but refuses to erase the traces of its inscription, and thus the Ariadne f i p  
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resembles no one so much as Thoth. If one recalis the passage from Collins's 'The 

Diary of Anne Rodway," quoted in the Introduction, it becornes clear that ta üve in 

the sensation text is to inhabit a godless world "üke the Vdey of the Shadow of 

Deah'' (DAR 148) In such a world, truth is no longer guaranbeed by a 

transcendental s i e e d ,  but is avdable only thmugh the play of language. It is the 

movement between signiners, like links in a chain, which allows the "end of the 

cravat" (DAR 148), itseif a fragment and the only trace of the crime, to lengthen "into 

a long due, iike [a] silken thread" (DAR 148). This "thread" transfonns the detective 

into an Ariadne figure. By insmbing signifiers into the system of language, linking 

each to the others, he or she ma-  the "thmad" which guides him or her through 

the circuitous paths of the labyrinth bwards the centre as ûuth Yet this hth, 

which is meant to place an end to the endless "reference from sign to sign" is, itseIf, 

dependent on the play of language. 

It is, already, becoming difficuît to keep track of the various moves and 

countermoves which characteriz Collins's te*. Yet it remains necessary to 

introduce one more: the iiealism of sensationalism. The "quarrel among various 

forms of belief and unbelief" thus continues (Miller, "Theology and logology" BO), 

assuming, every more clearly, the character of a game of chess. 

The Realism of Sensationalism 

Thus far, my argument has characberîzed the sensation novel as an impulse 



antithetical b realism. While this is certainy hue, one must acknowledge that the 

sensation novel remains highly dependent on realism for ib very subversiveness. 

According to Kendrick: 

In order for the novd to provide its sensations, there must somewhere 
be kxts which are trustmi ta be transpamnt This is the fVth of mid- 
Victurian malism, and nit Wor~n in Wfe is as firmly grounded in it 
as any novel by Trollope or George Eliot Yeb at the same time, ï k  
Wman in Mfie violabes the RI IÜSYS faith at e v q  turn (34Y2 

Yet it is not simply the case that the sensationalists require the prior existence of 

realism, and its ensuing phonologacentric values, as a nom b react against Thqr 

actually incorporate certain aspects of ~ a l i s m  into their novels, dislocating them. in 

the proces, h m  their accepted mwrings. More specihcdy, the sensationalists 

adopt one particular feature of the reaiistic novel. Eschewing the practice of theu 

Gothic predecessors, they, for the most part, locate their stories within a familiar, 

domestic environmentlu The ensuing contrast behveen "the intensity of the passion, 

Kendrick's comments are anticipabed by more than a century in the wriüngs of 
Alexander Bain In "Mystery and Other Violations of Relativity," he argues: 
"'Mystery' [is] a term greatly abused, in various ways, and es@ally by 
disregardhg its relative charader. Mystey supposes certain things that are plain, 
intelligible, knowable, ~evealed; and, by contrast b these, tefers to certain other 
things that are obscure, unintdigible, unknowable, unrevealed" (388)* This article, 
writlen in 1868, introduces certain ideas which are remarkably sophisticated for 
their tirne. Bain's basic thesis, that "ail knowledge b double, or is the knowledge of 
contrasts or opposites; heavy is relative to lighe up supposes down; being awake 
supposes the state of sleep (383), anticipates Derrida's concept of the supplement 

The relationship between the gothic and the sensation novel is explored in 
Tarnar Hellerfs Derod Semîs: Wiaee Collins and the Fernale Gothic (1992). Heiler 
condudes that "Coliins's novels, in fa& are o h  paradoxicdy Gothic plots that end 



the violent spasmodic action of the piece, and its smooth cornmonplace 

enviK,nrnentstt CEsmondf and 'Badt" 586), amounts to littie l e s  than a revolution in 

üterahue and more than justified the critics in seeing the sensation novel as a "new 

sdiool in fiction" In his rwiew entitied "Miss Braddon," Henry James asse* 'To 

Mr. Coiiins belongs the credit of having introduced those most mysterious of 

mysbies, the mysberies which am at our own doora This innovation gave a new 

irnpetus b the ükrature of honorst' (593). The issue is d i d ,  at greater length 

by Henry Mansel: 

The Sensation novel, be it m e  trash or something worse, is usually a 
tale of out own times. Proximity is, indeed, one great element of 
sensatio n.... [A] taie which aims at electrifymg the nerves of the reader 
is never thoroughly e-ve unless the scene be laid in our own days 
and among the people we are in the habit of meeting .... [W]e are 
thRUed with horror, even in a fiction, by the thought that such t h g s  
may be going on amund us and arnong us. The man who shwk our 
hand with a hearty Enghsh gmsp half an hour ago - the woman 
whose kauty and grace were the chann of last night.. - how exciting 
to think that under these pleasing ouisides may be concealed some 
demon in human shape, a Count Fosco or a Lady Audley! He may 
have assumed ail that heartiness to conceal some dark plot against our 
Me or honour, ... she may have left that gay scene to muffle herseif in a 
thick veil and skal to a midnight meeting with some villainous 
accomplice. (488-9y.' 

with the containment of the Gothic as the site of subversion and literary marginalitytt 
(8). In contrasc 1 would locate the subversive element of sensation fiction in its 
foregrounding of the inextinguishable play of language. This identification aliows 
one to diffeientiafe the sensation novel h m  bot. the Gothic and the dekctive novel. 

34 Unlike many of his folîowem, such as Charles Reade and Mary Braddon, who 
pmdate their material three or four yeam in order to allow them to conclude in the 
prerent tirne, all four of the novels Collins produced in the 18609 are set back initially 
bo the late 18409. The sipficance of this practice is identified by Nicholas Rance, 



As both James and Mansel's comments suggest the criminal is, in the sensation 

novel, both invisible and omnipresent No longer occupying a "place of his own 

outside society's order," he or she has been incorponteci inb the community. The 

signihcance of this incorporation c a ~ o t  be overstated. In a novel üke Bleak House, 

Dickens purportedly presenbr a community of originary innocence, a community 

that is comipted only through the introduction of a foreign violence: the wriüng of 

Chancery Court The situation, in CoUins, is radically dierient By depicüng the 

criminal as an inkgml part of the community, Collins ensures that the community is 

always already criminahci: always already characterized by the play of language 

associabxi with his or her story. In so doing, he foregrounds, once again, that (the 

play of) writing is always already i n i d .  

The paradigrnatic structure of the dekctive novel may be summarized in the 

following terrns: 

Most classical detective n o v a  start out with a community in a state of 
stable order. Som a crime (usually a murder) occurs, which the police 
are unable to clear up. The insoluble crime acts as a destabilizing 
event, because the system of noms and des regulating life in the 
community has proved powerless in one crucial instance and is 

who points out that 'the sensation plots of The Wmnan in Mtite and Annad& 
culminate in what Lydia Gwilt in tirtmzddè sadegiously refers to as 'the wom-out 
year eighteen hundred and fdly-one''' (82): aie year of the Great Exhibition. In 
doing sot Collins challenges the Victorian sense of confidence associated with the 
age of equipoise and "den[ies] even the briefèst period of mid-Victorian 'calm"' (82). 
This practice is part and parcel of Collins's attempt tD deshoy the realistic notion of 
the stable community, an issue 1 will discuss below. 



therefore discredi M.... At this point the detective tales over the case, 
ernbarks on a course of aiorou& investigations, and finaiiy identifies 
the criminal, explainhg his solution at leng th.... By reintegrating the 
aberrant event the narrative reconstruction restores the disrÜpted 
social order and maffirms the validity of the sysbem of noms. (Huhn 
452) 

In contrast to the detective novel the sensation novel does not presuppose the 

existence of "a community in a stabe of stable order." The community is, in fact 

always already destabüized by the presence of the criminal. Far from representing 

an "aberrant event," the destabiiization associateci with the crime is, for Collins, a 

nom. According b Huhn, "Applying the f W y  dwovered truth to restoring the 

disrupted social order does not normaliy pose any problems. The criminal - and 

with him the threat to society - is simply elimînabed" (461). The detective, in the 

sensation novel, canot restonz whac in actuality, never existed. Because the 

criminal, and the play of language associateci with his or her story, are omnipresent, 

the "thmat" can never be %imply eliminabpd." This wüi be confirmed if we retum, 

momentarily, to 'Ihe Lau anà the Lady. As I have already pointeci out, Valeria's 

prcxess of detection culminates in the rebieval of a letter which explains the exact 

deCails of the poisoning. Although it reveals that Macallads first wife commitkd 

suicide, it does not exhicate Macallan He remains both/neither innocent and/nor 

guiity. The play of the phmrnakon, like the play of language, can never be simply 

eliminaad. What the sensation novel reveals is its continued presence in the very 

place it is le& welcome: the heart of the community, the inside. 



Thus it appeim that the debective in Collins is best interpmbed, not as an 

effective constraint to the play of language, but rather, as the &sire for such 

constraint This figure, who combats the play of language but never actually 

coquers it, is indicative of a tension whkh characterizes Collins's entire corpus. 

Fkh of his novels expresses the desire for constraint while, simultaneously, denying 

the possibiüty of its fulfilnient This h i o n  finds its analogue in Anriadale in the 

form of Major Milroy's cloçk Bmught d o m  in the world by "unforhanate 

speculations" (210), Major Müroy sequesbeft his family in the country and devotes 

his Lile to building a mode1 of the Strasbourg Clak  If the detecove functions as a 

substitute logos, so too, in an even more limitai way, does the Major's clock 

By a psychological sleight of hand the major metamorphoses the 
turmoil in his lifk into a problem of clockmaking, where he seeks 
repetition without albation and a simple, more knowable mode1 of 
the worid. The artifidal quest for order thus springs from a current 
lack of order, h m  a s e m e  of loss that engulfs the major. A 
bewüdered figure, the major is "an old-fashioned man" caught up in a 
world in transition, trying to shore up or find replacements for 
cultural truths that no longer stand firm. His clock is his version of a 
world of design. (Zeitz and Thoms 502) 

Yet the clodc itself is flawed. As the Major is f o d  to admit, "there are defects in it 

which 1 am ashameci b say 1 have not yet succeeded in mmedying as 1 could wish 

Sometimes the figura go al l  wrong, and somehes  they go ail nght" (269). If the 

clock represents an atbwipt to recapture the order previously guaranteed by the 

logos, an order symboihd in the original Strasbourg Clock, it is also a testament to 

the impossibility of achieving such order. In this way, it functionr as an analogue 
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for the taision which c h a r a m  all of Collins's WTitings. In f a e  Zeitz and 

Thoms's description of Major Milmy appiies equally weU to Collins hirnd.  As aie 

fouowing two chapters will demonstrate, he tDo is "a bewildered figure ... caught up 

in a world in transition* Collins's creations, like that of Major Milroy, express a 

desire for a lost order while, shultaneously, adaiowledging aiat it is no longer 

available. Pmariously located in the space between Demda's " h o  interpretations 

of intetprefation," they enact the "dilemma of the modem wodd" (Lukacher 11). 



Chapter Two 
"Gimes cauae th& own detecüonw: The A b t  Fathm 
anü the Fufarie of Memory in T7e Wmtaat~ ut Wfe 

1 am told that it is of the last importance b ascerîain the exact date of 
that lamentable joumey, and I have aiuriously taxed rny memory ta 
recd it. The effort has been in vain. 1 can oniy remember now Mat it 
was towards the latter part of July. W e  al l  know the difficulty, a f k  a 
lape of time, of fwng precisely on a p s t  date udess it has been 
previously witten down That difficuity is greatly hcmased in my 
case by the alarming and confusing wenb which b k  place about the 
period of Lady Glyde's de-. 1 heartiiy wish 1 had made a 
memorandum at the the. 

The history of the interval which 1 thus p a s  over must remain 
unrecorded. My heart huns faint, my mind sinks in darkness and 
confusion when 1 think of it  This must not be, if 1 who write am to 
guide, as 1 ought, you who read. This must not be, if the due that 
leads through the windings of the sbry is to remain h.om end to end 
untangleà in my hands. 

As 1 have already suggesteâ, Magazet Oliphant credits The W o n r ~  in White 

best seen as the culmination of a procexi of experimentation which coincideci with 

Collins's first attempts as a novelist. With the possible exception of AnlonUia, an 

historical romance, each of the works ptpceding this one is characterkd by the 

ptpsence of certain tupi  of sensationalism: crime, disguises, secret marriages, 

rnissing wills, illegi timacy, questions of identity, la bynnthî and detedion. Such 

things abound in Collins's novels and short stories of the 1850s. Yet prior to ?k 
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Wommr in TM&, these elements of sensation remain as foreign or anomalous 

fragments importeci into the framework of a domestic or, equaiiy conservative, 

melodrarnatic mvel. Thus a contemporary Feviewer of Bad is lead to conclude: 

The scenery, the dramatis personae, the costumery, are aii the most 
familiar everyday type, belonging to an advancecl stage of 
civilization; but there is something mde and barbamus, dmost 
Titanic, about the incidents; they belag fo n diijktmt staie 4 d t y .  
('"Esmond' and 'Basil'" 586 emphasis mine) 

Whiie the rwiewer correctly identifies what was to become one of the definhg 

characteristics of Collins's noveis - the maiism of sensationalism - in such novels as 

Bad, Hi& and Saek, or nie D d  Seaet, it appears that realism and sensationalism are 

not so much yoked bgether as thrust upon each other, in a manner that foregrounds 

theh very incompatibility. Only in 77le W m  in Wzite does Collins finally 

incorporate sensational elements into what might be dexribed, according to 

Derrida's definition, as a te* that is, incorporate them inb a framework that is non- 

properly and non-uniquely their own. And thus, with the appearance of nie Wor~n 

in Mife, the sensation novel was born. By engaghg in a sustained and careful 

reading of the wriüng of this kxt, this chapter WU demonstrate what has hitherto 

largely remained at the level of speculation: namely, that the sensation novel repeats 

and enacts certain gestures which, as 1 have akady suggested in the Introduction, 

characterize the nineteenth-cenhiry novel as a whole, but that it does so without 

effacing the repeaber, the movement and e h  of repetition itself. And, 
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furthamore, that the sensation novel lays bare, foregrounds, the death of God, as the 

death and failure of preserue and mnënrg that renders these geshires necessaxy. 

OliphanYs artide, one of the f h t  attempts to define the genre, concentrates on 

two scenes: Walter Hartright's ghostly meeting with Anne Catherick on the 

normaiiy "uneventful road" (50) to London, and his subdequent iwognition of the 

uncanny resemblance between this woman and his new drawing pupii, Laura 

Fairlie. For Oliphant these two xenes constïtuîe exactly that quality which makes 

the sensation novel sensational. Yet if aiis is indeed the case, they a b  suggest how 

the play of language is written into the very heart of the genre. Anne Catherick 

appeam to Walter, "dressed from head b fwt in white garments" (47), as if she had 

"that moment sprung out of the earth or droppd h m  the heaven" (47). As Walter 

infonns the reader, "every dmp of blood in my body was brought to a stop by the 

touch of [her] hand" (47). Thus Anne appears as the quintessential figure of 

sensation. According to D o A e  Miller's mdhg of this scene, Anne's touch signals the 

moment when, "Releirsed h m  - and with - the Woman, nervousness touches and 

enters the Man" (152).1 L,ike Miller, 1 tao cead aUs scene as a moment of contagion, 

but in contrast, 1 would argue that what is passed on, introduced, precisely not as a 

- - - -- - - 

l Milier's e n b  iieading is based on the thesis that the novel "makes nervousness a 
metonymy for reading, its cause or e M '  (151). In contras& 1 would argue that 
nervousness is, in this tex$ a metonymy for writing: for the play of language which 
gives rise to sensation. 
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foreign infection, is the play of writing. As will h o m e  increasingly dear, Anne is a 

figure of writing, of the ways in which language, in the absence of a logos, 

cedessly moves dong in an endless ch& of signification. Having entemi the k t  

as a la& an absence, dwoid of otigin or meanin& she remains, lüce a certain 

conception of writing, in a position of faiien exteriority, divoired from the 

immediacy of meaning and huth Her status as an empty signifier is confirmeci by 

the ease with which her identity is, in the course of the novel, denied or given away 

by th- more powerhrl than henelf. 

As a figure of writing, it is hardly surprishg that Anne has escaped from a 

lunatic asylum. For according to an enduring prescription and a genealogy we have 

already traced, writing may be likened to madness and mu& for this reason, be 

contained (ûerrida, D 187 FN Mc). What às surprishg is Walber's ~psponse tn this 

knowledge. The "terrible inference whiçh those words ouna tic asylum] suggesbed 

flashed u pon Fm] üke a new revelationl' (55): 

What had 1 done? Assisk i  the victim of the most horrible of all false 
imprisonments to escape; or cast loose on the wide world of London 
an unfortunate meahire, whose actions it was my duty, and every 
man's duty, mdfully b conbol? 1 huned sick at heart when the 
question occumd to me. (55) 

As Ann Cvetkovich points out, "Waller's rather hysterical pronouncementr about the 

consequences of his action suggest that it is king loaded with a signiHcance that 

cannot be found within the went itseif" (32). And, surely enough, it is. If Anne 



mplresenb an absence, a siglufier Mat is never fully prisent she is also a signifier 

who is inhabiteci by the trace of another and, mom specificaily, Laura Fairlie. 

WalWs exaggerabed readion is r e n d d  inbaligible oniy when their meeting is 

p l a d ,  Iike a Link in a chah, within "a textual transformation" where "each allegedly 

'simple term' is marked by the trace of another temi, [where] the ptesumed 

inbaiority of meaning b already worked upon by its own exteriorityH (Derrida, P 

33). nius, it is only appropriate that he records the experience, "trac[ing] these lines, 

self-distrustfuliy, with the shadows of after-events darkening the very paper [he] 

writes on" (50). 

Struggling 60 write of his early impressions of Laura Fairlie, Walter confeseies 

Mingling with the vivid impression produced by the charm of her fair 
face and head, her sweet expression, and her winning simplidty of 
manner, was another impression, which, in a shadowy way, 
suggested to me the idea of something wanbing. At one tune it 
seemed like something wanting in Iter: at another, like something 
wanting in myself, which hinded me from understanding her as I 
ought. The impression was always sbngest in the most contradictory 
manner, when she iooked at me; or, in other words, when 1 was most 
condous of the harmony and charm of her face, and yec at the same 
the, most troubled by the sense of an incompleteness which it was 
impossible to discover. Something wanting, something wanting - 
and where it was, and what it was, 1 could not say. (76-7) 

The answer to Walter's final queria is, quite simply, the k x t  itself. Viewed in 

isolation, Laura rem& "incomplek" and illegible. Only when he minscribes her 



into the network of i e f è m d s  that is the k x t  is he able b recognize aiat the 

"'something wantingl was my own recognition of the ominous likeness between the 

fugitive from the asylum and my pupil at Limmeridge House" (86). This 

recognition relies, not on the strength and veracity of Walter's own memory, but 

only on the written reminder of Mrs. Fairlie's correspondence, a ckumstance which 

should, in igelf, liready alert us to the fact that al1 is not as it shodd be. W i t h  the 

reah of the living logos, mnëmëhas no need to be supplemented by h p n e s i s .  

Let us consider the matter more closely. Fin& we alrieady know that the 

domestic community functions, for the realists, as a substitute c e n k  that replaces 

the dead God. Secondly, anyone who has the slightest familiarity with nineteenth- 

cenhiry constructions of gender wili also know that the linchpin of this community 

is, adopting Patmore Coventry's immortai phrase, "the angel in the house."2 

Virtuous and innocent to the point of king childlike, Laura Fairlie occupies just this 

position And thus, in i d e n m g  her (as a) lack, Walter identifies the lack which 

The house mistress, ideaiiy the wife, was the lynch pin of the static community. 
It was she who waited at home for the return of the active, seeking man Her spffial 
task was the creation of ah in her household, the regular round of daily activity set 
in motion and kept smwthly ticking over by continueci watchfulness; doing 
everyhng at the 'right' thes, keeping everythmg and everybody in the 'right' place" 
(Davidoff et al. 1545). For a partidarly sophisticated and engaging discussion of 
nhetemth-century constructions of gender, see Mary Poovey's Uneuen Der#I~pmettts: 
rite IhIogicai Work ofGender in Mid-Vicfwian England (1988). For a discussion of the 

politics of gender in the sensation genre, see Lyn Pykett's lie 'Improper' Fminine: 
7k Woinen's S e n s a b  N m l  anà tfie hl' W~nran W t i n g  (1992). 
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always already characberizes the centre. A lack which, as we s h d  see, not ody 

necessitates P process of substitution but actuaiîy constihiks its possibility. A lack 

which, as we have already seen, the malists and the entire history to which they 

beiong, endeavour b efface. Furthemore, as I have already s u g g e s ~ ,  Anne is a 

quintessential f i g u e  of sensation, a figure (inextricably tied to the) writtien. As such, 

her status as ikgitimak (she is nothing other than the bastard offspring of Phiüp 

Fairlie) ù hardly surprising. In conûast Laura is easily rtxognizable as the typicai 

herouie of domestic malism. Yet in ünking these two figures together, in 

recognizing the specular resemblance between hem, Waibw suggests, in a gesture 

typical of the sensation novei as a whole, how the legitimate is always already 

contaminated by the trace of iC other, the iüegitimate; how realism is always b d y  

contaminated by the trace of sensationaiism, that is, by nothing les than miting 

ib i f .  

As we saw in Chapter One, the play of language that ensues upon Cod's 

death is no4 for Coiiins, a whoiîy welcome development It is criminalizd preciseiy 

b fofeground its threakning nature and, because it repi~lesents a b a t ,  b 

marginalize i t  In order to combat i6 dangers, Collins introduces an Ariadne figure, 

the detedive, as a substitute logos. The mle of this figure is to curtail the play of 

language, and thus he or she is indicative of a desire to restore the order previously 

guaranteed by the logos. Yet the methods of the detective am, as 1 s h d  
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demonstrate, indistinguishable from those of the criminal: both must engage in aie 

play of language. And thus, the substitute centre (always already) participates in the 

very activity it is designed 60 eliminate. Designeci to recall and resurrect a realm of 

unmediateci hyth and meaning, the detedive also constitubes an acknowledgement 

that it is no longer avaiiable, has never been available. This tension, between the 

desire for a lost order and the acknowledgement of its impossibility, is captureci in 

the idea that "crimes cause Weir own deteroon" (W). This chapber wili suggest that 

the play of language is both crimM und legitimak it is the precondition, the non- 

originary origin of both aime and its deledion. If there is no crime without writing, 

there is no justice withou t i t either. 

The Piay of the T m e  Text as Piay 

That God is dead is a fact rarely acknowledged by the characters themselves. 

Throughout the novel, they consiskntiy atbibuk the meaning of mysterious events 

ta Providence or Fak. According b Walter: 

The ~ g h t  when 1 met the lost Woman on the highway was the night 
which set my life apart to be the instrument of a Design that is yet 
Unseen. Here, lost in the wildeniess, or there, welcomed back in the 
land of my birth, 1 am still walking on the dark road which leads me, 
and you, and the sister of your love and mine, to the unknown 
Retri bution and the inevi table End. (2%) 

Later, when Walter encounteR a Laura seerningly resurrected from the dead, he 

asserts, "1 believe in my soul that the hand of God was pointing their way badc C 



them, and that the most innocent and most afflicbed of His creahires was ch- in 

that dread moment b see it" (451). ï7w Wunm in Wtik is ofhn identifieci by 

modern critics as one of Collins's more cowewative texts priecisely because 

Providence is upheld as a source of meaning and order.3 Whüe this novel is, 

perhaps, more consemative than Arrndzk or 7he Mmtone, it is not charactdzed 

by the p-ce of a logos. The text itself belies such assumptions. Neither God nor 

Fate is responsible for either the labyrinth or the thread whidi guides the charackm 

through i t  Both are crieateû by the play of language.4 Harbight h i m d  is hrœd to 

admit that the "terrible story of the conspiracy so obtained was presented in 

fragments, sadly incohemt in themselves, and widely detached from each other" 

(445). His role as an Ariadne figue is to transform such fragments into a coherent 

narrative. Yet he is only able to do so by re-inscribing each element into a network 

of traces. Thus it is only appropriate bat he k i s  himself to be "linked already to a 

3 For an example of such readings, see Pekr Thams's 7k Wndings of mrie Labyinlh: 
Quest and Structure in bhe Major Nmis of Wilkie Colîitls (1992) and Jerome Meckier's 
"iilcie Col.iinsls nie Wonun in Mik Providence Against the Evils of Pmpriety" 
(lm)- 

4 Whüe it wodd be helpful if 1 codd trace the play of traces which constitubes the 
labyrinth (and the thread), to do so represents an impwsibiiity. To record them 
wouid be tantamount to re-writing the novel in these pages. This impossibility is 
acknowledged by Collins himseîf. In the 1860 Preface to the novel, Collins wanis 
the rwiewer off the attempt to do the same, insisting that "no smaii portion of this 
space [the novel] is occupied by hundreds of little 'connecting links,' of trüling value 
in themselves, but of the utmost importance in maintaining ... the entire narrative" 
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chah of evenk" (101), while the various other narrators attempt "b add ... new links 

b the chain of events, and b take up the chain i k f f  at the point where, for the 

present only, Mr Hartright hm dropped it? (150). 

In an article entided "How 1 Write My Books: Related in a Letter to a Friend," 

Coiiins reveals how his plans for nie Wmun in WJzide a l t e d  in the course of writing 

The scene of my opening chapters is in Cumberland. Miss Fairlie 
(afterwards lady Clyde); Mr. Fairlie, with his imitable newes and his 
art-treasures; Miss Halcornbe (discoved suddenly, Iike Anne 
Catherick), are aiJ waiting the arriva1 of the young drawing-master, 
Walter Hartright No: this won't do. The person to be k t  
introduced is Anne Catherick (rpt Sucksmith 597) 

Thus Collins acknowledges the centrality of the woman in white. Whichever path 

the characters foiiow in the labyrinth, it leads back to this character. This is 

confirmed when Walter decries that their first meeting "set @us] üfe apart to be the 

instrument of a Design" (2%) and again when he insists that "'the woman in white is 

a living infiuence in our three lives. The End is appointed - the End is drawing us 

on - and Anne Gtherick, dead in her grave, poinis the way to it still!"' (471). As the 

charaders become ever more entangled in the labyrinth, Anne cornes to assume, for 

h m ,  the status of a logos: the ongin and source of ail meaning. Yet Collins denies 

even this most fragde of authorities. Like the sophist, writing itself, Anne is nothing 

(rpt Sucksmith xxxvi). Like Coilins, 1 must refer the reader to the text itself. 



if not elusive. She siips away from the most powerfui of her would-be captors: fust 

escaping from the asylum, then eluding Waller, Marian, Pemval, and even a hadt of 

professional detectives before she dies and dies too early, thus eluding Fasro's 

conbol* Furthemore, Anne, far from possgsing aie pIenitude of an oniinary 

signified, let done a tranxendental, is an ernpty signifiet; devoid of innate plenitude 

and dressed completdy in white, she is l ikdiy a b l d  The signal feahires by 

which the charaders am able b identiq her are themselves based on a lack When 

FOMO inquiRs of Pemval how he is b igognize her, he answers, "'FIl beil you in two 

words. She's a sickly likeness of my wife'" (355)- Anne's identity is constituted by 

the very lack of an identity. She is, as a young rhool boy suggesîs, Laura's "ghaist," 

her trace (110). 

Most important however, Anne is debarred hom the very possibiüty of 

functioning as a logos by her iliegitimacy. As Demda suggests, the Plabnic schema, 

"which sets up the whole of Western metaphysin in its conceptuality," 

assigns the origin and power of speech, precjSe1y of logos, b the 
patemal position .... Not that logos is the father, either. But the origin 
of logos is itsfitlrer. One could say anachronously that the "speaking 
subpct" is thefitlw of his speech. And one would quickly r ea ib  that 
this is no metaphor, at least not in the sense of any common, 
conventional effat of rhetoric. Logas is a son, then, a son that wodd 
be destroyed in his very pesenae without the pment atfendhœ of his 
father. His father who answers. His fither who speakr for him and 
answers for him. Without his father, he wouid be nothing but, in fa& 
writing. (D 76-7) 
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Anne is, both iiberaiiy and metaphoricaily, fatherless. "Mandering Iike a desire or 

iike a signifier fieed h m  W.... [she] has no essence, no truth, no patronymIt 

w d a ,  D 145). And as we s W  see, it is in this capacity more Uian any other that 

taura and, anticipating thuigs b come, Pemval himseif, resemble her. Far h m  

constituting a logos, Anne Catherick highlighé its very absence. Throughout the 

novel, she is pursued because it is believed that she holds the key b the texYs secret: 

the iilegitimacy of Sir Pemvd Glyde. Yec in actuaiity, she knows nothing more 

han that such a secret existts, a fact which she does not hesitate to communicate to 

Percival. Her mother's description of the scene of this communication is, quite 

paradoxicall y, Wüng. 

Ifkg my pardon, directly," says mura], %or rll make it the worse for 
you. FI1 let out your Seaet 1 can ruin you for life if 1 choose to open 
my lips." My own words! - mpabed exactly from what 1 had said the 
day befare - mpwted, in his presence, as if they had come from herseif. 
He sat speechlas, es white as the paper 1 am writing on, whüe 1 
pushed her out of the mm.... 1 bied to set things right I told hirn that 
she had merdy rep~ntwi, like a parrot., the words she had heard me say 
and that she knew no particulars whatever, because I had mentioned 
none. 1 explaineci that she had affectecl, out of crazy spite against him, 
to know what she m d y  did not know. (557 ali but last emphasis mine) 

Lüce writing within the Plabnic schema, sophistics and hypomnesia, Anne, the 

supposed origin and source of al1 meaning, is guilty of "repeating without knowingl1 

(Derrida, D 74); a repetition in which what "is repeated is the repeater, the imitator, 

the signifier, the representative, in the absence, as it happeris, of the lhing ik2f 
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(Derrida, D 119). Thus her story is cruciai not in and of itseif, but because it leads b 

other stories, 0th BxtP: the letbers of Mra Fairlie and Mrs. Catherick, the 

amouncement of Laura's wedding, the s b r y  of Mrs. Clements, etc. These bexts lead 

stül to others: the boundaries of play are iimitiess. The "wman in white" is not, 

therefore, the origin or source of meaning, but only another s i p h e r  in a chain of 

signifiem which leads the characters in a cirnlltous dance: a dance that is mirrored 

in her very fiight 

In destabilizing the notion of the centre, Collins also destabiiizes those values 

which are traditionaiiy associateci with i t  more specificdy, the tendency to valork 

presence over absence, speech over writing. In the Preamble to the novel Harbight 

If the machiney of the Law could be depended on to fathom every 
case of suspicion, and îo conduct every pcocess of inqujr, with 
moderate assistance only from the lubricating influences of oil of gold, 
the events which fil1 these pages might have clairneci their share of the 
public attention in a Court of Justice. 

But the law is SU, in certain inevitable cases, the pmngaged 
servant of the long purse; and the story is left to be told, for the first 
time, in this place. (33) 

Although the Preamble identifies certain shortcomings in the legal syskm, this does 

no& according to Phiiip O'Neill, "deter Collins from telling the story as a trial is 

conducteâ in court The law may be biased but Colluo decides ta adopt some of its 

methods" (99). Whiie this may be bue, 1 would argue that Coiiins o b  the story in 
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lieu of a trial and, in so doing, engages in a very diffemnt epistemological paradip. 

According b Martin Kayman, the codification and emerging dominance of 

the Iaw during the lest three hundred years may be read as a response to the 

gmwing secularization that characterized UUs same perid. 

If the sciences of medicine and psychology corne first to 
complement and gtadudly to substitute rdigious codes in 
determining the constitution of the physical and spiritual human 
subpçt, the social and ethical subject becornes rewritten by modem 
law as the privileged paradigm for the achievement of secular 
justice and truth (8) 

Thus it appeers that law is yet another substitution in the history of "substitutions of 

c e n b  for center" (Derrida, S P  279). As Kayman suggests, it is the "master code. ..of 

the secuiar state," "the sowœ of authority ratfier than its instrument'' (34). It is, more 

precisely, a substitute logos. And it is exactîy in its capacity as such that Coiiins 

interrogates it5 Law fails not becaw it is the "pmngaged semant of the long 

purse," but k a u s e  it is firmly embedded in the metaphysio of presence. In this 

novel, lawyers are the advocates of the authenticiiy of the spoken word. Hence Mr. 

GUmore worries that he should be "obiiged to commit to writing questions which 

ought always to be discussed on both sides by word of mouth" (163). When Walber 

applies for Iegd guidance, he is informeci that "'[wlhen an English jury has to choose 

For a djscussion of the role and consequences of force in law's authority, see 
Derrida's ''The Force of Law: The 'Mystical Foundation of Authontyu' (1992). 



between a plain fact on the swface and a long explanation under the surface, it 

always takes the fact in preference to the explanation"' (463). Hence, the lawyer will 

concede that "'the identity of Lady Glyde as a living person is a proved fact to Miss 

Halcombe and yourself. But you corne to me for a legal opinion As a l m y r ,  mi m 

u l- mly, it is my duty to tell you, Mr Harüïght, that you have not the shadow of 

a case'" (462 emphasis mine). Law fi because, believing in a transparent and 

"natural" dationship between si@er and signifieci, it takes things for granted. It 

is unwihg to recopim the meaning which resdts from the play constandy at 

work under the surface of language.6 

This failure is =O@ by Walter himselt: 

If we had been nch enough to find Iegal help, what would have been 
the result? The gain (on Mr Kiyle's own showing) would have been 
more than doubtful - the los, judging by the plain test of events as 
they had really happened, certain. The law would never have 
obtained me my in te~ew with M m  Catherick. The law would never 
have made Pesca the means of forcing a confession fmm the Count 
(640) 

The interview with Mrs. Cathenck and the Count's confession, both crucial to the 

In Mlkk Collins: Women, h p r t y  and PrOpnety, O'Neül views The Woman in 
Cllrlzifie as an exploration of appearances mur reality, deceptive surfaces m u s  veiied 
tniths. He asse* that the text foregrounds the "danger of always accepting h g s  at 
face value" (100). While O'Neill's basic premise is sound, I interpet the k x f s  
tendency to reveal the "danger of always accepting things at face value," not solely 
as a means of "questioning the value of propriety" (106) but more generally, as a 
means of questioning the benets of phonologocentrism itself. 



solution of the mystery, are made possible only through the play of language. Each 

is simply a produ& and ii p& of a whole series of sigdiers and other traces. 

Furttwmore, the bestimony of such individuals is only enabled to become 

meaninghil because Walter openly suspects the phonocentric correspondence 

between the spoken word and buth. When he first hears Mrs. Catherick's shy, he 

Was it possible that appearances in this case had pointed one way 
while the truth Iay all the whiie unsuspecbed in another direction? ... 
Hem - if 1 could find it - hem was the appmach to the Secret hidden 
deep under the surface of the apparently unpromising story which I 
had just heard. (492) 

The "approadi 60 the Secret" d o a  indeed Lie "hidden deep under the surface of the 

... story," in the play of language: the syskm of traces which reveal as much as they 

conceal. Such traces remain undetedeû by the b h d  phonologocentrism of the law.7 

Having thus revealed the law to be chaacterized by a certain fiaw, or la& Walter 

- 

Consider the following passage from Walter's narrative: " [ t d ' n g  6y the ordiMly 
rules of eoident~~ 1 had not the shadow of a reason, this far, for connecting Sir Pemval 
Clyde with the suspicious words of inquiry that had been spoken to me by the 
woman in white. And yet 1 did comect him with them. Was it because he had now 
become associateci in my mind with Miss Fairlie, Miss Fairlie being, in her tum, 
assdabed with Anne Catherick, since the night when 1 had discovered the orninous 
likeness between hem? Had the events of the moming so unnerved me already that 
1 was at the merey of any delusion which common chances and common 
coinridences might suggest tu my irn~gination?~' (101 emphasis mine). According to 
Borne Taylor's reading of this scene (114), Walter is suffering from monornania. 1 
will only add that the source of this "madness" is the writing he is here engaging 
with. 



o k s  a written text and a text as writhg as a substitute, or supplement, to i t  In 

contrast tD Me former, this text recognizes, indeed is constituted by, the play of 

language. Hence it is in this site of shadowy sigrufiers, never fully present that the 

meaning, inaccessible to seKpresence, is laated. 

Yet the failm of the law, as a faüure of presence, gives way before a much 

more fundamental failure of presence, that of the hther. This is a text pmIiferated 

with orphans and bastards: Anne Catherick, Marian Halcombe, Percival Glyde and 

Waiter hirnself are d bereft of the benefits of a fithers8 Yet nowhere are the efkb 

of this lack more apparent than in the case of Laura Fairiie. The death of her father, 

like the death of God, necessitates the introduction of a substitute, hence the 

appearance of Fderick Fairlie as her guardian As we shall see, however, this 

substituk is no more effèctive than the original? Fairlie's first sigdicant failure as a 

father-figure is to condone a maniage settiement th& as Mr. Gilmore insists, "no 

daughter ... should be married to any man alive under" (183). As the reader is aware, 

this omission, this fail-, of the substituk sets in motion a chah of events which 

- - - - -p - - 

It would be inkresting to spenilate whether the proliferation of orphans in 
nineteenth-century iiterature as a whole might be read as a manifestation of the 
crisis of faith in the metaphysics of ptesence. 

h addition to king the father of Anne Catherick, Phüip Fairlie is alro guilty of 
coerring Laura b marry Perrival in the first place, expressing his desire for their 
union on his deathbed. 



culminates in the substitutton of Laura and Anne Catherick Throughout this 

procesci of substitution, w W  "no tranxendentaî s i e e  d...can corne to Mt, 

bound, or control" (Denida, D 89), the absence of the guardian (of pmsence) is 

comistently foregrounded. Contemplating Laura's wedding day, an act which 

substitutes Lady Glyde for Laura Fairlie, one identity for another, Marian laments 

"the melancholy absence of any male relative of Lam's" (209).'0 And again, that no 

"father, no brother - no living creatw but the helpless, useless woman wha mites 

these sad lines" is available b proteet her (216). Later, when the extent of Percival's 

villahy k o m e s  known, Marian detemines to apply to Fairiie for aid, for as she 

suggests to Lam, "'Your d e  is your muest male relative, and the head of the 

family. He must and shall Uikrfe~'" (324). Yet Fairlie steadfastly refuses to assume 

zesponsibility for his ward and his narrative contribution concludes with the 

following disclaimer: 

1 believe 1 have teached the &mils assigneci to me. The shocking 
ciirumstances whidi happened at a later period did noc 1 am thankful 
to Say, happen in my pmence. 1 do beg and enkat  that nobody will 
be so very unfeeling as to lay any part of the Marne of those 
drcumstances on me. I did everything for the best 1 am not 
answerable for a deplorable calamity, which it was quite impossible ta 

l0 As bume Taylor points out, "Laura's transformation inb Anne Cathenck and 
incarceration in aie asylum are but a rpenactment of their dress r e h e a d  - her 
transformation into Lady Clyde and incarceration in mamage" (118). For obvious 
reasons, it is highly signihcant that the substitution of Laura for Anne, often 
considerd to be the originary, the central substitution of the text. is only a repetition 
of another. 



f o m .  I am shatkred by it - 1 have suffered under it, as nobody else 
has s u f k d .  (378) 

The Mure of the father has certain inevitable consequences, most notably, it 

signals the failm of memory. If "nie Mmnskw is a novel about rememberùigl' 

(Boume Taylor 178), nie Wo11m in Mi& is a novel about forgetting, about the very 

situation to which the ninebeenth-century novel is a iesponse: the failure of mnëmê 

and the aiways already constant need for it to be supplemented by hypatrnësin 

Nowhere is this failure and supplementation more apparent than in Fairfiets 

encounter with his "dead9üvew niece (441) - a phrase that neatly captures the status 

of all who becorne inscribed in writing. Through a repetition of the pmcess of 

substitution accomplished thtough marriage, Percival and Fosco succeed in robbing 

Laura of her identity for the second the .  Yet according b the prescriptions upheld 

by the metaphpics of presence? the evils of writing should be capable of being 

overhined by the superior powers of presence. With implicit faith in this system, 

Marian iietums Laura to the probeçtive presence of the father, only to find it lacking. 

Let it be enough to say that Mr Fairlie declared, in the most 
positive terms, that he did not recognize the woman who had been 
brought into his room - that he saw nothing in her face and 
manner to make him doubt for a moment that his Nece Lay buried 
in Limrneridge churchyard, and that he would cal1 on the law to 
protect hirn if before the day was over she was not removed from 
the house. (449-50) 

Thus Walter is forced b acknowledge that the "vile deception which had amerted 
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her death defied exposure wen in the house where she was bom, and among the 

people with whom she had livedW (450). The famiiyls f a i l e  to recognize Lam,  the 

failure of mnëmë and p-e, leads Walter to conclude that the key to the 

restoration of her identity lies not in the community or the law, but in writing. It is 

significant that it is a written document the le th  of Sir Ferrival Glyde to Count 

Fosco, announcing the date of Laura's deparhrre h m  Blackwater Park, that 

eventuaily mtores her - in a manner m e n t  of the powers of Thoth - to the 

realm of the living. 

Yet if the "vile deceptionU of which Walter speaks is ex@ and iwnedied 

through writing, it is no less bue that it is perpetrated and made possible by it as 

weii. Its non-originacy ongins lie in Percha1 and Foscols recognition that identity is 

not constitubed by innaîe plenitude but only through the act of naming: "inscribing 

within a diffkrence, in classifyuig, in suspending the vocative absolute" (Demida, OG 

112). But the f a  that identity is constitukd by writing (inscription) rather than 

p-nce (innate plenitude) is only made possible by the prior failwe of presence: 

"But for the fatal resemblance between the two daughters of one father, the 

conspiracy of which Anne had been the innocent instrument and Laura the innocent 

victim could never have been planned (575). And thus, it is hardly surprising that 

the commwity itself, traditionally the reaim of self-pmnce, is show to be 

compkit with mi- 



It was plain that Anne Catherick had been intmduced into Count 
Fosco's house as Lady Glyde - it was plain that Lady Glyde had taken 
the dead woman's place in the Asylum - the substitution having been 
so managed as to make innocent people (the doctor and the hvo 
servants certainly, and the owner of the mad-house in d probabiüty) 
accmttplim in the mgm. (452 emphasis mine) 

In becoming an accomplice, pmence itseif is cfiminalized. Yet its criminalization is 

ody made pussibie by ib prior faiiure. Far h m  king a site of originary innocence, 

it is shown b be always already tahbed tty wdting, by absence itself. Even the 

home, traditionally the very heart of the community, is ciiminalized, üueatening 

The cornmonest consideration for Lady Glyde's safety forced on 
Miss Halcombe the necessity of resigning the struggle to do her 
justice, and of removing her at once from the place of al1 others that 
was now most dangerous to her - the neighbourhood of her own 
home. (451)" 

Tmth and meaning, traditionally located in the realm of self-presence, aile, in the 

absence of such a realm, locateâ in the written text and the text as writing. That they 

should be positioned in wriüng which is, according to the teneb of Western 

metaphysics, always aiready twice removed h m  the ûuth of the eidas, is d d d y  

anti-phonologocentric. Yet Collins takes this one skp further and creafes a bxt 

Once presence is shown to be contaminated by absence, it wiii not corne as a 
surprise that the authority and authenticity of the voice are destabilized. When 
Fooco visits Mr. Fairlie to solicit the latter's writan instructions that Lady Glyde if to 
pass a night in the Count's house, a visit which is asential to the success of his plans, 
he states, "My presence here (b my own great inconvenience) is the proof that 1 
speak sincerely" (375). Yet neither spegh nor presence affords such proofs any 
longer. As the reader is aware, the Counts intentions are anything but sincere. 
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which is, properly speakmg, constituted by copies: copies of lette= and copies of 

o h  documents, such as Fosço's conhion,  the mamage register, Laura's death 

certificate, the engraving of Lauds tombstone, Mariants diary, ek. To copy is to 

take yet another sbep away from the r e a h  of presence associateci with the voice, 

furtiier obscuring the "natural" reiationship between phonic signiher and the 

signified. As Demda suggests, copyists may be seen as "st~angers to the language 

which they transcribe; the copyist or his reader is by definition a sfranger to the 

living use of languagef' (OC 227). 

Ironically, Walter, as an Ariadne figure - a substitute logos - can only be 

describeci as a copyist: he traces the elusive play of language by re-uiscribing, 

copyink each trace into a system. It is not without importance that the words 

"trace," "traceable," and "retrace" appear, by my count fifty-four times in the text and 

each time in reference to the process of dektion. In so doing, Walter suggests how 

di meaning, al1 hth ,  is always already a proces of (re-)inscription To reitemte 

Derrida on this point 

The disappearance of truth as plpsence, the withdrawal of the p r e ~ n t  
origin of presence, is the condition of al1 (manifestation of) tnith. 
Nontruth is the buth. Nonpresence is presence. Diffèrance, the 
disappearance of any originery pwsence, is ut once the condition of 
possibility mid the condition of impossibiiity of truth. (D 168) 

Al speech is a fom of writing, ail writing a rewriting. Whether in spoken or 

written form, meaning is always the product of inscription, a fact highüghted by the 
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bext as a coiiecfion of copies and, within the te* by the two marriage Rgisbers.. the 

original which lies, and the copy which holds, in the ary spaap whidr ir wrifing, the 

buth Like the tituiar postrard, writing functions as an "open but iilegible letber" 

(&mida, PC 12). Hence Walter is initially CO- by the seemingly correct 

appearance of aie original marriage register at Old Welmingham. Only later does 

he r e h  that '[s]rnooarly and fairly as appearances lwked in the vesby, hertz was 

something wrong beneath them - there was something in the regiskr-book, for 

aught 1 knew, that 1 had not discovered yet" (523). In order to make this discovery, 

Walter m u t  engage in the play which operates under the surface of language. The 

h t h  is not located in the plenitude of the origuial, but oniy in the di@m~œ between 

this regisbr and the copy, in the h ü n g  which is a re-wrifing. Furthennoore, this 

truth, itseif a blank, is locakd in a blank: 'That space told the whole story! ... [He] 

was not Sir Percival Glyde at all,... he had no more claim to the baronetcy and to 

Blackwater Park than the poorest labourer who worked on the estate" (529). This 

lack, or absence, of a name is i&If revealed in an absence: the domain of wriüng. 

The (Writing of) Crime (as Writiag) 

At the centre of 'Ihe Wommt in Mife is the criminal act of writing. Derrida 

describes writing as both a "miserable son" and ''a son abandoned" (D 145). Guilty 

of patricide, it is, simul~eously, a vi& itself. This characterization has a long 



hisbry, a history that returns to the primai scene of philosophy. In P I r d h s ,  Plato 

argues: 

[OJnce a thing is committed to writing it &dates equally among 
those who understand the subpct and those who have no business 
with il; a writing c a ~ o t  distinguish between suitable and unsuitable 
readers. And if it is ill-kabed or urtfairly abused it always needs its 
parent b corne to its resrue; it is quik incapable of deknding or 
helping ikeîf. (275) 

At ib most fundamental lweî, writing is iterable and hence open and un pro^^. 

Hence when Walter examines the marriage registier at Old Welmingharn: 

[He] was süuck by the insecurity of the place in which the i.egiskr 
was kept The door of the press was warped and cracked with age, 
and the lock was of the srnallest and cornmonest kind. [He] could 
have forced it easüy with the waiking-stick Fe] carrieci in [his] hand. 
(519) 

Yet the very quality which renders wnting vulnerable - its i terabiü ty - also renders 

it dangerous, capable of misqresentation and manipulation. This duaiity dows 

writing to fundion as the sik and possibility of Percivd's crime and, simultaneously, 

as the site and possibility of Walkr's detection. 

Upon the death of his mother, Percival leams that he is, in fart, iilegitimak 

namelesa His father "promiseci to do what he could for his son. He died having 

done nothing - not having even made a wüll' (550). Thus we see that Percivails 

aime is necessitabed by the prier failure of the father, his father's ' a w  duplicity 

and reckless violence" (530), dl the famibar crimes of wriüng. Both "miserableW and 



"abandoneci," the "son (who c m  blame hh?) wisely provided for himseif" (550) by 

seeking out the marriage regisber at Old Welmingham.12 His first intention is only 

"to kar the leaf out (in the right year and month), [and] desboy i f '  (551). Or, to 

rephrase this, to erasé aIJ traces of the absence of a mamage. 

But when he came to look privakly at the register for himself, he 
found at the bottom of one of the pages for the year eighteen 
hundred and three a blank space le& seemingly through there 
being no room to make a long entry t h ,  which was made instead 
at the top of the next page. The sight of this chance altered al1 his 
plans. (551-2) 

The space of (in) writing ailows Pdva l  the opportunity to correct the omission of 

the father - of presence - by wriüng in the forged marriage of his parents. In giving 

himself an identity, Glyde l i k d y  inscribes himself out of (and into) a blank - the 

blank of the page and the blsnk of writing which divides him in a moment from 

himself. In so doing, he commits himseif b a lifk of paüicide and, simultaneously, 

victimhood. The seductive movement from erasw to wtiting that chamcterizes thU 

xene and, in fa& the novel as a whole, represents a strange reversal of the 

idealking movement of metaphor. And thus, it suggests the ways in which this 

genre te-writes the white wriüng of metaphor in the black ink of the ~uu71tnkon; the 

- - - - - - - - - - 

l2 Percival's choice of parish is dictateci by the fact that the clergyman who 
presided during the year of the "wedding" is dead and his memory cannot be called 
upon for verification, thereby suggesüng, quite iiterally, the fi~tude of Living 
memory. 
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ways in which the sensation novel refuses to efface and, indeed, consistently 

foregrounds the writing of metaphor and the metaphoricity of writing. 

From the moment when Perdval usurps the d e  of the father as progenitor, 

he lives in fear of discovery. The iterability of writing, which ailows him to commit 

the crime, dso holds the possibility of its detection. Clyde muse therefore, live in 

kar of the play produced by his inscription. Beiieving Anne Catherick ta be 

possesd  of his secret, he atlempts to curtaü her movement and r~situate ber 

within a position of exteriority by imprisoning her - as a disturbing and disturbed 

trace - in We asylum. Yet the very impodsibility of his task is mimred by Anne's 

ability to elude capture.. play can never be contained. 

A "wayward, r~bellious son" (Derrida, D 145), it is hardly surprising that 

Percival wastes his ill-gotten inheritance.13 He marries as a means to escape his 

financial embarrassments. If Laura had been willing to sign away her fortunes, 

Percival's crimes would have been limiteci to the forgery of the marriage register and 

the imprisonment of Anne - to wriüng and erasure; they are, seemingly, 

inescapable. Yet Laura, in a rare moment of self-assertion, refuses b sign the 

document which will transkr control of her inheritance to her husband. 

13 It is inkresting that the text dexribes Percival in exactly these same b m s ,  
noting that the relatiowhip between Fosco and Percival is that of "a good-humoured 
father ...[a nd] a wapvard son" (245). Thus, yet again, the dead or absent father is 
supplementied by a substitute and, more significantiy, a substitute who is, Like his 



Jonathan Culler summarizes the argument presented by J.L. Austin in H m  io 

Do niings wiui Wonls, in the foliowing tems: 

[A] signature is supposed to attest to the presence to 
consciousness of a signifying intention at a particular 
moment. Whatever my thoughts before or after, there was 
a moment when 1 fully intended a particular meaning. The 
notion of a signature thus seems to impiy a moment of 
presence to consciousness which is the origin of subsequent 
obligations or other effects. (On Deconshuction 125-6) 

In nie Wontun in Mite, the question of *a signifying intention" is prob1ematited by 

the fact that the substance of the document in question is "hidden in the part which 

[Percival] still held folded up under his hand" (266) and thus the intentions captureci 

by the signahue remain unknown. Laura herseIf demands, "'If my signature 

pledges me to anything...swly 1 have wme daim to know what that pledge is?'" 

(267). Yet even if this were not the case, it would stiU be appropriate in say that 

Laura is irnaMe as much as u d l i n g  to sign her name. If a signature irnplies a 

"moment of presence to coflsciousness," Laura is unable to hlfil the neeessary 

pmnditions. htroduced into the t e x t  always ahady characterizci by a lack, she 

is h m f f  never f d y  pmsent Furthennom, she is to sign herself as "Lady Clyde," a 

name which places her one step further away from even the illusion of an 

independent self-present identity. 

originai, always already implicakd in the play of miting. 



Laura's inability to sign her name is not unique; it daa not repxesent b 

bomw a phrase from Austin, an infelicifous accident On the contrary, it highiights 

the manner in whkh aLl signatures pre chbled by the very movement which 

mhe condition of possibiiity of those effects [of signature] is 
simultaneous1y, once again, the condition of their impossibility, of the 
impossibiîity of their rigorous puri@ In order to hurtion, that isf b 
be maciable, a signa- must have a repeatable, ikable fonn; it must 
be able to be detached from the pmmt and singular intention of its 
production. It is its sameness which, by compting its identity and its 
singuîarity, divides its seal [~~er tu] .  @errida, SEC 20) 

Laura's dusal to sign suggesb a desire tD distance herself from a system of 

language which denies her a seif-present identity; her inability to do so atbesîs to the 

impossibility of fulfilling this desire. And thus, once again, we see a tension 

between a desire for the self-presence aswciabed with the logos and, simultaneously, 

the acknowledgement that it does not exist 

Fuelled by his need for money and his growing fear that Laura has k o m e  

acquainted with his secret Pemval determines ttcat he must destroy Laura's identity 

in order to ptPSeTve his own. AS 1 have already suggested, this crime is made 

possible by the iterability and hence arbitrariness of writing, which ailows identities 

to be exchangeci as easily as a set of clothes (448). Yet it is this very same writîng 

which contai-, within ib traces, the possibiiity of its discovery. The dupiicity of 

miting, ils status as the nonoriginary ongin of both crime and its dektion, is most 
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clearly marked in the Brotherhd, that mysaerious organization to which both 

Fosco and Pesca belong. Membership in this society is, like crime itself, ülegible. 

According to Pesca, "the laws of the Brotherhood are the laws of no other political 

society on the face of the eartk The members are not known to one anothert' (5%). 

These miminals are hidden, "sometimes under the every-day respechbility and 

tranquillity of a man like me - sometimes under the grinding poverty, the fierce 

squdor, of men less lu*, lets pliable, les patient that 1 amt' (595-6), but they are, 

above ali, invisible. Yet crime is, by the very same geshue which renden it invisible 

and secret also rendered legible and open. It camot help but produce, as an act of 

writing, the traces by which it may be detected. Hence the invisible membership is 

"identified by a secret mark, which [they] a l  bear, which lasb while [their] lives last" 

(5%). This "secret mark" contains within itseif the legible/illegible, secret/open 

nature of wrihg that ensures that "crimes [do indeed] cause their own detection." 

Assuming a false name and identity, Fosm believes that he has efitively erased the 

"mark" of his membership in the Brotherhood. Yet his fak belies such an 

assumption. The mark, or trace, of crime can never be simply eliminated. It 

remah, never simply present; as the never simply absent element in the other traces 

in the network. Believing himseif to have been identified, Fosco flees, seemingly 

from hirnself, fmm the indelible mark he bears. Yet his movements are traced, like 

Anne's, until he is discovered dead, "sbuck with a knife or dagger exacdy over his 



h e d '  (643). It is siwcant that even in death, the mark is not e r d ,  but writbn 

over, lie-~11'tten, as a 'T' for '"Traditore'" (614). 

Nowhere does Fosco stak his mistaken assumption about the pobsibility of 

erasing traces more dearly than in the philosophy of aime he offeR at Blackwakr 

Park When Su Pedval suggesb that the eerie lake "'looks just the place for a 

murder'" (W), the Gunt remonstrates "'What is your solid English sense thinking 

of? nie water is too shaüow bo hide the body, and the= is ssnd everywhem ta @t 

ofthe murderer's fwtsteps. II is, upon the whole, the vety womt place for a murder 

that 1 ever set my eyes ont" (253 emphasis mine). It is, speaking more precisely, an 

environment conducive to the production of traces. Criminals, for FOSCO, are not 

divided into moral and immoral individuals, but only "fools" and "wise men" (254): 

amse who leave diskubing baces and those who erase hem: 

mhere are fooüsh criminals who are discovered, and wise 
criminals who escape. The hiding of a crime, or the detection of a 
crime, what is it? A trial of ski11 behveen the police on one side, 
and the individual on the other. When the criminal is a brutal, 
ignorant fool, the police in nine cases out of ten win. W hen the 
criminal is a resolute, educated, highly-intelligent man, the police 
in nine cases out of ten lose. (256) 

In protesest Laura and Marian assert that "crimes cause theu own detection.' It is not 

they who are naive, believing in the "admirable sentimen ts... stated at the bps of 
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copy-books" (254)f but Fosc0.14 In produchg traces, crimes do indeed cause their 

own detection. This is mit large and s m d  in both this chapkr and in the text as a 

whole; in the multitude of traces that permeate ié in a recentiy cleaned tombsbne 

(114), Percival's nagging cough (215), the blood of a stray dog (260), footskps in the 

sand (312), the word "fXX)KI' written in the sand (319), a misplaced seai (326), a 

"stmngely aumpled" letter (365)' a biank page (368), the strange choice of Peirival 

and MIS. Catherick's meeting place (SM), a blank in a maniage regisber (SB), the 

"staint' on NIR Catherick's charader (552), the Counfs letkm h m  Italy (SM), the 

"tracesn of shock on the Gunt's fare when he recopias Pesca (605), and many other 

such trifies - a wod whkh punctuates the text, by my counting no less than thirty- 

seven times. Because crimes may be dekcted through their traces, the "trivial and 

terrible walk hand in hand togethe?' (5%). As we have aiready seen, this is a lesrion 

leamed b o  late by Count Fosco. 

Beiyhg the long tradition of viewing Fosco as the more sophisticakd of the 

hvo criminais in this text, it is Pelcival who nxopks  that crimes must inevitably 

cause their own detedon and, in so doing, he reaches a level of understanding 

unattained by the Count That Petrival recopins the danger of traces may, in part 

The Counts reference to ttcopy-baoki,t' designeci to imply the simpiicity of 
Laura and Marian's views, is undemut h u g h  iîs connection to Anne's letler of 
warning which is described as king written in a "crampeci, conventional copy-book 
charactertt (104). It is p e s e l y  through such a netwbrk of traces that the belief that 



be explained by the fact that he is hirnseif creabed by writing - the forged record of 

his parenYs mamage. Both patricide and victim, grulty of being his own progenitor 

and, sirnultaneously, powerless, Percival is the personification of writing: 

[WJritkn dixourse, in its "pmpeP meaning - that which is inscribeci 
in sensible space - is deformed at ib very birth. It is not well km: 
not oniy, as we have seen, because it is not enarely viable, but b u s e  
it is not of good birth, of legitimate bira It is not gnësias. It is not 
exactly a cornmoner; it is a basbard. By the voice of its fa- it camot 
be avowed, recognizd. It is outside the law. @mida, D 148) 

Pemval is the "bastard" son of a father who is, himself, defonned (551), but is he - is 
writing itself - limibed to such extdority, to existing "outside the law"? Inherent in 

phonologocentric thought is the belief that writing is violent According to 

Christopher Noms, the "effect of writing will ... be to break those peculiar ties - of 
patemal sanction on the one side and filial obligation on the other - that serve to 

ensure the passage of authentic truth from each generation to the next" (31). Yet the 

basis of the relationship behmen father and son is the name and 60 name is to 

commiC as Demda suggesk, the "first violencet' (OC 112). The violence of naming 

of writing itself ("how can we deny the practice of writing in general to a Society 

capable of obliberating the properîf' [Demda, OC 110]), is not an extemal violence 

but an internai one: presence is always already criminalid, always already 

characterized by the violence of writing. It is only when presence faüs to commit 

"crimes cause theù own debection" is validabed. 
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this necessary violence that Perrivai himself must act as a aiminal. Through this act 

of writing, Petcival, and the text as a whole, correcb and compensates for the la& 

whidi aiways already characterizes pnsence. Yet in the very same geshire, he/it rp 

insaibes nothing other than the lack iM. 

Living in mo&d fèar of the traces his crime produced, of the discovery to 

which they may lead, Percival makes one final and futile atlempt b erase them. Yet 

in so doing, he erases not the traces of the crime but oniy himself. Significandy, the 

fire which scorches him leaves only his face untouched, yet this fact remaining, he is 

stül a man devoid of an identity. 

In the previous chapter, 1 suggested that Collins's detectives engage in the 

play of language not to celebrate it but in order to curtail i t  The process of detection 

is, preciseiy, a re-tracin& a rewriting of the crime inb its solution. Nowhere is this 

more evident than in nie WOIIIM in Wtite, where Walter, as a general editor, re- 

writes the disparate and diverging fragments of testimony inb a single, coherent 

narrative: 

1 shall date both narratives, not in the words (often interrupbed, ofkn 
inevitably confuseci) of the speakers themselva, but in the words of 
the brief, plain, studiously simply abstract which I cornmitteci to 
miting for my own guidance, and for the guidance of my legd 
advisor. SI the tangled web wiU be mmt speedily and inâeliigibly 
unrolled. (435) 



1 have also suggeskd that this narrative is o k e d  tn the reader in lieu of a trial 

h b y  positionhg truth and meaning in wriüng, the play of language, rather than 

in the realm of seif-presence. And thus the text demonstrates that writing must 

necessarily supplement an dways aheady lacking or failed pmsence, just as 

hslpomnësk must necessarily supplement an ahvays already lacking or failed mnëmz 

As we have already seen, the relationohip behveen speech/writing and 

mnëhzë/hypmtn& has a long history. In Phaedrus, when Thoth ofkm writing b 

King Thamus, the king rejecis i t  dedaring: 

Mou, who are the father of writing, have out of fondness for your 
offspring atûibuteâ to it quite the oppite of its real function. Those 
who acquire it wiii cease to exercise their memory and become 
forgetful; they will rely on writing to bring things to their 
remembrame by exbnial signs htead of on their own interna1 
resources. What you have discovered is a receipt for recoilection, not 
for memory. (275) 

The khg/father O- to writîng because "under the pretence of supplementing 

memory, writing makes one wen more forgetful; far h m  increasing knowledge, it 

diminishes if' (Derrida, D 100). What is in question here, as we have already seen, is 

"the subtle difference between knowledge as memory and nonknowledge as 

mernoration, between two forms and two moments of repetition' (Derrida, D 135). 

Knowldge as memory - living memory - is produced in presence and pmserved 

in the spoken word over which the logos presides. Nonknowledge and 



remanontion is produced by writing which is, in fa& extemal to memory, extemal 

to the logos. 

While the phonic sipniner would remain in animate proximity, in the 
living presence of mnëmë or psudtc the graphic signifier, which 
mproduces it or imitates it, goes one degree further away, fah outside 
of life ... and pu6 it to sleep in the type of ik double. Whence the 
pimdwnts two misdeeds: it dulls the memory, and if it is of any - d 
assistance at dl, it is not for mneme but for I#pnn&is.... It is a 
debiiitating poison for memory, but a mmedy or tonic for its extwial 
signs. (Derrida, D 110) 

Yet as we have already seen in Mt. Fairlie's inability to recognize Laura, the living 

memory of presence is always already debiiiîaîed. 

When Fairlie ordm Laura and Marian bD leave his house, Walter condudes 

that "effort need not have been given up as hopeless yet" (450): 

When [Laura's] memory could be hvsad once more to serve her, she 
would naturally refer t~ persons and events in the past with a 
certainty and a familiarity which no imposkr could simulate, and so 
the fact of her identity, which her own appearance had f d e d  b 
establish, might subquently be pmved, with time b help her, by the 
surer test of her own words. (450) 

T h e  disillusions Walkr of any such hop and he is evenhially forced b admit that 

her "memory of evenb, h m  the period of her leaving Blackwater Park Q the period 

of our meeting in the burial-ground of Limmeridge Church, was lost bqrond all 

h o p  of recoveryn (576). Walter m r t s  to writing when he has given up 

a11 hope of appealing to my recognition of Laura, or to Marian's 
recognition of her, in proof of her identity. ... [When the] one 
remaining chance, which 1 had at f h t  thought might be trusteci to 



serve us - the chance of appeahg to her recoiiection of peAons and 
evenis with whidi no imposk could be familiar, was pmved, by the 
sad test of our la- experience, to be hopelesa (4545) 

The aiways already Med living rnemory of the charader who, it should be 

rmnembered, occupies the position of the cenh  of the centre, leaves Walter no 

alfernative but to tum to writing as the only source, the ûue site, of memory. For as 

Denida demonstrates, memory is aiways-already a process of inscription, always 

already a participant in writing: 

Memory is finite by nahue.... A limitless memory would in any event 
be not memory but infinite seif-presence. Memory always thedore 
already needs signs in order to mal1 the non-present, with whkh it is 
necessarily in relation .... Memory is thus contaminated by its first 
substihite: hypanneSis. (D 109) 

The crucial relationship between wriüng and memory is commented on by Marian 

In the perilous uncertainty of our present situation, it is hard to Say 
what fUtUlP interests may not depend upon the regularity of the 
entries in my j o d ,  and upon the reliability of my recoliecfion at the 
t h e  when I make them. ... Anyway, it is only a ûifing math,  and 1 
am almost ashamed to put it down hem in writing - it seems to set the 
forlornness of our situation in such a misenbly vivid iight We must 
have little indeed to depend on, when the discovery that my memory 
c m  stül be tnisted to serve us is hailed as if it was the discovery of a 
new hiend! (307) 

Yet it is not Marian's living memory, rnnëkzc that c m  be "trustecl," but rather, the 

writing of her memories, Izypttnësis. The k x t  is punduated by constant refemnces 

b the ümitations of mnëbtëand the need for it to be supplemenki by hypnn,Sis: 
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Walk's need b consult Mrs. Fairiie's w r i b  correspondence in order to recd the 

resernblance btween Anne and L a m  (68); Mrs. Michelson's inability to remember 

the date of Laura's joumey "in the absence of any written memorandum on the 

subpct" (436); Lam's simüar inaaüty to mail the date through her omission "tb 

make a memorandum beforehand of the day on which she took the joumey" (445); 

Walfas  determination to "keep this letter ...b help my memory when the time 

cornes" b confront the Count (469); etc. 

It is not simply the case that memory, as a sign of the truth, is always already 

a participant in writing. (Witten) memory (as miting) is essential k a u s e  it re- 

produces the trifies, the traces, by which the crime may be solved. As an Ariadne 

figure, Walter is a writer and, more piffisely, a copyist He retraces the play of 

traces buried in writing. Mtially, such traces are m m  "fragments, sadly incoherent 

in themselves, and widely detached from each 0 t h . "  Yet in (re-)writing the story of 

the crime, Walter (re)inscribes such fiagments into the network of traces, traces of 

traces, like iinks in a chain. By engaging in play, he is able to transfom a case that 

"had been a puzzle from the fiRe (441) into a coherent narrative. 

When Walter questions Pesca about the Count. the latter insisis, "'1 hold no 

thread, in my mind, between that man Fosco, and the past tirne which 1 c d  back to 

me for your sake'" (594). The thread of which Pesca speaks - the thread which links 

the present and the past and, in facf makes the absent present (and the present 



absent) - is the sole pmperty of the Ariadne figure. He alone c m  untangle "the due 

thpt leads Uvough the windings of the sbry" (433). By connecfing the inevitabfe 

traces of the crime, the Ariadne first creabes the "thread" and then uses it b guide the 

charackrs through the i a b y ~ t h  bwards meaning. kkction is, as much as crime, 

an act of writing. 

Walter engages in the process of detection - in writing igdf - to restore a lost 

That house shall open again to receive her in the presence of every 
sou1 who followed the false funeral to the grave - that lie shall be 
publicly erased from the tombstone by the authority of the head of 
the family, and these two men shall answer for their crime to ME, 
though the justice that si& in tribunals is powerless to pursue them. 
(465-6) 

When the novel concludes, Laura's identity has been reviveci, the tombstone erased, 

and Sir Perrival and Count Fasco are both dead. According to Sue Lonoff, one 

"must not underestimate Collins's own desire for a neat and happy ending .... 
Whatever the intemal oppositions, Collins's conclusion resbom equüibrium. Justice 

is mekd out mysteries are elucidated, wanderers retum, and mamages are made 

and strengthened" (WiUcie CoIIins and His Victorimi Recrders 101; 107). Yet a caiieful 

mading of the text's conclusion reveals Lonoff s assumptions to be naive. The values 

of seif-presence, consistently undermined throughout the b& aie further 

destabiiized by ils conclusion As a reward for his efforts, WWar daims Laura for 



his bride. Yet in Mming her Laura Hartright he, in one and aie same gesture, 

divorces her h m  the malm of seWpnsence and minscribes her intD writing, thus 

repeating the violence of the criminals he himself condernned.15 The final pages also 

see the iiiegitimate inheritanœ of Sir Petcival Glyde replacecl by the legithate 

inheritance of Walter's son, "the Heir of Limmeridge" (646). But because this 

inkitance is also passed on through the violence of naming, it coma to bear a 

sbüang msemblance to h t  which it -laces. WalWs legitimate son, thmugh the 

very name that tenders him so, is made compiicit with writing, by a father who is, 

no l e s  than Perrivd's father, Percivd himd,  a product and p d u c e r  of writing. 

Yet the ultimak irony of this novei, overwrikn by questions of identity, is that it is 

told, by Walter's own admbion, "under kigned w e s  " (563). Stolen or mtrieved, 

each of the charaders' identities is, finally, arbitrary. 

By way of condusion, I would like to r e m  to a scene which, in itself, calis 

into question the very notion of a conclusion,, the certallities such a concept entails. 

A scene which is, moreover, paradigrnatic of the manner in which the sensation 

novel functions for Collins. In order to set the scene, however, we must first 

l5 This third substitution confirms a pattem which, in hun, confirms that the 
process of substitution, even when it is used to resfore the realm of ~~ce 
associatd with the absent transcendental signifiecl, "cm go on infinitely in the 
element of the îinguistic pexmutaüon of substitutes, of substitutes for substituks" 
(Derrida, D 89). And thus, in the pmess of mtabüshing the centre it actuaiiy 
destabilizes it by enacting a logic which exceeds its control. 
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consider the cimamstances which produce it On the very day on which Fosco 

d u a d a b  his philosophy of aime at the boat-house, Laura returns home only to 

find that she has lost her k h ,  a "littie keepsake'' (216) whose value lies p r d y  

in ib associations with a happier epoch: the time when she üved happily in the 

house of her guarcüan with Marian and Walter Hartright; a the  when she could 

maintain the illusion of a seif-prisent identity, unawaie of the fact that she was 

always already charackrid by a iack. Understandably distraught Lam 

determines tu spare no efforts to retrieve the lost article and the foilowing day 

initiates a search for i t  RetuMng to the boat- house, Lam, unable to retrace it 

through her own efforts, cornes face to face with Anne Catherick. Si@candy, it is 

this figure of writing and play who restores what she has lost Yet at the very 

moment of doing so, Laura recognizes, for the f h t  tirne, the specular resemblance 

between them, the m b l a n c e  which foqpunds her own lack Terrifieci of king 

discovered by those who wish to imprison her, Anne runs away, pausing only to 

arrange to meet Laura the following day ta reveal Perrivai's secret. This scene, the 

preamble as it were, to that in question, bears a specular resernblance to the prima1 

scene of the nineteenth-century novel: the death of presence and mnëmë, the 

bomwing of writing and hypann%is in order to supplement what is thereby shown 

to be always already lacking, and the subsequent erasm of nothing less than this 

very writing. 
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Tuming n w  b the swie iM, Laura iehinis accoding b plan ody to find thPt 

Anne 19 n o w h  (0 be bund Yet the traces of her presenoe ( a b )  m a i n  in the 

fomi of %orne marks in the sand" (319); the wry sand which, accordhg b Foscots 

pranonition, is capable of idallring the traces of aime (as writing). Examining these 

HmarksN mone closely, she discovers that they aie achiaiiy "a wod mitkm in large 

ktkm'': "mI(H (319). Digging inb the earth, she lgovers a writbn note by Anne, a 

note conœming the seuet k t  lies at the œnbe of the kt nius far, the movement of 

this scaie f e p m d s  a rweRal of the movement of i d h t i o n  whkh h m c k r h s  tk 

realist novel and aie e n k  hisbry to which it belonp. This ideahhg movement is 

neatly captured in Anne's gesture of writing and hiding the note: writing is 

borrowed, distrustfully, in order ta make the absent centre manifest (a cenbe which, 

as we have already seen, is nothing but the repetition of the repeater in the absence 

of the essence of the repeated itrelf) and then the very writing which males the 

msbration of the centre possible is buried, effaceci. Thus, in yet a n d e r  paradoxical 

r e v e d  the qd-ntial figure of sensation repeats and -na& the gestures of 

reaiism. Yet the scene does not end here. Surprising Laura with the note in her 

hand, Pemval reveals that this process of idealization is ifserfa process of mpetïtion. 

As he confesses, "1 dug [the note] up out of the sand two hours since, and buried it 

again, and wrote the word above it again, and left it ready Q your hands" (321). 

Thus it appears that the quintessential movement of metaphysics is 
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indistinguishable from that of the criminal, the figure of play. Fucfhermore, 

Percivd's own actions - uncovering only to subsequently resover the traces of 

writing - are paradigmatic of the movement of crime. Yet they are also, as we have 

seen, paradigmatic of the movement of detedion. The Ariadne figure digs up the 

hidden/effaced traces of the crime but does so ody to rebury or ipefface them, in 

the desire to ratore the realm of presence d a k d  with the logos that he or she 

substitutes for. 

Thus we see that the sensation novel repeats and enacts the gestures which 

characberize the ninekenth~entury novei as a whole in its response to the death of 

God. But at the very same t h e ,  it foregrounds, dernands that the readers "LOOK1' 

a& the repetition of the writing of its repetition. It r e p m n t s  and resurrects the 

centre, but it is a centre inextricably written. A centre which both fulfils and denies 

the very possibiüty of the desire to retum tu the presence of presence. And thus, aùs 

novel of forgetting, of the failure of memory is a h ,  paradoxicaliy, characterized by 

a refusal to forget its own forgetfuîness. Each of these iriffoncilable contradictions is 

best seen as the textual enactment of a tension which characterizes aU of Collins's 

work and the nineknth-century novel as a whole. Tuniing now b 7lte Maaistare, 

we will trace the ways in which Coilins engages with these tensions in an 

inaeasingly complex and sustained way. In this, the final chapkr of the thesis, 1 

will r e m  to those issues which pmxcupied me in the Introduction and, more 



spmfmlly, the rdationship between detection and psychoanalysb. 



chapter Three 
The T d  of the Tne@'he Tracing of a T d  DetPctive-Fever md 

Psychomalyds in Ttrc Moottstmte 

"1 made a private inquiry last week, Mr Superintendenb" he said. 
"At one end of the inquiry the= was a murder, and at the other 
end there was a spot of ink on a tabledath that nobody could 
account for. In al1 my experience dong the dirtiest ways of this 
dvty little world, 1 have never met with such a thing as a trîfle yet" 

"There seems much ground for belief, thet eoery sensory impression 
which has once been recognized by the perceptive consciousness, is 
registered (so to speak) in the brain, and may be reproduced at 
some subsequent tirne, although there may be no consciousness of 
its existence in the mind during the whole intermediate period." 

In beginning this chapter 1 am (always) already embarking on a rather 

labyrinüiine path, approaching nie Mwmtaie via that auiously incestuous hiptych 

of texts Edgar AUan Poe's "The Purloined Letter," Jacques Lacan's "Seminar on The 

Purloined Letter,'" and Jacques Demda's "LeJizcktrrr & la &MW The purpose of this 

debur is not to delay my ultimate amvaî, nor simply to appear to deviate from the 

pmper route. It is, rather, to situate my discussion of The Mamstone within a scene 

of writing that c a b  into question the very possibility of amval and of detour itself. 

In the final senbence of his Seminar, h a n  asserts that "a letter always arrives 

at its destination" (72). This is iilustrated and/or proved (my indecision is, as we 

shall see, both signihcant and nec-) by Poe's letter which is no& as in 
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Baudelaire's translation, stolen (ada), but merely purloined: prolongeci or delayed.1 

According b the logic of the Seminar, a "certain reappropnation and a certain 

readequation will reconstitute the proper, the place, meaning, and truth that have 

become distant b m  themselves )a the lime of a defour" (Derrida, "Le Fa&w & la 

436 emphasis mine). As Barbara Johnson points out, such an assertion is, for 

Derrida, tankunount to affllming the "absolute decipherabiiity of the l i t e r q  kxt" 

(475). The act of deciphe~g, of unveiling a hidden truth, is central both to the 

genre whkh is said to originak with Poe and to psychoanalysis. If "detective fiction 

c m  be read as a prototypical expmssion of the mechanisms that underlie ail 

narrative - that keep the reader always engaged, suspensehil" (Boume Taylor 18), it 

can also be read as the "prototvpical expression1' of psychoanalysis. 

[ L ] h  a psychoanalysis, the detective story reorders our perception of 
the past through language. Although psychoanalysis and detecave 
fiction are so different in conscious design and intent, they share a 
sipficant structural dationship, just as they share a close historicd 
relationship. (Hu- 191) 

In Mystery mtd Its Fictions, David I Grossvogel asserts that the reader's 

encounter with the k x t  is hdamentaily "durntionak we agree to maintain our 

expedtion of a solution (we agree to assume there is a mystery) for a period of tirne" 

(%), the t h e  of reading the text Thus one may say that detective fiction is 

Throughout this chapter, 1 use the word "purloineci" in the sense that Lacan 
adopts, to incikate that the letter in question is one "whose course has been pd0ng.i 
(etymologicaiiy, the word of the bide)" (SPC 59). 
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dedicated to the deburing of truth. Furthermore, this buth, like Lacan's letter, is 

merely purloineci: temporarily put aside. Although both may suHer a detour, their 

ultimate arrivai is never in question. The issues of Truth and dexipherabiiity 

(veihg/ unveiling) are centrai b d of the texts examineci in this chapter. For Poe 

and Lacan, they are inextricable, their proximity guaranW by the logos. They both 

participate in a phonologocentric system of truth that allows for detour but not for 

the possibility of non-amvai: the "double, repdition, recordin& the mimeme in 

germai are excludeci from this syskm, dong with the entire graphematic structure 

they imply" @mida, FV 472). This detow is, as we have already seen, nothing 

other than the detow into writing necessitateci by the death of God and, more 

precisely, the movement of idealization that guarantes His safe return. 

Although 77re Mant~bne has been named "the h t  and greatest of English 

detective novels" VSm Eliot 136), it is a fundamentally divided k x t  and, as such, is at 

odds with the phonocenbic detective fiction produced by Poe and his foiiowers 

which is, above di, intolerant of the division associated with miting. nie Maais* 

is concemeci with not one but hvo investigations: the investigation into the loss of 

the diamond and the investigation of the unconscious. The former widoubtdly 

participates in the phonologocentric tradition of debgtive fiction. The latter, 

however, devoteci to a study of the always alrieady divided nature of the d f ,  is set 

within a scene of writing which not only d e s t a b i k  the assumptio~ s h d  by Poe 

and Lacan and, more generally, by detective fiction and psychoanalysis, but those of 



the fh t  investigation as well. Thus 'lk M~~ both relies upon mrd calls into 

question the notion of the detour as a neceswy deparhm hm, in order to retum 

to, s e l f - p w e .  In supplementing the well-known debate between these thriee kxts 

with a fourth, M i s  chapter, by exploring nie Mwnstone as both a divided text and a 

text ar division, wül explote the ways in which CoUins repeats and mnacts  the 

gestures of metaphysics und destabilizes thern.2 It will examine the ways in which 

2 My choice of supplement is hardly arbitrary. That Collins was familiar with 
'The Purloineci Letber" is evinced by his signihcantly titled short story 'The Stolen 
LeW' (1û4û). This sbry bem many striking similarities to the original but it b the 
manner in which Collins departs h m  Poe that is of interest here. Such is the na- 
of Poe's letter that Lacan is a Me to trahsform i t into a transcendental signified which 
places "a reassuring end to the ielwence h m  sign b sign!' In contrast, Collins's 
letter, whose signihed is revealed to be a confession of forgery - a trespass of the 
sign - forqpunds how ail language is the sign of a sign. Unlike Poe's letter which 
"wiU be where it always WU have ben, always should have ken, intangible and 
indestructible via the de& of a propa, and properly cir~~lm, itinerary" (Demda, FV 
425), Collins's letter is hidden, rather arbitnrily, under the carpet In the original, 
Dupin "knows where [the letter] must & fiund in order to tpturn circularly, 
adequately to i is  proper place" @emda, W 439). Removed from the locality which 
guarankes ils ultimate arrivai, the realm of seIf-presence, Collins's investigator is 
enabled to retrieve the letier only thmugh writing: a copy of a written 
memorandum whose illegibility a l eh  him to its signihcance and eventudy infonns 
him of the letWs location. Although Collins's bext dues not escape h m  the 
metaphysics of p-nce, no kxt ever does, it does consistently highlight the rene of 
writing by which it is constitubed. More generally, I would argue that each of 
Collins's tex6 explores, without totalizing, the division of writing (le qumt de 
I1éuit~)  and thus rite Manrsbaie constitutes a singularly appropriate fourth (k 
vwt) with which to supplement the debak between the the. 

For a discussion of the importance of numbers within th* debate, see Barbara 
Johnson's 'The Frarne of Reference: Poe, Lacan, M d a "  (1977) and John T. Invin's 
leser known, but insightfd, piece, "Mystieries We Remad, Mysteries of Rereading: 
Poe, Borges, and the Andytic Detective Story; Also Lacan, Derrida, and Johnson" 
(1s)- 
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the hvo fundamentally conîradicbry investigations enact a tension between the 

desuie 60 retum tD a reairn of seFpmsence and an acknowledgement that such a 

r e h  does not exist 

Lacads "Seminar on The Purloined Leaer'" is an investigation of the 

repetition compulsion as elabraki  by F d  in kpBgpnd th PlenSm &@lee It 

proposes bD use Pœ's T h e  Purloined Letter'' as an illustration of "the decisive 

orientation which the sut@ mceives from the itinerary of a signiher" (Lacan, Sm. 

40). Isolating "the two srenes of the r d  drama" (SPL 47) from Poe's tale, Lacan 

estabiishes two inkrsubjecûve biads, corresponding to the Oedipal situation, from 

the three glances which structure the theft of the letter, first by the Miniskr and, 

subsequently, by Dupin Within these triads, each subpct who posseses the lettir 

komes ,  in turn, possesd by it and, under its infiuence, assumes a new position 

which, in tuni, displaces the others. Thus, "their displacement is determineci by the 

place which a pure signifier - the purloineci letter - cornes to occupy in their trio. 

And that is what will confirm for &acan] its status as  petiti ion automatism" (SPL 

SPL 45). 

Lacan's en& argument hinges upon the "materiality" of this "pure si@er" 

whose signifieci is, simply, indevant He insisb that this "materiality is add 

[singulière] in many ways, the first of which is not to admit partition'' (SPL 53). 

Derrida is not surpriseci that Lacan should find this "materiality" "ut&&" for Lacan 

"tphh only its ideality. He considers the leth only at the point at which it is 
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deterxnined (no matDer w k t  he says) by ih content of meaning," which dows it to 

"àmdabe, intact, h m  its place of detachment to its place of reattachment, that is, b 

the sarne placen (FV 464). It is, precisely, this "materiality," as inblerance b 

partition, that allows Lacan to conclude that while a letter may s u e r  a detour, it wiU 

"always arrive at ils destination" For Derrida, as 1 have already suggestd, such a 

conclusion can only arise from a system of h t h  as readequation. "In question is 

indeed a regulated circulaîim which organkes a rehirn from the detour toward the 

hole. A tramendental ceappropriation and a transcendental mdequation fulfiliing 

an authentic contract" (FV aï). Lacan, üke Dupin before him, reappropriates the 

letter: he correcis a deviation and retums it to its pmper dafination in what 

amounts b a process of readequation. This process, for Derrida, implies "a theory of 

the letter as an indivisible iocality" (FV 438). It is precisely these phonologocentric 

assumptions, and their place within Lacan's Seminar, which are exploreci in "Le 

~~ de la UPII'Ié." For Demda, it is not a question of ''mcuing something üke 

literature or literary form from the grasp of psychoanalysis" (FV 432), but of 

destabiking the "singular uni& of the letter [as] the site of the contract of the tmth 

with itseü" (FV 439). 

According to "Le @dew & lu mWd,'' Lacan's Seninar is, Lü<e ai l  

phonologocentric gestures, gudty of tepressing writing. In isolating, as iQ object, the 

two ûiangular scenes of dialogue, the Çeminar elhinates a third: the scene of 

writing, as both "the narrateci content of the writing (the signifier, the written, the 
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letter)" and *the operation of writing" itself (ûerrida, FV 436). Far from spurious, 

Lacan's violent k i n g  of the two scenes is dictatecl by "the demand for tnith" 

(&nida, FV 436). It pamits, contrary to Lacan's stated intentions, the signiher ta be 

hnsfonned into a signifieci and, in fact, the transcendental signifieci of 

psychoanaiysis "'woman' as veiled/unveiled castration" (Derrida, FV 439). Thus 

what is at stake, for Lacan and M d a  and, anticipating aiings to corne, for Poe 

hùnseV, is not "this or that tiuth, but is the truth ilself, the tmth of the truth" 

m d a ,  FV 426). 

Lacan's singular or indivisible sigrufier is wholly dependent on this 

ehination of the xene of writing, as the "notions of indivisibility (proktion from 

partition) and of locality are themselves indissociable; bey condition each other" 

(Derrida, FV 424). Such a notion of indivisibility, whem a letber cut into "smd 

piee es... remains the letter it id' (Lacan, SPL 53), corresponds, according to M d a ,  to 

an "&dizution" and, more spdicaiiy, an idealization of the "'point de urpih' which 

staples the si@- to the si@ed" (FV 164).j The only locality where such an 

idealization can OCCUT is the voice. Therefom, Lacan must locate the letber, the letter 

as truth, and, in fact, the Seminar as a whole, within a "speech whose meaning 

m a i n s  out of mach of partition" (Derrida, FV 464). By reintrducing the scene of 

writing back into both 'The Purloineci Letber" and "Seminar on The Purloined 

AS Alan Bass poinb out "Ciqitonw means to quilt; point & *ton is Lacan's 
km for the 'quilted stibdi' that iinks signifier to signhed" @ h i d a ,  FV 464 TN 36). 
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Letter,'" M d a  unieashes the destabilizing dissemination which threabens Lacan's 

hgde phonologocentrism by guaranteeing the lettas "always possible partition1' 

(Fi7 444). This "always possible partition" destroys the possibiiity of an unequivocal 

meaning, always identical to itself, and guaranbees that a letter may always not 

arrive at its destination. 

Afthough Derrida's critique may centre upon Lacan, his ultimate target is 

nothing l e s  than the "philosophy of psychoanalysis" as a whole. 

The letber, Lacan claims, shows iittle boierance for partition. I have 
bied to demonsirab that this axiom was dogrnatic and inseparable 
frwn a whole philosaphy of psychoanalysis. Indeed, it made the 
entire analytical interpretation possible whiie it also a s s d  that 
interpretation of its hemeneutic power over the kind of writing we 
caU literary. (Derrida, *My Chances/Mes Qtan<zs" 10) 

Thus as David Carroll argues, "Lefiichw & la Dét.ifé" is an attack on "psychoanalysis's 

claims to universaiity, evident in the manner in which it projects and therefore €hds 

itrelf, that is, finds confirmation of itself everywhere, without ever investigating the 

effects on it of the contexts in which it finds ikelF ("Institutional Authority vs. 

Critical Power" 118). Yec if this is the case, is it not "di" that M a  himself fails to 

investigak one particularly obvious, even seductive context, a context that is i b l f  

devoted to investigations, namely detective fiction? 1s this omission, or reduction, 

not mdered au the more "&' by the fact that Lacan h i m d  raises the question of 

genre? And finally, is it not odder stilf that Lacan's immediak neutralization of the 

question of genre is aiiowed ta p a s  without comment, even though an identical 



gesture, the neutralization of the narrator, îüeis Demda's e n t h  argument? 

It does not, however, seem excessive, before pursuing this line of 
inquity [that of the repetition compulsion], to ask whether the thnist 
of the tale and the interest we bring bo it - to the extent that they 
coincide - do not Lie elsewhere 

May we view as simply a rationalization (in Our gmff jargon) 
the fact that the story is told to us as a poiice myskry? 

In truth, we should be right in judging that fact highly dubious 
as soon as we note that werything which warrants such mystery 
concerning a crime or offense - its nature and motives, instruments 
and execution; the procedure used to discover the author, and the 
meam employed b convict him - is carefdiy eliminatd here at the 
start of each episode. (iacan, SPL 45) 

Although M d a  insists on situaüng "The Purloined Letter'' within what he 

refm in as the "Dupin trilogy' (FV 459, his discussion of the trilogy does not 

constitute a discussion of genre. Although elsewhere he insisîs that there is no such 

thing as a "genreles W' ("The Law of Genret' 65), "Le @tetu & la uéiiît?' never 

touches upon the traits, struchires, or typical fonns which, if not constituting 

membership, do, at least, constitute participation in a genre. Nor does he corne to 

tenns with Poe as the father of this genre, even though his patemity is as 

unquestionable as that of Freud. One might ask why, when so much of his critique 

is devoted to a discussion of doubles and the effecb of doubling, does Derrida fail to 

acknowledge the doubling of Poe and Lacan? For as we shall see, Poe is, as much as 

Lacan, tcn /acteur & In &le: "discoursing on the truth of the tex4 and then in general 

proffering the discourse on truth, the huth on truth" (Derrida, N 414). Yet in 

eliminating what one might designate a fourth xene, the genre of nineteenth- 
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centwy debective fiction, Darida reduces les factaus & la f i t é  b un jkteur and, in 

face lejkcteur. And, in so doing, he ignores a conkxt that has profound implications 

for out understanding of both Lacan and psychoanalysis as a whole. 

As 1 have already suggesbed, Harûnan describes psychoanafysis as "a 

displaced digious or metaphysical discourse in searrh of the logos" (Smring the Text 

107). One would be hard presseci b discover a more apt description of Poe's taies of 

detRtion. Psychoanalysis and dehxtive fiction, Poe and Lacan, al1 are concerneci 

with the search for and restitution of the truth as Truth. Even a brief examination of 

the "Dupin ûi.logyn as detective fiction, concentrating on its traits, structures and 

typical fonns, wiii reveal certrin sbüring similarities between Poe and Lacan. In so 

doing, it wüî destabilize psychoanalysis's authority by revealing a context which 

simply cannot be framed, or reduced, and ttius dorninakd. 

Les fllCfe1mde In &w 

In a footnote appended to the repubücation of 'The Mystery of Marie Rogêen 

Poe explains that the tale is based on the real murder of Mary Cecilia Rogers and 

thus, "al1 argument founded upon the fiction is applicable to the buth: and the 

investigation of the üuth was the obpct" (140-1). That tnith, rather than myskry or 

obscurity, is indeed the "obpct" of these tales of dektion is confinned by Poe 

himself in his oftquoted letber to Philip C Cooke. 

These tales of ratiocination owe moet of their popularity to king 
samething in a new kqr. 1 do not mean to say that they are not 



ingenious - but people think them more ingenious than they are - on 
account of their method and a# of method. In the " M d e r s  in the Rue 
Morgue," for instance, where is the ingenuity of unravelling a web 
which you yourself (the author) haa uiwen jür the expriess purpase of 
u m ~ l l i n g ?  (Ostrom 328 sgond emphasis mine) 

As David Van Leer points out this 1-r reminds the reader that 

ûuth in fiction has a special characber: It is not discovered afkr the 
fact but created before the fict to appear as if discovered .... The 
question of how detedion discovers tnith becomes that of how 
dektion construcîs it - not clarifying obscurities which have, &r ail, 
been invented to be clarifieci, but ushg a fitiond tuf of clmifi~~~iiar fu 
rnake extrahhuû Wth p i b l e *  (745 emphasis mine) 

Poe's detptive fiction is, as 1 have already suggestd, a "dixourse in search of the 

logos." When the fictional dehtive, Dupin, engages in the search for a fictionai 

truth, he is engaged in nothing l e s  Uian a search for the logos. In discovering the 

former he, simultaneously, assertif the existence of the latter and thus of T ~ t h  itseif. 

It is this relationship between buth and the Tmth which led the Daily Tekgruph to 

lament, when confronh?d with the Vidil case, that "We have no Poe arnongst us now 

to penebate this mystery, and arrive through a dark l a b y ~ t h  of evidence and 

deduction at that mental standpoint where ail becomes open and clear" (cited in 

Al tick 135).4 

This relationship between fiction and hYth is further elaborated in Poe's 1842 

review of Haw thome1s TurieTold Talés. 

For detaifs of the Vida case and other sensational crimes, see Richard D. Altick's 
Euil Enwuaders: Two Vicknian Sensations (1987). 



W e  have said that the taie ha5 a point of superiority even over the 
poem. In fact while the rhythm of this latter is an essential aid in the 
development of the poem's highest idea - the idea of the Beautifui - 
the artifiaalities of this rhythm am an inseparable bar to the 
development of al1 points of thought or expression which have their 
basis in Tnrth. But Truth is often, and in very great degree, the aim of 
the tale. Some of the finest tales are tales of ra tiaination. (573) 

Truth, the truth as Truth, is the "otpce or "ah" of the detective genre. Furthermoip, 

ttiis truth is noc according tD Poe, to be hund in the "artificialitiesn of the poetic 

signiher but, anticipating Lacan's i d e h t i o n  of the "point de mpih," in the "natural* 

unified sign of the tale. It is not surprising, theriefom, that Dupin builds his "hopes 

of a full solution to the riddles" presented by l'The Murders in the Rue Morguef' on 

two words l''Mon Dieic!'" (130). Gd, or the logos, is the only "site of the contract of 

the buth with itself' @ h i d a ,  FV 439). Only the proximity of the logos to itself, a 

proximity hdiüonally associated with the voice, can guarantee the unity of the 

signifier and the signihed, unequivocal meaning, absolute decipherabüity, and the 

Tmth Yet the similarities between Poe and Lacan do not end hem. 

Tmth, for Poe and Lacan and, more generally, detective fiction and 

psychoanalysis, is the product of "Exhibiting, denuding, undressing, unveiling: the 

famiiiar acrobaties of the metaphor of the truth" (Demda, N 415). As we already 

know, Todorov suggesto that detective fiction actually comprises two separate 

stories: the story of the crime and the story of the investigation This division is 

(paae Derrida) most evident in the "two scenes of the mal drama" of Poe's tale: the 

original theft of the letter by Minisber D- and ils subsequent re-theft by Dupin. In 
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"On Reading Poehy: Reflections on the Limits and Possibiiities of Psychoanalytical 

Approaches," Shoshana Felman demands, 

In what sense, then, dues the second scene in Poe's tale, while 
mpeating the first xene, nonetheless difir from it? In the sense, 
precisely, that the second m e ,  through the repetition, dows for an 
undecstanding, for an d y s k  of the fiRt This analysis through 
repetition is to become, in Lacan's ingenious reading no less than an 
&gay 4py~UIiIWlfl31~~- (147) 

Yet if this second scene is, indeed, an "dlegory ofpy~dysrS , ,"  it is an "allegmy uf 

Todomv's first story, that of the crime, corresponds to an act of veiiing that 

from their signifieds. The second story, in hun, corresponds to an act of unveiling 

and readeq uation whic h rejoins the signifier to ib proper signified and thus renders 

it decipherable. As Peter Huhn points out part of the detective's task, in the second 

sbry, is to separate "the relevant signs from the mass of nonrelevant facb around i t  

until he is finaiiy able to nduœ the pIyuuiènae to one hie rwenning" (455 emphasis 

mine). Thus the second scene, the xene of deciphering, or analysis, discards the 

disguises, lifb off the veils, to reveal the ûuth of the Stq6iand the Sbff  as the tnith 

What both Poe and Lacan faü to mognize, what &ey8 more precisely, repress, is that 

Uiis second scene is also an ailegory of the repetition which constitutes the iterability 

of writing the iterabiliv which dows  for meaning but by the very same g e s b ,  

precludes the possibility of the reduction which wodd dow for "one true 
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rneaning." In krms of the issues r a i d  by this te* it is an degoty of how the 

ninefeenth<enhuy relies upon, only to fepress, the tepetition of m i h g  as the 

detour which allows for and disallows a retum to seIf-presence. 

Although Todorov insists that in "their pwat  form, these two storîes have no 

point in common" (44), it is essential tu both Pue and Lacan that they are 

fundamcw~tally and ifiarocably unifd. Only the "unity of the veil 

(veillng/unveiling)" -da, FV 418) can guarantee the unity of the letter and thus 

ils dtimate &val: the arriva1 of Tmth itself. This "unity of the veii," essential tu 

both Poe and Lacan, may be Uluminati by a discussion of the theory of abduction 

first elaborated by Charles S. Peirce. Nancy Ham>wib describes abâuction as "a 

Uieory developed to explain a preexisting facY' (182) and outlines the process in the 

Noticing the o k e d  fact is the first step. A rule then suggests itself 
to explain the ongin of the obsewed fact The obseived fact is 
consequently read tluough the hypothetically posited d e  and the 
case is abducted. The rule, then, generates the intelligibiliiy of the 
obsewed fact, and the obse~ed fact is read Wugh  the rule (190) 

In Of Grmrinuatology, Derrida daims Lat "Peirce goes veiy far in the direction that 1 

have called the dtxonstruction of the transcendental signified" (49).5 Yet abduction, 

in the hands of both Poe and Lacan, is decidedly phonologocentric. Lacan's 

'5eminar on 'The Purloineci Letter"' concludes that "a letber always arrives at its 

For a discussion of Derrida's reading of Peirce, see J e k y  Bamouw's "Peirce and 
Demida: 'Natural Signs' Empiricism Versifi 'Originary Trace' Deconstruction'' (1986). 
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destination" But is this condusion not in actualily, its point of deparhue? Does this 

truth, this -th as Truth, this law, this law as Law, not guide his hand as "LefaCw 

de la nién'td" throughout the enüre kiw? b this not already signalled tD the =der 

by the fact that 'The Purloineci Letter," as presented by Lacan, is always already 

unveiled, always aiready reducecl b its truth, the Tm&, as the S b f f  of the Oedipal 

triangle? 

Lacan pro- to use Poe's tale as an illustation, or example, of the de, or 

law, that "a letter always arrives at its destination." But it is ody the "observeci fad" 

that the letter of the M e  does ultimabay amve that allows him b eshbiish this law: 

'nius it is that what the 'purloined letter,' nay, 'the letter in sufferance' means is that 

a letter always arrives at ils destination" (SPL 72). Lacan's logic is, no t coincidentally, 

as circular as the itinetary of the letter itself. Abduction is "the skp in behveen a fact 

and its origin; the instinctive, pefceptual jump which allows the su- to guess an 

origin which can then be fested out to prove or disprove the hypothesis" (Harrowitz 

182). But in Lacan's Seminar, law and example are conflated within the "unity of the 

veii." The "step in between," the leap of faith, is eliminabed. 

Harrowik daims that the basis of the principles of Dupin's method is 

abduction (193). These principles are established, for the first time, in the mind 

reading scene of "The Murders in the Rue Morgue." Speaking of this scene, Derrida 

argues: 

The narrator himself explains how Dupin ... divines îhe narrabh muid. 



And he recounts that when the narrator beiieves the 0th- b fathom 
his sod, he is in tnith only analysing sympbms .... Inskad of divining 
- by intuition, luck, or chance - he enkm cakulations built upon the 
accidents in a sbry  of a fail, and he symptomalizes contingency. ("My 
~ h a n c e ~ / ~ e s  amces" 11-12) 

Thus in Derrida's reading, Dupin does not *divine1' the truth but abducts i t  Yet as 

Harrowih is forced to acknowledge, in this scene "the process of the abduction and 

the relatiowhip of the process b the obsefved fact and the case is pmb1ematic. The 

process works not oniy 'backwards' ... but 'forwards' as wefl" (190). Funçtio~ng as a 

logos, Dupin confiates, or unites, mle and example in exacdy the same manner as 

Lacan. 

This scene is signihcant for several reasons It occurs in the first tale of the 

trilogy which, as ûerrida points out " c m  also be read as a preface to 'The Purloined 

Letter'" ("My Chances/Mes Clumas" 11). Moreover, "it is suppaded to be 

repraentative. That is, we are led bo feel that Dupin c m  read thoughts whenever he 

chooses, not only when the reverie has been specially arranged for dkovery, but 

always* (Daniel 107). Finally, the scene itdf establishes a law, namely tha t Dupin's 

powers of analysis are infailible, for which the body of the tales fonn the examples: 

"The narrative which foilows wili appear to the reader somewhat in the Light of a 

commentary upon the propositions just advancecl" (Poe, "The Murciers in the Rue 

Morgue" 98). Yet the law itself is only established by the lales. As numerous critics 

have demonstrateci, the structure of each of the tales is designed to faditate this 



confia tien? 

Iro~cafly, it is Lacan himself who identifies the connation, or "unity of the 

ve&" in "The Purloined LRtberr*" Lacan dismisses the tale as a work of detective 

fktion k a u s e  he feels that the tale does not really constitute a mystery. As he 

suggests, the problem "is b i a d  to the seiirrh for and &tution of the obpct of [the] 

deceit, and it seems rather intentions1 that the solution is already obtained when it is 

explained to us" (SPL 45). The debur, or delay, of Truth is, in this third and final 

tale of the tdogy, simply eliminaad: "the intricacies of reasoning ... have become 

unnecessary to the rnethod Dupin is now more seer than scientist" (Knight 61). 

Lacan's supposition is confirmeci by Grossvogel, who asserk 

The Purloined Letter" does not even attempt to create a "mystery." 
Here, it is not so much that the dues are hadequate as the fact that 
Dupin intuits instantly what has happened; his story recounts events 
with which we are already acquainkd: the retrospgtive narrative 
demonstrates Dupin's resolvent genius without any uncovering - no 
forma1 cover was drawn in the first place. (96) 

Because ''The Purloined LRtber " "does not even atkmpt to creak a 'mystery,'" Lacan 

dismisses it as debective fiction* But it is, preciseiy, the "unity of the veil," the vezy 

For a discussion of the structure of Poe's tales, see Gmssvogel's Mystery and Its  
Fictions: From Oedipzrr to Agaltra CîirLrtie (lm), espgidy the Introduction and *The 
Purloined Letter': The Mystery of the Text"; Robert Daniel's "Poe's Detedive Gd" 
(lm); Nancy Hamwitz's "The Body of the Detective Model: Charla S. Peirce and 
Edgar Altan Poe" (1983); Charles Em May's Edgm Allm Pm: A Study of fhe S h a t  Fiction 
(1991); David Van Lem's "Detecting Truth: The World of the Dupin Tales" (1993); 
and Sbephen Knight's F m  and Ideolqy Q Crinre Fiction (1980), especially "'...bis rich 
ideaüty' - Edgar Allan Poe's Degctive". 
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b i s  of his exclusionary geskue, which renders it the perfkt text to "illustrate" the 

law of the truth as the two "indissociable1' values of "adequation" and "veüing- 

unveüingn (Derrida, FV 463). One can only echo Lacan in dedaring that "It is, no 

douh no accident that this tale tpvealed itself propitious to pursuing a course of 

inqujr which had already found support in if' (Sm, 4û-î). 

In fTnstitutional Authority vs. Critical Power," Carroll asserts that 

Poe's "fiction" is treakd by Lacan as an illusbation of a truth that now 
c m  be called "Fmudian," and thus Lacan is in the position of claiming 
that the joumey fmm psychoanaiysis through literature back to 
psychoanalysis can and must be complegd, thus mlizing also the 
usurpation of literahire's authority over psychoanalysis by making 
literature serve its ends. (118) 

In raising the question of genre and thereby demonstrating that Lacan is mereiy 

mpeating the sarne phonologocentric gestums of detective fiction, my aim was no4 

any more than it was Derrida's, simply to reverse the positions and assert the 

authority of ükrature over psychoanalysis. Nor was my aim to exculpate Lacan by 

suggesting that "if the fom of Lacan's text (his wtiting) is itsef homologous with 

that of Poe, how then can one claim that Lacan has d u c e d  Poe's text?" m e y ,  

Structures of Exemplarity" 262). My airn was, rather, to suggest that ''The Purloined 

Zmtter'and "Seminar on 'The Purloined Letber,"' detective fiction and psychoanalysis, 

are al l  participants in Western metaphysics. And thus they fonn part of "a much 

more complicated and longer historical-inter-textual process that no historical 

moment and no tiext encloses or controls, even a radicdy seif-reflexive text (Carr0i.i 
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My discussion of 'Ihe Mœmstaie which, inevitably, some wiU feel has been 

delayed for far too long, dœs, in actuality, depend on this delay. Detective fiction 

and psychoanalysis, as "displaceci religious or mehphysical discourse[s] in semh of 

the logos," fonn an important part of the bextuality of 7ïte Moonsbze and they are, as 

we shail see, discoumes that Collins works within and against Echaes of Poe and 

Lacan wül, of naessity, reverberate thmughout 

The Fomth (le qwrt) T e  writitlg and nie MomlStotJe 

As 1 have already suggesbed, nie Moaisbne is a hmdarnentaily divided kxt 

and a text very much concemed with the division of writing and writing as division 

Yet it is also a kxt which denies such division and upholds the uni@ associateci 

with the logos and the voice. These two contradictory impulses are explored 

through the text's two investigations: the investigation into the purloinecl diamond 

and the investigation of the unconscious. Whiie inter-related, the two are, to some 

ex- geographically and textuaUy distanced from each other. Although they 

involve very different and, in f a a  imxoncilable visions of the tihilar diamond, the 

Moomtone is at the heart of each investigation and thus suggests itself as the most 

suitable point of departure for my own investigation of the text The hct that 1 have 

suggested that the first investigation centres on a pwloined, rather than a sîulen, 

diamond should already acquaint the reader with the direction which my argument 
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will assume The Indians' diamond, as opposed tD Rachel's, and this is an important 

distinction, ïs, iike Poe and lacan's letber, merely purloineci: temporarily put aside. 

In the course of clanfying a famüy dispute, occasioned by notiüng less than 

the Moonstone itself, the Prologue documents ib hisbry from the eleventh century 

b the days following the stonning of Seringapatum in 1799. It describes how the 

diamond, "devoted to the s e ~ c e  of a god" (M), is itrelf bansfonned Uito a logos, 

when the "deity breathed the breathe of his divinity on" it (34). This logos belongs, 

fin& ib origin and destination, "in the forehead of the four-handed Indian god who 

Nifies the Moon" (33). In its proper place, the Moonstone remains "inviolate" (34) 

for centuries, prokted by the god Vishnu, his agents in the fom of "three guardian 

prie# (35), and his unequivocal curse that promises "certain disaster to the 

presumptuous mortal who laid hands on the sacred gem" (34). Yet the inviolability 

of this logos is thrown inb question when, during the "reign of Auningzebe, 

Emperor of the Moguls" (35), an officer sehs  the diamond and launches it on a 

detour. In order to retain its identity as a logos and m a i n  capable of tetuming via 

a detour to its pmper destination, which is its origin, the diamond must remain 

inblerant of partition. For if "it were divisible, it could always be lost en mute" 

(Derrida, FV 461). As long as the diamond remains in its proper site, within, one 

might say, the sight of God, it is, as surely as Lacan's letter, guarded against 

partition. For as Demda points out, "the notions of indivisibility (protection from 

partition) and of locality are themselves indissociable" (FV 424). Yet in removing 
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the stone from its proper site, the officer removes it from a system whkh 

corresponds neatiy to Lcan's "sysbem of the symbolic... [which] always attempt[s] to 

p r o k t  the letfer from ... îÏagmentationl' (FV 444). Once removed, the diamond 

becomes vulnera ble. 

As the Prologue documents, the diamond, üke the purloined letter, passes, in 

the course of ib detour, h m  hand to hand. If it is no longer under the watchfd eye 

of the deity, it remains under the eyes of his lieutenantsf the three Brahmin prie&. 

Under th& protective gaze, the diamond remah intact and thus rehins ib  power 

as a logos. Its curse strikes ai i  who corne to hold it and each "perished miserably" 

(35). Like Dupin, the guardians of the logos must only await an opportunity to 

retrieve it and rehun it to its proper destination. Such is the history of the 

Moonstone until the Spring of 1799. Yet di of this is, as it were, a prelude to the 

introduction of John Hemcastle. Lured by his "love of the marvellous" (35), 

Herncastle determines to "see the Diamond on his finger" (35). The confusion 

following the battle of Seringapahun affords him the oppomuiity to murder the 

sbne's pardians and remove the diamond from the handle of a dagger IAonging 

to "Tippoo, Sultan of Seringapatum" (35). Yet in so doing, he is merely rendering 

more vulnerable what was already vulnerable, removing what was already missing 

h m  its proper place and continuhg a detour that had already begun. Thus the 

Prologue documents a logos, its lm, and the origins of what is, üterally, a se& for 

the lost logos. This seanh foilows the diamond through its various detom in the 
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(ext and through the detour which is the te* a text which both guarantees and 

questions the possibility of arrivai. 

Hemcastie's seizure of the diamond signals a move frorn the Prologue to the 

novel propet and h m  the India of 1799 ta the England of 1û4û. Thus the diamond's 

detour traverses textual, temporal, and geographical boundaries. In one sense, such 

migrations do not signal a change in the Moonstone's status as a logos. As long as it 

temains intact it rumains "capable of refind[ingl its proper meaning in its proper 

place." That the diamond "must never nsk king los& destroyed, divided, or 

fragmenteci without rehunIt (Demda, FV 438) is conHrmed by Hemcastle hunself. 

Retuming to England, he deposiîs the gem in a bank and insûucts his lawyer thab in 

the ewnt of his death by violence, the diamond is to be sent secretly to Amskrdam. 

"It was to be depsiteci in that city with a famous diamond-cutter, and it was to be 

cut up into from four to six separate sbnes" (7î). Speaking of Hemcastle's plan to 

Betkredge, Franklin Blake remarks that 

"the inkgrity of the Diamond, as a whole stone, is here artfdly made 
dependent on the preservation h m  violence of the Colonel's üfe. He 
is not satisfied with saying to the enemies he dreads, 'Ki11 me - and 
you will be no nearer b the Diamond than you are now; it is where 
you can't get at it - in the guarded shng-room of a bank.' He says 
instead, 'Ki11 me - and the Diamond wiil be the Diamond no longer; 
its identity will be destroyed.' W hat does that mean?" (n) 

The answer to this final query is that the diamond, "cut up into from four to six 

separate stones," will no longer function as a logos. UnJike Lacan's lekr which, cut 

up inb "srnail pieces ... mains  the letter it is," the identity of the diamond WU be 
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destroyed the moment it suffem partition As Muraiwaibe suggesb, there "is an end 

of ih saaed idnitify as The Mwnstone' (209 emphasis mine). 

Yet in another sense, a crucial one, the status of the diamond dws change 

upon ib entry into the novel proper that is, upon its enûy into the house of Lady 

Verinder. Speaking of the ''proper niemrinf of Lacan's letter, Derrida stabes.. The 

letter having a (single) place of origin and destination, and remaining what it is en 

m i l e  (what guarantees this?), it has a proper meaning (FV 438). Although the 

Mwnstone has "a (single) place of origin and destination," the stabüity of iîs 

meaning is no longer guaranteed. It changes and changes radical. "en roule." 

ALready susceptible b division, it becornes itself divided. As a logos and a logos 

that is missing from i 6  place, the Moonstone is both a transcendental signified and 

the s iMer of the very lack of a transcendental signified. Both divisible and 

divided, the diamond, h m  the moment it enters the novel proper, is associated 

with writing as phwîtiaknn: irreducible and irmoncilable contradiction. As we shaii 

see, Collins's novel is, as mu& as Plato's pharmacy, dominated by the play of this 

am bivalent non-substance, by the chain of its significa ti0ns.7 

7 It is apt that T.S. Eliot chooses to compare nie Mamslone to Bleak House rather 
than The Mystery cfEbwU1 Dmd which, as Sue Lonoff argues, was wrikn, in part as 
a rejoinder to CoUins's novel ("Charles Dickens and Wiikie Collins" 163). 7 k  
Myslny of Edwin Dmad medessly and violentiy d u c e s  opium h m  a poison und a 
cure to a simple poison, associated only with the violence of Jasper and the Princess 
Puffkr. Thus it seems that Dickens, Like Plato, atkmpb to masber the ambiguity of 
the flm~iakon, "to d o m h k  by inserthg its definition inb simple, clearat 
oppositions: good and evii, inside and outside, tnie and false, essence and 
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The diamond is, quite üterally, writkn into the plot: bequeathed b Rachel 

Verinder through the wiîi of Hemcastie. As it appears, it is itself indeteminate, iîs 

very meaning - g d  or evil poison or cure - impossible to atablish The 

unequivocal voice of God, promising "certain disaster to the presumptuous mortal 

who laid hands on the sacred gem," is ~eplaced by a writing which is, like ai l  

writing, both polysemic and indeterminate. When Franklin Blake demands of 

Betterdge, "In bringing the Moonstone b my aunt's house, am 1 serving 

[Hemcastle's] vengeance bhdfold, or am 1 vindicating him in the charackr of a 

penitent and Christian man?" (75), it is impossible to choose between these two 

interpretations and d u c e  it to a single unequivocal meaning. Shilarly, when 

Lady Verinder l eam of Herncastie's gift, she too is faced with the indeterminable 

question of whether "the legacy of the Moonstone [was] a proof that she had bated 

her brother with cruel injustice? or was it a proof that he was worse than the worst 

she had ever thought of him?" (96). 

The diamond, introduced by writing, as writing, is present in the novel 

propet for only a single evening: the birthday dimer of Rachel Verinder. Yet 

during this period, it does not function as a transcendental signified, nor even as a 

simple signihed, "a unit of meaning," buf rather, as a signifier, "that which produces 

appearance." In so doing, he bats the writing of nie Mwmtone, the writing which 
& rire Mwnsdone, as a sacrificial ghm,11akas, an excess or accident which must be 
elim inabed. 
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certain @cW ( J o h n  464)- Like Lacan's l e t ,  the diamond appears to pmsess ail 

who corne in contact with i t  Looking badc at the party, Betteredge is "half inclined 

to think that the cursed Diamond must have cast a blight on the whole company" 

(101). Under ib infiuence, the unequivocal and stable meaning of a speech guarded 

by the logos is d e s t a m .  Whenever the company "did speak they were 

perpetuaiiy at cross pu~poses" (103). Infecteci by writing, speech is characteri .  by 

"a miserable I d  of fi$? (105 emphasis mine) and Betteteâge can only reiterate that 

the "Devil (or the Diamond) possessed that dinner-party" (105). 

Whatiever effèct the diamond, as a signifier, exe~ises when piesent, such 

e k b  are magnrtied b o n d  quantification the moment it is sfdnr.  The e k t s  of 

this sblen logos are caphired in Betteredge's lamentation that the Ifcwed 

Mwwtone had huneci us ail upside down" (118). According bo M d a ,  the 

"sysbem of logocenbic repression" is founded upon "presence as consciousness, self- 

presence conceived within the opposition of consciousness to unconsciousned 

("Freud and the Scene of Writing" 197;198). This system "was organid b exdude 

or to lower (ta put oubide or below), the body of the written trace as a didactic and 

technical metaphor, as senrile matber or excrement? (Derrida, FSW 197). Re-enacting 

the prima1 scene of the nineteenth-century novel, the theft of the diamond unleashes 

what has been traditionally repressed and reverses, hvns "upside down," certain 

phdogocenûic assumptions. Writhg, always repressed as "that which threatens 

presence and the mastering of absencew @lemda, FSW lm), is deashed. The theft 
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of the logos signais the death of any hope of placing "a reassuring end to the 

reference from sign to sign." In its absence, aîI that remains is a sene of writing. 

Fucthennore, as soon as the k a t  of writing is unleashed, "presence as 

consdousness" is devalueci and placed into the secondary position of exteriority, 

while the unconscious assumes the dominant and intenial position it once assumed. 

In so doing, the theft of the diamond creates a space "which ignores contradiction to 

the extent that contradiction belongs to the logk of speech, discourse, consciousness, 

presencef buth, etct' (Demda, P 101 FN 13). Thus what remains is not only a scene 

of writing, but a scene of writîng as pitmniakon: a scene where the Wucible and 

irrrconcilable contradictions of writing a* safk from the violence of bansialion as 

reduction. 

The theft of aie diamond is not so much a secular as a metaphysical mystery. 

As Franklin suggests, it is not *'a matter of twenty thousand pounds,"' the estimated 

value of the diamond, but "'a matter of quieting Rachel's mind"' (130). It is, more 

precisely, a matber of quietin& or controiling, the threatening forres of writllig and 

the unronscious that have been unleashed. Thus, the thefi of the diamond h m  

Rachel's boudoù initiates the second investigation of the text the investigation of 

the always already divided nature of the individuai, inhabiteci by a consdous and 

an unconscious self whose inkraction is, as we s h d  see, "iducibly graphic" 

(Derrida, FSW 199). This second investigation throws into question the 

metaphysicai basis of Poe's dekctive fiction, Lacanian psychoanalysis, and the first 



investigation itself. 

Faced with the uncertainty engendered by the loss of the logos, it is hardly 

surprising that Betberedge, a figure who, in many ways represents the nineteenth- 

cenhuy worldview, finds comfort in the illusionary and artifidal order symbolued 

in the hamessing of a pony: "In the infernal nnetwork of rnysteries and unceitainties 

that now smunded us, 1 declare it was a relief to observe how weU the buckles 

and strap understood each o h ! "  (129). Yet this daire to rehun to, or recall, a lost 

order is not unique to Betberedge. The entire household, with the notable exceptions 

of Rachel and Rosama, participate in the illusion that the logos is merely purlonied, 

rather than stolen. Thqr eagerly await the arriva1 of Sergeant Cuff as an Madne  

figure who will retrieve the detoured logos and, until so doing, function as its 

substitute: a source of order and meaning. 

Although Blake insists that "'when it cornes to unravelling a mystery, there 

isn't the qua1 in England of Sergeant Cd!'' (132), he is no& in the context of this 

investigation, a wholiy adequate detedive? Indeed, he conducts his entire 

- .  

CufPs inadequacy is h t  revealed to the reader, even before he hep his 
investigation, through his pred ilection for roses. W aiking through Lady Verinder's 
rosary, the Sergeant marks: This is the shape for a rosary - nothing Lüce a &le 
set in a square. Yes, yes; with walks between al1 the beds. But they oughtn't to be 
gravel walks like these* Grass, Mr Gardiner - gress walks between your roses; 
gravel's too hard for them" (134). What this seemingly inconsequential episode 
suggesb is that Cu& like Fosco before him, desires b m a t e  an environment free 
h m  traces. He praises the circular shape of the rosary because it does not allow for 
anything or anyone to remain hidden, but demands that the gravel walks, which 
d o w  for audible and visual traces, be replaceci by the silence of grass. Refusing, in 



investigation under the illusion aiat the diamond has m e d y  been purloined. More 

the end of his first day on the case, the Sergeant assercts, " F m  that 1 have no 

evidence before me, yeb that the Diamond has been stolen; I only knuw dhat the 

Dinmond luo kn b t .  Second, that my business here with the servants is simply to 

ask them to lay their heads together and help me to find iC (140 k t  emphasis 

mine). Cuff's "business" is, iike Dupin's befom him, to "hd" the diamond and 

retum it to what he believes tD be ib proper destination, Rachel. In 10sboring i t  he 

wiU restote the "meaning and üuth that have become distant from themselves for 

the t h e  of a detour." This "demand for ûuth leads to putting aside the scene of 

writing," the divisible and divided nature of the diamond, which guaranb that it 

can always be "destroyed, divided, or fragmenteci without return." Further 

investigation merdy confllms his phonologocentric thesis and he is able to conclude 

emp hatically that '"Ndiay has stolen the ik110ncf" (143). 

"Miss Verinder has been in secret possession of the Mwnsbne h m  
first to lasb and she has taken Rosanna Spearman inb her confidence, 
because she has cakulakd on OUT suspecting Rosanna Speannan of 
the theft There is the whole case in a nutshell." (173) 

In naming Rachel and Rosanna as criminals, Sergeant CI&, as we shall see, both 

discovers and faüs to discover the tmth In any event, he is dismissed from the case 

the course of his investigation, to speak in the house, where "doors and lisbeners 
have a knack of getting togethe?' (l49-X)). he prefecs, not the fresh, but the "open air" 
(Hl), which is not conducive to the production of traces- It is aiis phonologocentric 
desire to deny and eliminate the traces of writing, writing as a trace, which signals 
Cuffs inadequaqc 
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and subsequentiy tietires. Although he cornes out of retirement to iden* Godfrey 

Ablewhite as the thief who stole the diamond, his achievement is qualifieci by the 

recognition that "the novel viewd as a piece of writing...has far more important 

secrets to reveal than the secret of who stole the Moanstone" (Murfin 659). 

The Self as Division 

In texts such as Bk& Hînm or Elot's Midmemmdz, the omniscient narrator 

plays a large role in creating and sustaining a community that is capable of 

functioning as a substitute for the lost logos. As 1 have aiready suggested, the 

traditional Vidorian narrator acts as "a spokesman for the general consciousness of 

the community" (MiUer, N F  72). He or she is "an allembracing consciousness 

whirh surrounds the minds of the charaders, hows them h m  the inside, but also 

sees them in terms of their relations to one another and in terms of the univemal facts 

of human nature which they exempüfy" (Miller, FVF 83). Yet in Tlie Manistare, no 

such community exists. 

According to Martin Priestman, Ablewhib-s "semi-accidental acquisition of 

the diamond is not what stop the society of the novel in its tracks. What does so is 

the breakclown of confidence when the diamond disappears" (173). Such a 

statement suggestP that the diamond, as an extemal force, does violence ta what 

was, before its introduction, a stable society. A similar argument is put forth by 

Kayman, who suggests that "from the moment [the diamond] is hidden it rweals 
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that the major figures it touches ail have a sgi.et which, in one way or another, 

isolates them h m  their community and brings them into potential confljct with the 

Law which should bind them" (196-7). Such arguments appear to find support in 

the novel. Like a phmniclkon, Blake a& "k an aggressor or a housebieaker, 

hafening some interna1 purity and security" -da, D 128). Confronteci with 

the conhision engendered by the 105s of the diamond, he remonstrates with himself, 

?Vhen 1 came hem from bndon with that homble Diamond, ... I don't believe there 

was a happier household in England than this. Look at the household now! 

Scattiereâ, disunited - the veiy air of the place pasaied with myskry and suspicion!"' 

(223 emphasis mine). 

Furthemore, unlike nie Wan~ in Mite ,  where "the 'loss' of Litura was told 

b u g h  multiple viewpoinîs" (bume Taylor 180) which reveal a community 

always already criminalized by writing, the loss of the diamond has a single 

namator, Gabriel Betteredge. To a certain extent, Bettedge doa indeed function as 

"a spokesman for the general community." Yet it would be more accurate to suggest 

tha t he is the "spokesman" for a lost communi ty. The bne of his narrative is both 

wistfui and nostalgie. Above aii, it is characterizd by the narratorrs desire to 

mainhin a belief in the order, stability, and honour of the Verinder name. This 

desire for order finds its analogue in Betkredge's constant applications to R&t230t~ 

Crusoe, in what amounts to a form of secular bibiiomancy and also, inadverkntiy, 

reminds the reader of the role of the nineteenth-cenhiry novel as Itypnnësk Yet the 
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order and stability he craves are, at the time of writing, already lost What the text 

ulbately reveais is that thq. were always already lost The only "Law" capable of 

binding the community, "the contract of truth with i k i f  in logos" (Derrida, FV 439), 

is always already destabilizeâ by writing. 

The moment the Moonstone is sbolen, al1 that remains isO liberally, a scene of 

w r i w  the Wnkn narratives contributeci by Betteredge, Miss Clack, Br&" Blake, 

Jennings, Cuff, etc. Yet these narratives do not fonn the hs is  of the stable 

community envisaged by B e t t e d g  and Blake, Priestman and Kayman. The nature 

of these writings - subjective, distortd, hcomplete, and o k n  contradictory - belies 

D.A. Miller's assertion that Yhe novel is thoroughly munologrd - always speaking a 

master-voice that correctp, ovemides, subordhates, or sublates al1 other voices it 

allows to speak" (54). Miller's argument already couched in a phonocentric 

vocabulary, d u c s  the irreconcilable contradictions of wriüng to the unquivocal 

and unified meaning of speech Yet nie Mwnstone, as compriseci by these writings, 

is a text "whose essence is irreducibly graphic" (Derrida, FSW 199). It reveah the 

always already divided nahue of the self as consciousness/uncoirrciousness and 

represenis their interaction, in wriüng, as writing. This division, which precludes 

the possibility of monologhm and throws into question not only the notion of a 

stable and unified community, but the notion of a stable and unified self, is best 

explonxi through Demda's "Freud and the Scene of Writing." 

In "Freud and the Scene of W ritin&" Derrida traces, h m  Rojectjbr a Scientijk 
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Psyddqgy to "Nok on The Mystic Writing Pad,"' Freud's various attempts to 

conceive of an apparatus that will capture, simultaneously, the two requirements of 

mernory: "an unlimited receptive capacity and a retention of permanent tracest' 

(Freud, "Nok on The Mystic Writing Pad'" 227). Within these various attempts, 

M d a  notes a "strange progressionN: 

a problematic of breaching is elaborated only to confom imasingly 
to a metaphorics of the written bace From a system of traces 
functioning accordhg to a model which Freud would have preferred - 

to be a na-- one, and from which writing is entirely absene we 
proceed bwvd a configuration of traces which can no longer be 
represented except by the structure and functioning of writing. (FSW 
Zoo) 

Of particular interest to M d a  is Freud's conception of memory, as put forth in the 

proieci, as an "hypothesis of 'contact barriers' and 'breachingi" (FSW 200) and, more 

specifically, breaching as difference. This breaching "presupposes a certain violence 

and a certain mistance to effraction. The path [of memory] is broken, cracked, 

fiactn, breached" (Derrida, FÇW 200). 

According to Freud's hypothesis, there are two kinds of neurones: permeable 

and non-permeable. The permeable, or percephial, neurones would "offer no 

resistance and thus retain no trace of impression" (Derrida, FSW 200-1). In contrast, 

the non-permeable neurones "would oppose contact-barniers to the quantity of 

excitation, [and] would thus retain the printed trace: they 'thus afford a possibility 

of representing (darzustelh) memory"' (Derrida, FSW 201). Thus memory is 

constituhwl by the resistance to breaching and, more precisely, the difkrence of the 
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h~es  between breadies: "An equality of cesistance to breaching, or ui quivalence 

of the breaching forcesf wouid eliminabe any prejkmœ in the dioice of ianerPry. 

Memory would be paralyoed" @errida, FSW 2ûl). A memory which originates in 

violence, in diffèreclces rather thui ple~tudes, alreidy bears a striking resemblance 

to writing. Yet the similarities do not end hem. According to M d a ,  aU these 

"differences in the production of the trace may be rieinterpretd as moments of 

defemngH (ESW 202). The deferrial of repetition is, in actuality, the non-originary 

origin of memory. 

[Rlepetition does not h<ippen to an initial impression; its possibility is 
aiready therie, in the resistance offered the jùst t h e  by the psychical 
neurones... m n  the j k t  time of the contact between hm forcesf 
repetition has begun. Life is akeady threatened by the origin of the 
memory whkh conditutes i t  and by the breaching which i t resists, the 
effraction which it can contain only by repeating i t  (Derrida, FSW 202) 

Thus the consdous text is no longer a full presence, nor is it a transcription of a text 

"psent elseudm as an unconscious one to be transposeci or transporteci" (Derrida, 

FSW 211). The unconscious te* produced by deferral and repetition, is always 

already "a weave of pure traces, ciifferences in which meaning and forçe are united - 
- a bext nowhere priesent consisting of archives which are ufwp dmady 

transcriptions" (Derrida, FSW 211). 

Memory is always already written and, like wnting, requires both 

kmporalization ("a detour, a delay, a relay") and spacing ("to be not identical, to be 

other, discemiblel' [Derrida, " D z ~ m œ "  81). As such, it finds its perffft analogue in 
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the Mysüc Writing-W. In this model, preconsciousness and consdousness are 

mptesented by the cduloid sheet and the waxed paper while the wax slab 

represents the unconscious. This "smaii contrivance" is remarkable for Freud, 

k a u s e  its "constructio n...p rovide[s] both an ever-mady receptive surface and 

permanent traces of the no& that have been made on it" (Note 228). It is 

nemarkable, for Derrida, because its stratifieci nahue captures the kmpomkation 

and spacing of memory. 

Temporality as spacing WU be not only the horizontal discontinuity of 
a chah of signs, but also will be wriüng as the interruption and 
restoration of contact between the various depths of psychical levels.. .. 
Trac es...p d u c e  the space of their inscription ody by acceding to the 
period of theu masure. From the beginning, in the "pmsent" of their 
first impression, they are constituted by the double force of repetition 
and erasure, legibility and ülegibility . (FSW 225-6) 

Thus memory is the trace produceci by the system of violent interactions between 

the conscious and the unconscious. Itp content and structure are represented as 

" irreduci bl y gra phic. " 

Such a conception of memory represents a profound challenge to 

phonologocentrism, a challenge "unknown to classical phiiosophy" (Derrida, FSW 

199). Yet Freud, ultimately, carmot escape the metaphysics of presence. Although 

his own model confllms the finite nahm of memory, its inevitable participation in 

writing, he insists, like Plato before him, that the writing on the Pad is merely an 

extemal representation of an unconvious that is an unerasable, incorruptible and 

permanent presence. Thus he refuses b see the implications of his own argument 
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namely, that Me, pmence and ntnëmë must be supplemented by the non-living 

machine, absence, and hypomnZSis or tebhnë. 

The arguments put forth in 'Freud and the Scene of Writhg" are highly 

relevant to a discussion of 7k Manzstate, for this text is very much concemed with 

the nature and pmblems of mernory. As bume Taylor asserts, "nie Manrslaie is a 

novel about remembering; about how, and under what conditions, the unconsciou 

past might be reclaimed, about how its traces might be inkrpreted and understood, 

about how this might be transmitkd ta posterity" (178). Yet 1 would suggest that it 

is also a novel about "remembering" the dead God; "about how, and under what 

conditions," this absent logos "might be re~liaimed.~' As we have already seen, both 

the "unconxious past" and the lmt logos may only be "iglaimed" Uzroigfr writing, us 

m*ting; a process w k h  is representd in the text by the multiple matives of the 

The early pages of Betteredge's narrative contain an account of a pecuhar 

procding on the part of the thme Brahmins in semh of the diamond: 

mhey al1 turned to theu little Enghsh boy, as if they e x p t e d  lrittz to 
help them. And then the chief Indian. ..said b the boy, "Hold out your 
hand." .... Upon that the Indian todc a botde from his bosom and 
poured out of it some black stuff, like ink, into the palm of the boy's 
hand. The Indian - first touching the boy's head, and making signs 
over it in the air - then said, "Look" (50) 

"Mooking into the ink in the hoiiow of his hand* (50), the boy is able to s e  Blake 

and c o n h  that he is in possession of the diamond. Although this episode is 
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dismisseci as "a foolish wash of id ' '  (50) and mere "'haus-pocus' (73, it is, in 

actuality, a paradigm for the manner in which the "unconscious past" may be 

"reclaimed," of how the h.ail of the trace, which is memory, may itseif by hced 

through wriüng. As Murthwaite explains, "their boy is unquestionably a sensitive 

s u m  to the mesmeric infiuence - and, under that influence, he has no doubt 

reflected what was ahady in the mind of the person mesmeriring kmn (332). 

Accordhg b b u m e  Taylor, mesmerism 

daes not pmvide a cohemnt altemative mode1 of the u~\consciow as a 
"place" so much as a set of allusions that enables cfifkrent processes of 
transference to take place and various forms of psychic power to be 
connoted; foms of power which can be 'baced back, by rational 
means, to naturd causes', but which also mistrate any consistent 
cognitive frarnework. (195) 

The " d i h n t  processes of tramference" am, pdsely ,  "processes" of writing which 

mate a bail of traces between the conscious and the unconscious and thus d o w  

material to be t r a n s f e d  from one b the other. The ink in the boy's hand is an 

analogue for the means by which this bail can be "tracedi' through writing. The 

desk  to trace thio trail, the traiî of the trace, infects aie characters iike a fever and, 

more precisely, a "detcctim-w (160). This fwer is, üke the cause of the crime 

which initiates it, both a *diseaset' (160) and a cure. The pimiukon is, it seems, 

inescapa ble. 

As Murfin points out the ink in the boy's hand, undoubtedly Indian, is itself 

a pknnkon, k i n g  both dye and perfume (662). That night Betbeiiedge's atbwipt to 
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surprise the Indians is given away by his %et [which] betrayed [him] on the gravel* 

(81), and he is only able to m v e r  a small bottie, "containhg a thick-smet-smlling 

üquor, as black as ink" (82 emphasis mine)* A5 Murfin suggests, pe-e 

" s u p p d l y  brings out attractive individual essences while covering over others 

thpt are less attractive" (662). Like writing, it bath conceals and rweals, renders the 

self both legible and illegible. When one recalls that this "black stufP or "sweet- 

smeiiing iiquor," describeci only as "iike i&* "as black as ink," bears an uncanny 

resemblame to that other phmtnukun - opium - the paradigm is complek 

Complying with a request made by Franklin Blake, each character is engaged 

to contribue to "a record of the fa& b which those who corne after us can appeal" 

(39), thereby suggesting, yet again, the finitude of mnëmë and the need for it to be 

supplemented by hypttmeSis. Each of these narratives functions in much the same 

way as the ink by which they are constihited, that is, thqr are designed to both 

reveal and conceal information. As we shall see, what they atternpt to conceal is 

nothing less than writing i6elf and, more specihcally, its divisionary powers- 

Designeci to kii the "sbry of the Mwnstone," each narrative, in actuality, constihites 

a story of the self. As Bettedge laments, "1 am asked to tell the s b r y  of the 

Diamond, and, instead, of thaf. 1 have been telling the story of rny own seif" (45). 

Yet even as a story of the self, these narratives are, at characterized by certain 

lacks or absences- As Miss Clack poinb out Tt will be easy for Mr Blake b suppress 

what may not pmve to be sufficiently flattering in these pages to the person chiefly 
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concerned in k m "  (235). Blake hastens to assue her that "Nothhg wili be added, 

aftered, or removed, in her manuscript, or in any of the other manuscripts which 

pass through my hands" (235)* Yet he is no more able tu control writùig, ib 

simuitaneous legibility and ifiegibiiity, than he is the unconscious. Like Freud, 

writïng on the "Mystic Writing Pad," each charader records his or her memories, in 

WTjting, as writing. If we imagine, as does Freud, "one hand writing upon the 

surface of the Mystic Writing-Pad while another periodically raises the covering- 

sheet from the wax slab" (Note 232), we shall have a concrebe representation of how 

each characber both records and suppresses their memories; how each attempts to 

erase or conceal certain material by buying it in the unconscious, so as to present 

only a shiny ceiiuloid exterior. As Derrida suggests, writing "is like a cosmetic 

concealing the dead under the appearance of the Mng" (D 142). Like perfume or 

dye, ink conceals as much as it reveais. 

Always already distanced, or removed, from the "absolute proxirnity of voice 

and being, of voice and the meaning of being, of voice and the ideality of meaning" 

(Derrida, OG 12), these narratives do not even constihite what Noms refexs to as "a 

faithful bmwr'ph of self-present speech" (83). What they do reveal, they reveal 

"'unconsciously', through lapses, or symptomatic mannerisms" (Boume Taylor 181). 

Their system is not "primarily that of what sameone itieant-bsuy (un wuloir-dire)" 

(Demida, D 93, but of what they meant not to say. "p]~sence as consciousness, 

self-presence conceived within the opposition of consciousness to unconsciousness," 
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is deshaüzed by the absence of/h a writing which both comeals and rweaIs an 

unconsrious that is iiself not p m t ,  but dways already "a weave of pure traces." 

In what is. perhaps, the best hown of the psychoanalytical approaches to the 

novel. "Dreams, Transformations. and Literature," Hutter assertf: With the 

dkovery of a murdemi Ablewhik, the real thief who had seen Franklin pi& up 

the stone and had relieved Franklin of it while he slepf the solution is completd. 

The novel begins where it began, in India, with the stone res tod  to its rightful 

placen (193). To a reader familiar with 'Le@fiew de lia &té," it should corne as no 

surprise that Hum's interpietition is fundamentally reductive. What is surprising 

is that it is, precisely, the unconscious that is reduced. HuWs reading of the novel 

reduces the second investigation, that of the unconscious, inb the first, that of the 

purloined logos. In contras4 Murfin, viewing it primarily as a symboiïc 

mpresentation, argues that Godfrey's unmasking represents not the 'lsolutionil to the 

crime but, rather, "dupiicitous identity, the fact Mat there is a known and an obvious 

self, and, under it, another self that is more di f f idt  b see and know, and that may 

itself be duplicitous* (660). 

In oie Sixth Narrative, Sergeant CuH announces that "Godfrey Ablewhite's 

life had two sides to if' (506): 

The side huned up to the public view, presenfed the spectacle of a 
gentleman, possessed of considerable reputation as a speaker at 
charitable meetings, and endowed with administrative abiiities, which 
he piaced at the disposal of various Benevolent Societies, mostly of the 
fernale sort The side kept hidden h m  the general notice, exhibibed 
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pleasure, with a villa in the suburbs which was not taken in his own 
name, and with a lady in the villa, who was not taken in his own 
name, either. (506) 

- Yet Godfrey's life is in no way unique. What the novel ultimately reveais is that 

amy individual is both divided and dupiiabw Characberized by the "irducibly 

graphic" interaction between consciousness and uncoIiSCiousness, wery charader is 

a testament to the fact that " p ~ s e ~ e  as consciousness" is always already 

contaminated by absence; the legitimaîe always already characterhd by the 

ülegitimak. In much the same way as Rosanna adopts a cloak to conceal her 

defomed shoulder, each of the characte= attempb to cloak the criminal wrihg of 

the uncomcious under a waved or celldoid exterior. Yet üke Rachel, whose feelings 

"'have repeatedly got beyond her conbol, at the very time when it was plainly in her 

interest to conceal them'" (213, each of the characters is threatened by an 

untonscious which escapes their conbol and threatens to resurface in their writing, 

as writing. 

As both the thief who steak the diamond and the chief instigabr of the 

investigation into its disappearance, Frankün Blake, with "many different sides to 

his character" (76), is only the most obvious example of the divided and duplicitous 

self. Yet if Blake is the thief, the other charaders are not so much his innocent 

victims as his criminal accomplices. Driven by "a motive under the sucface" (450), 

each is guilty of a crime (of/as wnting) and desperatdy trying to suppress it wiüiin 
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the unconscious. Like the diamond itself,, each character funcâions not as a stable 

and unifieci entity, but as a pharnrdron: that which has "no stable essencet' (ûemda, 

D U5). 

Sergeant Cuffs investigation leads him to believe that Rachel Verinder is 

guilty of making away with her own diamond. This condusion is based on the fact 

ttut Rachel has done her best to suppress vibil evidence: rehrsing to have her 

wardrobe searclied, leaving the house, etc. Yet Rachel's actions are undertaken, not 

to conceal the diamond, but to conceal Blake's g d t  and, in addition, her guilty love 

for a man she knows to be a thief. It is this love and sexual attraction which must, at 

the cost of her "innocence," remain hidden "below the surfacett (318). Yet it appears 

Uiat het feelings for Blake cannot remain supprensed, and they resurface, as 

contradictory and imoncilable as the man who inspired them. 

"Oh, how can 1 find words to say it in! How cari 1 make a tnan 
understand that a feeîing which horrifies me at myseif, can be a 
feeling that fascinates me at the same thne? Ifs the breath of my ük, 
Godfrey, and ifs the poison that kiiis me - both in one!" (279) 

The play of the phunaakoti is, not coincidentaliy, as uncontroiiable as the play of the 

Once again, it is Sergeant Cuff who concludes that "Miss Verinder had an 

accomplice among the femaie servants in the house" (208), namely, Rosa- 

Spearman. His conclusion is based on the supposition that there is a d link 

between Rosaruia's suspicious behaviour and Rachel's refusal to faciLitate his 
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investigation. Yet the ünk is not causal but QDinci&ntale Cuff is right in supposing 

that Rosanna 'Ys simply an instrument in the hands of another person" (lSû), but this 

'pe~on'' is not Rachel, but Blake himselt Rosama's actions do not mpresent an 

attempt to conceal the diamond as much as an attempt to conceal Blake's guilt 

Discoverhg his paint-stained nightgown, she suppresses it in what is, as we shall 

see, the novel's most powerfui repmentation of the unconsciousl the Shivering 

Sands. The suppmssion of Blake's g d t  is a product of her own s u p p d  

attraction for Mm: an attraction which, because of dass difiremes, m u t  be 

People in high lik have all the luxuries to themselves - among others, 
the luxury of indulging their feelings. People in low life have no such 
privilege. Necessity, which s p m  our betters, has no pity on us. We 
leam to put our feeling badr into outselms, and b jog on with our 
duties as patientiy as may be. 1 don't complain of this - 1 ody notice 
iL (200 second emphasis mine) 

Betteredge's seetningly innocuous m a r k  wül r e m  like the unconscious and, 

indeed, one might add, as the unconscious, to threaten Blake and destabib the 

prospect of clodure offered by the novel's conclusione 

Of course, Blake's most important accomplice is Godfrey Ablewhite. Yet the 

importance of his actions, mlieving Blake of the diamond and transporthg it to 

London, does not lie in the misguided assumption that they exonerak Blake from 

gdt Although, under the second dose of opium, Blake expresses concern for the 

safety of the diamond, it is equdy possible, as Bruff suggests, h t  he "might have 
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taken i t  .. through natural depravity" (265). At the end of the novel, Blake's motives 

remain as indekminate as Hettlcastlefs wili and the diamond itself. GodhPy's 

actions are important because they -1 h t  the crime is a pmduct of the 

interaction of the conscious and the unconscious self. The two are, in this case, 

inextricable. 

In " To double btfiittess bound ": Essatp on Litmuhite, MMirik, and Anthropology, 

René Girard asserts that ail mythical and literary depictions of the Plague share 

certain common elementa Chef among these is what he describes as "a 

scapegoating pro& that is, ... an attempt to make that crisis look like the 

responsibiüty of a single individual" (146). It seems that an identical impulse fuels 

detective fiction. Debective fiction is reassuring only to the extent that it is able to 

represent the crime as an aberrant arent a plague which kmporiuily dismpb an 

otherwise stable and coherent community. Thus, as William Aydelotk points out: 

[tlhe criminal is a scapegoat He is the cause of and can jusdy be 
blamed for al1 the troubles of the detective-story world .... The 
detective story evades the complex issues of iifè and saves us the effort 
of analysing the sources of our difficulties by presenting every 
problem as one of personal morality. The criminal therefore must be a 
single individual, who can evenhiaiiy be identifid. (312) 

Detective fiction is founded upon the belief that the conscious and unconscious 

components of an individual "can be completely separated and that, as a 

consequence, innocence and g d t  can be determinecl" (Murfin 660). As we shd se, 

nie M m t o n e  both denies and participates in this fiction. 



inmicence can look Like gdt" (388). As if tu beer eut Blake's stateinenk B d  a s e r k  

'''Radd's o m  inmKence is (as her mother knows, and as 1 know) b o n d  r douM 

to i t  And Frankün Blake's innocence, as you have just seen, u ~ ~ w e r a b l y  a& 

ik1f" (266). Yet each of these indivîduals is, in fact guiity. Wh& 7 k  Mmnsttme 

ultimakly rweais is that innocence and guilt, l eg i t imq and illegitimacy, are as 

inextricable as the consriousness and uncoruciousness in the production of memory 

[AIN people and evenb have at least hvo sides and ... the line behveen 
innocence and guilf legithacy and ülegitimaq, is about as fùie as the 
one running between Blake and Godfrey Abelwhite [sic] as their 
hands touch to transfèr the diamond, about as fine as Lhe one, in other 
words, that separates the active but uncodous taking of the gem and 
the passive but conxious acceptiuice of i t (Murfin 660) 

The Mam~tone identifies not a criminal, but the criminal in everyone. if nie WOIIIR~ 

in Wile presents a community always already criminalinxi by the play of writing, 

nie M m h m  advames this position one step further, demonstrating that cary 

uriting. Just as the diamond is chatacterized by "a defect, in the shape of a flaw, in 

[its] very heart" (n), so b o  are ali the charac6em. This "flaw," furthemore, may be 

said to act as the figure of the lack whkh always already characterizes presence, 

which iies at the "very h e d t  of the centre. While the characbers may, in a gesture 
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that is enaiiely typical of the history of Western metaphysics, attempt h, =press this 

''flaw," to "put [it] oubide or below," it can no more be extricated and thereby 

eliminateâ Man the writing which constitutes i t  

The Self Divided 

As Ezra Jenning reveals, Franklin Blake "entered Miss Verindefs sitting- 

m m  and took the Diamond, in a stak of bance, produced by opium" (435). As 

Jeiuungs informs him, 

the latest and most vivid impressions left on your mind - namely, the 
impressions relating to the Diamond - would be likely, in your 
morbidly sensitive nervous condition, to become inbensified in your 
brain, and would subordhate to themselves your judgement and your 
wül - exacdy as an ordinary dream subordhates b itself your 
judgement and your will. (442) 

"Opera ting through sed uction," opium makes Blake "stray from [his] general, 

natural, habituai paths and laws" (Derrida, D 70). It unieashes the unconscious and 

dlows the contradictions, always aiready inherent in his character, to play fiieely. 

It is of no smail importance that Blake, who hurctions like a phmmd<on, 

commits the crime no4 as he supposes, while intoxicated or sleep-waking, but 

under the influence of what can only be describeci as a @WII&, opium. For if this 

"all-potent and aCmerciful drug" (430) poisons his life, it also effects its cure. Like 

writing, it is both legitimate and illegitimate. The first dose of opium, adminished 

by the well-mpected Doctor Candy, acb as a poison, causing Blake b steal the 
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diamond and suppreso the crime within his unconscious. While the second dose, 

adininistered by the disreputable Jennings, has much the same effect causing Blake 

to sied the crystPl which substitutes for the diamond, it acts as a cum. This cure is, 

as Blake suggests, "'a ma- of the pasY"@o and, more speahcally, a matter of 

revealing the pask the s u p p d  memory or uncollSCjous crime. The cure eHected 

by opium is ibelf dependent on that other phamakon which so c l d y  resembles i4 

the ink of writing: both the writgn mernories of the characters, their narratives, and 

the writing of memory. 

As 1 have already suggestied, Sergeant C e s  phonologocentrism mders him 

unequal to the indetenninacy of writing, the characks, and the crime ibelf. The 

only individual capable of dealing wiîh the play of the plrmrtsakon is a ~tmr11akez1~: "A 

king that no 'logic' can confine within a noncontradictory definition" (Derrida, D 

117). This "being" is, of coume, Ezra Jennings. F o r d  by disease to operate 

continually under the infiuence of that ~ ~ n ,  opium, it is hardly surprising that 

Jennings is a site of inwoncilable contradictions. His nature, as a @t(~tlr~&zcs, is 

already evident in his appearance and is captured most forcibly in his hair, which 

by some b a k  of Nature, had lost its colour in the most startiingly 
partial and capricious manner. Over the top of his head it was stüI of 
the deep black which was its naturai colour. Round the sides of his 
head - without the slightest gradation of grqr to break the foire of the 
extraordinary contrast - it had tmed complekly white. The line 
between the two colours pfesewed no sort of mgdarity. At one place, 
the white hair ran up into the black; at another, the black ran down 
into the white. (37l) 
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In W man, who is "old and young both together" (417), Blake is able to detect "the 

mixture of some foreign race in his Engiish blood" (420). Momver, as Jennings 

himseif admib, "'some men are bom with fernale constitutions - and 1 am one of 

them!'" (422). Thus, he "operates as the point at whkh the different kinds of 

oppositions at work in the novel break down (east/west, dark/ligh$ raüonal/acult, 

masculine/fèminine)" (Boume Taylor 192). Lüce the opium on which he depends, 

both a "palliative" (430) and a vengehl demon "pursuing [him] tkough a series of 

frightfd dreams" (447), Jennings is both a healer and a soirerer. When Doctor 

Candy falls i l ,  J d n g  presrribes a remedy which "two physicians of established 

local repute" (421) view as pisonous. Although he saves Candy's Me, he continues 

to suffër h m  "the merciless dislike and distrust" (448) of his neighbours and 

"nobody who u n  help it wili employ Fm]" (448)- 

Although an unlikely couple, Blake and Jennings feel drawn to each other. 

As Blake admib, "Ezra Jennings made some inscnitable appeal to my sympathies, 

which I found it impossible Q resist' (417). SimiiarIy, Jennings wonders "What is 

the secret of the attraction that hem is for me in this man?" (448). The ''secret!' of 

their mutual attraction is that Ezra Jenning is Blake's double and, more precisely, 

the embodiment of his unconscious self. Like Blake, JeMings lives under the 

shadow of "'an accusation which has resfed upon [hm] for years'" (428). As he 

informs his new friend: 

"There are cimunstances in connexion with it that teil against me. 1 



cannot bring myself b acknowkdge w h t  the accusation i s  And 1 am 
incapable, perffftly incapable, of pmving my innocence. I can only 
assert my innocence. 1 assert it, su, on my oath, as a Christian!' (428) 

Although Jennings may, because of this accusation, sufkr from "suppressed misery" 

(427), as Blake's wonscious he is, as theïr continual encounters evince, 

In "The Frame of Reference: Poe, iacan, Derrida," Barbara Johnson demands: 

What is the relation between a divided unity and a duaiity? Are the 
hvo twds synonymous? 1s a "Bi-Part Seul," for example, actually 
camp- of two wholes? Or is it possible to conceive of a division 
which would not lead b two separable parts, but only to a 
problematization of the idea of unity? (472) 

The refationship between Blake and Godfrey, in the unconxious/conscious stealing 

of the diamond, seems to conform to Johnson's notion of a "problematization of the 

idea of unity." The relationship between Blake and Jennings, however, is rather 

different Ln this case, it appears that the cotifcious and unconscious components of 

every individual have indeed been separated into two distinct "wholes," whem 

Blake's gu* and the consequences of this gdt, "medess  dislike and distrust*" are 

displaced onb Jennings. This displacement aliows Collins to transform Jennings 

from a pitll~nnkeus to a fllltmrakas. As I have already suggested, the "charader of a 

picannakas has been cornpared to a scapegoat The evil and the outside, the expulsion 

of the evil, ib exclusion out of the body ... - these are the hvo major senses of the 

character and of the ritual" (Demda, D 130). As we shall see, the expulsion of this 

scapegoat will play an important role in the conclusion of the novel. As Derrida 
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suggesls, the expulsion of the p?uw~m~&as entails the rem of writing "to king what 

it Shuuld mmr Im cz?ased 10 k an accasory, an accident, an excess" (D 128). Yet 

even before Jennings, as a criminal "accessory," is expelled, even while he still exisis 

as the embodiment of Blake's displaced unconscious, writing has already been 

eliminabed. In separating the conscious and uncowçious componentï into two 

separa te individuals, Collins denies thei r interaction w hich is "i rreduci My graphie." 

Before considering Jennings's namative, it is necessav to discuss one other 

double, one other phannakas: Rosanna Spearxnan. For if Jennings is the 

embodirnent of Blake's displaced unconscious, Rosama fulfils an identical role with 

refemnce to Rachel. If one cen say that Rosanna's guilt is externalized in her 

deformed shoulder, one may dso say that she is defornation personifid: the living 

extemalization of the writing of Rach& gdty  uncoribaous. Like her double, 

Rosama is acutely aware of Blake's gui14 determineci to suppress it and, despite his 

crime, overwhelmed by love for him. 

According to Br&, the difficulty faced by Blake in his attempts to prove his 

innocence is "'how to make [Rachel] show her whole rriind in this matter without 

rese~e'" ((387 emphasis mine). This difficulty is compounded by Rachel's doctors, 

who recommend "plenty of exerrise and amusement for [her], and sbongly urge 

[Lady Verinder] to keep her mind as much as possible from dwelling on the past" 

(245). In other words, they recommend that Rachel pro- herseif by repressing the 

writing of the unconscious in an atbempt to uphold "presence as consciousness, seif- 
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presence conceived within the opposition of coIISCiousness to unconsci~usness.~ As 

the embodiment of Rachel's unconscious, Rosanna is offered no such protection. She 

carmot escape writing. To be inhabiteci by such wriüng is to be inhabiteci by death, 

the non-living machine. Appropriately, then, this character who writes what her 

double c a ~ o e  appears 'hot Mce a living woman, but like a meahire m d  by 

rrmchiriery" (186 emphasis mine). The difficuity, identifid by B d f ,  is thtis ovemorne 

through Rosanna who, in her letter b Blake, reveals al1 that Rachel would conceal. 

This letber bears sclutiny, not only as an account of Rachel's unconscious, but also 

because it is the best example of how the "unconscious pasr is "reclaimed" through 

writing, as wri ting. 

The Scenes of Writhg 

Rownna's contribution to the "record of the facts" comprises hvo lettem. The 

first, a brief memorandum, contains only the instructions to locate the second, a long 

and detailed love letter, which names Blake as the h i n a l  who stole the diamond. 

Like the memories they relate, both letters are represented as "irreducibly graphie!' 

Preparing for the possibüity of her own suicide, Rosanna slips away to 

Cobb's Hole, to the rwm of her only hiend, Lucy Yolîand, to wrîte both letbers. 

Although the memorandum is sealed in a letter addressed to Lucy herse& Rosanna 

insists on surrendering it to the postai system, rather than leaving it at ils 

destination, its origin. As Sergeant Cuff discovers, 



Nancy had seen her slip out with a letber in her hand, and stop the 
butrher's man who had just been delivering some meat at the iwck 
dwr. Nancy had heard her ask the man to p s t  the letter when he got 
back to Frizinghd. The man had looked at the address, and had said 
it was a round-about way of delivering a letter, dllected b Cobb's 
Hole, to post it at Frizinghaîl - and th& moreover, on a Saturday, 
which would prevent the letter from getting to itp destination until 
Monday moming Rosuuia had answed that the delivery of the 
letter king delayed tiii Monday was of no importance. (194) 

The "round-about" deferra1 of writing aîlows Rosama, whose repeated atkmpts to 

spedc her mind have faüed, to commit suicide, b dispatch herself, as it were, befoe 

the letter amves. Anticipating Jennings's unmarked grave, Rosama buries herseIf, 

her guilt and Rachel's, in the Shivering Sands: in an unconscious that leaves no 

trace, no mark, of what it conceals. As Lucy's father informs the Sergeant "'What the 

Sand geb, the Sand keeps forever'" (1%). Yet if Rosanna herself is permanently 

buried, her unconscious thoughb, sealeci in a japanned tin submerged in the Sands, 

murface through the play of Ianguage, through a litesal chah of signifiem. 

When Lucy finaliy receives the letter, she atternpîs to deliver it to its final 

destination, Franklin Blake. Yet her attempt to act in the service of the postal system 

is fomtalled by the addmsseels hasty departure for parts unknown. Thus the 

deferral of writing is extended for many months until Blake retums to England 

following the death of his father. Still obüvious of his own guilt, Franklin retums b 

the scene of the crime to resume his searrh for the diamond's thief. His inquiries 

gain a new momenhun upon igeipt of Rosanna's message. Mirroring the play of 

writing, the "envelope contained a letbec and this, in its hm, contained a slip of 
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paper" (354). The letter fails to announce "the meaning of [Rosaruia's] behaviour to 

[Biake]" (354) and only directs hùn to the memorandum. The play among signifïers 

continues as the memorandum, in tum, dhxts him to seek another piece of writing 

by going to the Shivering Sands and, having located a particular spof "to pull the 

drain" (354). Following this tdi of si@ers, which mirrors the trail of the ûace 

which is memory, Franklin awaits the tuming of the tide and watches the Sands, 

"the awful shiver that crept over its surface - as if some spirit of b m r  lived and 

moved and shuttered in the fathomless deeps beneath" (356). As Fra& soon 

discovers, this "spirit of terrer" is, pmisely, the criminality lwking in his own 

unconscious. 

Considering that the abject of his search tum out to be nothing les than the 

confgsion of Rosanna's suppressed sexuality, the secret of his own nocturnal visit to 

Rachel's boudoir, and the tell-tale stain on his nightgown, Blake's actions are 

appropriateiy sexual. Lowering hirnself onto the body of the Sands, 

1 closeci my eyes at the moment when the point of the stick first 
enbered the quicksand. The instant afkwards, before the stick could 
have been sbbmerged more than a few inches, 1 was free from the 
hold of my own superstitious terror, and was throbbing with 
exci tement h m  head tD foot Çounding blindfold, at my first attempt 
- at that fint attempt I had sounded right! The stick struck the chain. 
(357) 

In puliing up the case attached to the chain, Blake is pulling up noaiing less than 

Rosa~a's  unconscious and his own. In violently prying open the lid, he is opening 

the pathways, the breaches, between consciousness and unconsciousness, which 



constituk memory. Inside the th, Blake discovers a letter and a ~ghtgown. The 

former, aiways su- to defèrrai, is put aside and he examines only the latter. 

Spreading it out, he "instantly discovered the smear of the paint from the door of 

Rachel's boudoir" (358). As he informs the reader: 

My eves ranained rivetted on the stain, and my mind took me back at 
a leap from present to p s t  The very words of Sergeant Cuff recurred 
to me.... "Find out whether there is any article of dresp in this house 
with the sbiin of paint on i t  Find out who that d m  belongs to.... If 
the pemon can't satisfy you, you havent far to look for the hand that 
took the Diamond." Une a f k  another those words travelleâ over my 
memory, rep t ing  thettrsella~s again and again with a u#nrisome, 
riwdmnial rritaation. (358 emphasis mine) 

It is, perhaps, only appropriate that it is a mark of paint which idenafia the 

criminal. For as Demida points out "plrmmakon also means pain4 not a nahird 

colour but an artificial tint a chernical dye that imita& the chromatic sale given in 

nature" (D 129). Yet in this case, painc which resembles writing in king both 

artificial and imitative, does not so much conceal as reveal the guilty uncotlscious. 

The chah of significations continues. The mark of paint leads Blake to a 

mark of ink: 

I had discovered the smear on the nightgown. To whom did the 
nightgown belong? ... The Nghtgown itseif would reveal the tnith; for, 
in al1 probabiüty, the Rightgown was marked with its owner's name. 1 
took it up h m  the sand, and looked for the mark 1 found the mark, 
and read - MY OWN NAME. (359) 

To borrow a phrase from Geoffrey Harhnan, this mark represents a "soene of 

mnimtion" ("Psychoanalysis: The French Connection" 94). As Hadman suggests, 
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the act of naming has a "haunting, fixative, unifying effect... mhe spgular m e  

can produce a hallelujah and magnifylng language that rnimics a sublimity 

assoàatecî with the divine logos. This is so even if the identiQing name, the 'nmn 

unique' or 'nom propre,' is accusatory" (94). While this "sccne ofnotninatim" is certainly 

"accusatosr," can it be said that it has the "fixative, umfying effkt" which Hartman 

describes? Does Rosanna, in naming Blake, in any way mate his identity? These 

questions are best examined Uvough Derrida's "Telepathy." 

In this article, Derrida's argument is dnven by the question of why "the 

thmreticians of the performative or of pragmatics take so litüe Uikrest..in the effects 

of the writben obpct the letter in particular?" (7). For according to Demda, a letter 

is, precisely, a performative that mates or produces its own addrasee, although it 

does so without any conscious intent As he states, "one cannot say of the addressee 

that s/he exish before the lettertf (6), but only that s/he "would let her/himself be 

produced by the letter"(5) [Le dëstinatnire, lui ou elle, se lRisserait prdi~ire pu la let& 

("Te+ tWt 239)l. Ironicall y, Derrida's prem ise gains support from Lacan's Sem inar. 

Aithough Lacan suggests that them is only one proper destination for the purloineci 

letbw, its ongin, the fact that the letkr determines the actions and position of each of 

the characters in the triad suggests that each one is, in facc the addressee of the 

lettir. Each is created by the letter in exactiy the sense that Demda suggests in 

"Telepathy." In contras& nie Mwnsbne probiematizes the idea of a letter as a 

performative that produces ib own addressee. For it cannot be said that R0s(uv1ats 
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letber meab or produces the criminal to whom it is addresseci. In naming Blake, 

Rosanna does not so much create, or fix, his identity as destroy i t  In revealing his 

unconscious crime, she d e s t a b h  his identity as a stable, unified individual, but 

not by mating, or pmducing, the division between his conscious and unconscious 

components but, rather, by rwealing his always already divided nature, the "flaw" 

that exists in his "very heart" 

In the only section of the piece to deal explicitly with the issue of 

intiwiority/exberiority, Derrida insists, "1 am not putting forward the hypothesis of a 

letter which would be the extemal occasion, in same sense, of an encounter between 

two identifiable su- - and who would already be determinedu (5). Yet hem, as 

elsewhere, the emphasis is not on the site of the letter (intemal or extemal) but on 

the nature of the subpct (determined or not). And dapite Derrida's iwistence b the 

contrary, it is impossible to conceive of a letter which, thmugh division, produces 

the self appropriate to it, produces what did not exist befom its arriva], as anythmg 

but an extemal fonn of violence. By placing writing in a position of exteriority, 

"Telepathy" appears to participate in the system of metaphysics which Derrida, 

elsewhere, takes such pains ta deconshuct 

In the h o p  that the nightgown isf somehow, "a liar" (%O), Blake hvrrs to 

Rosama's letber. But Like all writing, this letter, which is itself copied into the ta& 

merely -ab the marks which have aiready identifieâ him as the thief who stole 

the Moonstone. Confronted with the "horrible position'' (360) which the writing of 
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the nightgown and letter have revealed him b be in, Blake confesses, '"1 dont know 

of a living creature who can be of the slighht use to me'" (370). But as the "words 

passed [his] lips, some pemn outside knocked at the door of the room" (370). This 

"person" is Ezra Jennings, anci his fortuitous arriva1 results in what he later describes 

to Blake as "a rrinrked day in your life, and in mine" (432 emphasis mine). It is not 

without significance that Jennings amves in the capacity of a healer, soliciting wine 

for his patients, for this is precisely the role he will assume for Blake. 

The Hrst skp towards the cure effgted by Uiis pihmin& is for Jennings b 

esfaMish that Blake bok the diamond unconsciously, under the influence of a dose 

of opium administered by DactDr Candy. The difficulty involveci in doing so is, of 

course, that Candy has "lost his memory in [a] fever, and he has never recovered 

more than the wreck of it since" (371). Yet in what is, perhaps, the novel's most 

powerful rene of writing, Jennings reveals that the lodt baces of writing, the 

suppressed unconscious past, can indeed by mlaimed through writing. 

Jenning's experience as a doctor has led hlln "'to doubt whether we can 

justifiably infer - in cases of delirium - that the loss of the faculty of speaking 

connectedly, irnpües of necessity the 105s of the faculty of thinking connectedly as 

well"' (423). He is right to insist that this hypothesis constihik not only a "'medical"' 

theory but a "'metaphysical theory'" (438) as well, for it participates, with a strange 

but not udamiliar twist in the opposition between a good and a bad writing. As 

we have already seen, "the good and natural is the divine inmiption in the heart 



and the soul; the penrerse and arthi1 is technique, exiled in the exteriority of the 

body" (Derrida, OG 17). G d  writing is located within the proximity of the logos 

and within this logos, "the original and essential link t~ the plione has never been 

Plion6 in e k t ,  is the signifying substance given to consciousnesü as 
that which is moft intimately tied to the thought of the signihed 
concept From this point of view, the voice is conriousnesr ib&. 
When 1 speak, not only am 1 conscious of k i n g  priesent for what 1 
think, but 1 am conscious also of keeping as dose as possible to my 
thought or b the "concept," a signifier that does not fall into the 
world, a signiher that I hear as mon as 1 emit i& that seems to depend 
upon my pure and free spontaneity,  quir ring the use of no 
instnimen& no accessory, no forçe taken h m  the world. Not only do 
the signifier and the signified seem to unite, but also, in Mis confusion, 
the signifier seems to erase itself or to becorne transparent, in order to 
allow the concept b present itseif as what it is, derring to nothing 
other than its presence. The exteriority of the signifier seems reduced. 
(Derrida, P 22) 

The twist, aiiuded to above, iies in the fact th& in Jennings's theory, it is not writing 

but speech which is the technical and exterior representation. Speech is 

indistinguishable from writing. Thus, "'signifier of the signifier' no longer defines 

accidental doubling and fallen secondarity. 'SigNfier of the signiher' describes on 

the conhary the movement of language" (Derrida, OG 7). 

Docbr Candy's illness affords JeMings the opportunit- to demonstrate 

successfully his Uieory. Yet the means by which he does so demonstrate, in turn, 

that the wriüng on the sod is identical to its extemal representation; living memory, 

rrrnëhz is always already characferized by hypt~nêski. Sitting by Candy's bedside, 



"able to take down the patient's 'wanderings,' exactly as they fell b m  
his li p... At odds and ends of time. ..I repduced my shorthand notes 
in the ordinary form of writing - leaving large spaces between the 
broken phrases, and even the single words, as they had fallen 
disconnectedly h m  Mr Candy's lips. 1 then üeated the mdt thus 
obtained, on something iike the principle which one adopts in putting 
together a chüd's 'pde!" (423-4) 

Candy's memory is repriesenkd by two sheds of writing. The fiRb representing the 

unconscious, contains o d y  "the broken words, as they dropped fiam his üps" (424). 

As Jennings h i m d  reaüres, these unconscious traces, eeach as arbibary as a solitary 

pise  of a "child's 'puzzle,"' have no innate plenitude. Like writing, they operate 

through a system of d i h n c e  and repetition The second sheet representing the 

conxious, contains Jenningsts mwriting of the "broken words" into complete 

sentences, a process that renders them legible. The system of interaction between 

these hvo sheb, behveen the conscious and the unconscious, is itself a process of 

repetition Speaking of his attempts to rewrite Candy's unconscious rambüngs into 

the coiwious tex& Jennings infoms Blake that in his fever, Candy "reiibrated certain 

words and phrases a dozen times over, fi@ ümes over, just as he attacheci more or 

less importance to the idea which thqr represented. The repetitions, in this sense, 

were of some assistance to me in putting together these fragments" (437). And thus, 

through a process of rewriting and repetition, Jennings is able to rec1aim the 

unconscious past and prow that Blake stole the diamond unconsciously. Yet it is not 

without significance that "the repetitions are not tramferreci" (437) to the page which 
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repriesents con~ciousness~ that is, that the repetitions, repetition itseif., are a d .  

Consciousness is resfored by exduding the writing whkh always already threatens 

i t  Despite this erasure, however, Jennings's experiment confirms that Candy's lost 

riecoUection is i&lf a trace and that the "unconscious text is already a weave of pure 

traces, diffemnces in which meaning and force am unikd - a text nowhere present 

consisting of archives which are aiways already transcriptions." The oppositions 

between good/bad writing, mnëmë/hyparnësis, hternal/extemal ail coiJapse upon 

the recognition that in "aii senses of the word, writing thus mnipeiends language" 

(Demda, OG 7). 

Jennings's experiment, in which he creabes a "smooth and W h e d  texture out 

of the ravelled skeinl' (438), is central b the solution of the mystery and, more 

generally, to the reader's understanding of the importance of writhg in the novel as 

a whole. Indeed, the way in which he reclaims the unconscious past through 

writing, as writing, may be seen as an analogue for the way in which the reader 

must approach this te* how he or she must mwrite the fragrnented testimony of 

each chiuackr into a legible, meanuigful whole. Yet it is also an analogue for the 

way in which the ninetieenthienhuy novel as a whole resucrects the realm of 

pTeSence by bomwing and subsequentiy erasing the repetition of writing. 

On the stiength of Jennings's success in reclaiming Candy's lost memory, 

Blake agrees to participate in a second experiment, an experiment describeci by 

Bourne Taylor as an "opium-induced r~enactment of an opium-induced action, set 
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up by an opium-dependent dater* (175). Before dowing him to pmceed, however, 

Jennings insists on demonstrating that I'Science sanctions [his] proposal" (440) and 

calls upon the theones of William Carpenter and John Elliobn for suppoct In so 

doing, this phart* appeam to introduce anothec element of undecidibility into 

what is already a piirirmakondominab?d experiment For as Boume Taylor points 

In codating Capenber and Eliiotson in this way Collins is condensirtg 
two figures whose nam es... wouid have had very diffe~ent tesonances 
in the 1860s: Carpene, the respectmi voice of mainStream 
physiological psychology; EILiotson, the marginalized advocate of 
mesmerism. (183)9 

Yet does CoUins, in actuality, confiate these h o  individualti? Do their two theories 

not, in fact correspond to the two separate and distinct obpctives of the experiment 

as outlined by Jennings? For as he states, "'It is a question with me whether the 

experiment which 1 propose as a means of vindicating your innocence, may not also 

be made a means of mecovering the lost Diamond as weUt" (443). As the diamond is 

not "106t" but stolen, it is inevitaMe that the experiment should fail to achieve its 

second objective. Elliobon's "lost parcel" theory falling to the wayside, 1 shali limit 

my attention b arpenter and the question of establishing Blake's "innocence." 

For a discussion of the theories of Elliobn and Cacpenter, see HuWs "Dreams, 
Transformations, and Literatuiet'; and Martin Kayman's Fmn Bæu Sbaet to Baker 
Slreet: Mysky, Detection Md Nnnatim, pp. 204-9. For a more general discussion of 
nineteentkentury psychology, see Boume Taylor's In Ure Smt nteatre of die H m  
and, for Carpenter and Elliotson, pp. 174-206. 



If, for the momenf one reduces nie MwmlOlre to two scenes, Blake's theft of 

the diarnond on the night of Rachel's birthday party and his subsequent etheft of 

the cqmtaî which replaces the stolen Moonsbne some months later, it cornes to bear 

a striking memblance to 'The Purloined L,etbert' as presented by Lacan. As Felman 

asseris, the second scene diffem from the f i ~ t  in that the former "through the 

repetition, allows for an understanding, for an mdysis of the first" As 1 have 

already suggestd, this sgond scene is best seen, not as an "dkgory of psycha~~tdpis,~' 

but as an degory of the repetition which constitutes the iterabüity of wriüng and, 

hence, its simultaneous legi bility and ülegibility. As Jennings informs Blake: 

"We shall have put you back again inb something assimilating to 
your nervous condition on the birthday night If we c m  next revive, 
or nearly revive, the domestic circumstances which sumunded you; 
and if we can occupy your mind again with the various questions 
concerning the Diamond which formerly agitated it, we shall have 
replaced you, as nearly as possible, in the same position, physicdy 
and morally, in which the opium found you last year. In that case we 
may fairly hope that a q t i t i o n  of the dase wiZl W, in n greater or k w r  
degrae, to lo mpMbn of fhe mulis." (439 emphasis mine) 

Jennings's experiment is based on the following "physiological principle" 

expounded by Carpentm 

'There seems much p u n d  for the belief that emq sensory impression 
which has once been recogruzeû by the perceptive consciousness, is 
registered (so to speak) in the brain, and may be reproduced at some 
subsequent time, although there may be no consciousness of its 
existence in the mind during the whole intermediate period." (440) 

In asserting that "every sensory impression ... may be reproduced," that no trace is 

ever lost or erased, Carpenber appeafs to fall i n b  the same metaphysical trap as 
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Freud. As M d a  suggests, "An uneraseable trace is not a trace, it is a full presence, 

an immobile and incomtptibie substance, a son of Godt' (FSW 230). In spite of this 

phonologocentrism, Carpenbas "configuration of traces," like Freud's in "Note on 

The Mystic Wdting-Pad,'" cannot "be rep~e~ented except by the structure and 

functioning of writing" (Derrida, FSW 200). Becoming legible only by king 

"recojyuzed," "regisbed," and "reproduced," these traces always a h a d y  participate 

in the system of tepetition and deferral that is writing. Foliowing Carpenber's 

theory, JeMing's experiment is an attempt to rewrite the past and, in so doing, 

render it legible. Although the tlrepetition of the dose" of opium does indeed lead to 

a "repetition of the resuits" - Blake steals the substihite diamond - the experiment 

both vindicates his innocence und confirrns his aiminab ty. The act of writing, itself 

divisionaq, reveals the always already divided nature of the individual, inhabited 

by a conscious and an unconscious self whwe inberaction is "irreducibly graphie." 

Yet in another sense, the experiment does indeed vindicate Blake's innocence 

by taking the first step towards the elimination of his guilt the elimination of the 

division within him and the division of writing. Like the successful psychoanalysis 

as/and izn~ninesis, Jennings's experiment is designed to "restor[e] to fd presence 

what is now absent' (Krell165), to rewrite the lost wonscious trace inb "presence 

as consciousness." Yet Blake awakens after the experiment, "perfectly ignorant of ai l  

Mat [he] had said and done under the influence of opium - h m  the time when the 

dmg first laid its hold on Fm], to the time when [he] opened [his] eyes, in Rachel's 
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sitüng-room" (484). Thus it appean that Jennings, in re-writing Blake's aiminal 

unconrcious, actually crases it and writes it into his own self. In revealing the 

writing withh, he exoi.ciZes it ta a position of exteriority. The scene of writing is the 

scene of its own exclusion. Once extemalized, writing is quickly eüminabpd. As I 

have already suggested, aie displacement of Blake's unconscious guilt onto Jennings, 

aîiows Collins to transfonn him h m  a pltmmkus t t ~  a pktt tak<ls .  AU that mains  

for the cure to be effected is the sacrifice that wiii mtore the "purity of the inside" 

(Demida, D 128) by ridding it of writing. And upon Jennings's death, the cure is 

complete. His unmarked grave contains not only his Me's writings, "the bundle of 

letters, the unfinished book, and the volumes of the Diary" (515), but the writing of 

his double, the writing of Blake's unconscious. 

Jennings's death, coupied with that of Godfrw Ablewhite, frees Blake h m  

his own unconscious rriminality and allows him to be reunibed with Rachel, whose 

own criminality is eliminated by the death of Rosanna. In an early encounter with 

Blake, Jennings prophesies, "'Perhaps we shouid ail be happier ... if we codd but 

completely forget!"' (419). One need only add that what is b be forgotaen is the 

writing of the criminal unconscious, the repetition of writing which restores 

4' presence as consciousness." Needless to say, Jennings's desire for complete 

forgetfuiness, a desire shared by the nineteenthienhiry novel as a whole, is fulfilled. 

Blake and Rachel's happiness, theù marriage and the advent of their first child, is 

achieved at the expense of Ezra Jennings and Rosanna Spearman, whose deaths 
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signal the repression of the writing of memory as "that which threatew ptesence and 

the mastering of absence." AnummIs, as a moment of unforgetting is achieved 

precisely by an act of forgethilness. If the theft of the diamond, by tuming the 

charactem "upside down" and unleashing writing and the unconscious, =na& the 

prima1 xene of the nineknth-century novel, Colüns, at the conclusion of the novel 

proper, tums them right side up again by excluding writing and thus restoring and 

For as soon as the divisionary, or dheminating, powers of writing are 

eliminated, the Moonstone is capable of hctioning as a logos once more. It is, 

moreover, guaranteed to arrive at its pmpet destination: not the "bosom of a 

woman's dress" (526) which was, after dl, medy a part of the detour it suffered, but 

at ib ongin As Murthwaite informs the ~ a d e r  in the Epilogue, 

after the lape of eight centuries, the Moonstone looks forth once mom, 
over the walls of the s a d  city in which its story first began. How it 
has found its way back to itr wild native land - by what accident, or 
by what crime, the Indians regained possession of their sacred gem, 
may be in your knowledge, but is not in mine. (526) 

As we have seen, the Moonstone finds "its way back," not through an "accident" or a 

"aime," but through the elimination of writing as an accident, by the elimination of 

the criminal unconscious. Through this elimination, a "certain reappropnation and a 

certain readequation ... ~e~otistitute the pmper, the place, the meaning and ûuth Uiat 

have become distant from themselves for the time of a detour." 



According b Hu- 

Drearning and detgtive fiction are connecteci by a cornmon latent 
structure; and in order to perceive that shuchm, we require that 
liteary criticism - îike cunent analytic dream interpretation - 
subor&na(e an earlier libido theory inb  a mode1 of conflict resolution, 
a madel no longer exclusively aimed at wish-fuifilment or the most 
primitive confiicts of childhood. ( 2 0  

Yet aie conclusion of rite Manzsione, sorely at odds with the rest of the novel, &, 

piecisely, an a& of ''wish-fdfihnen&" and, as such, corresponds to Aydefotte's 

definition of detective fiction as a "wish-fulfilment fantasly] designed to pmduce 

certain agreeable sensations in the reader, to foist upon him iilusions he wants b 

entertain and which he goes to this literatuie to find" (69). As w e  have seen, this 

definition applies equally weîl to the nineteenth-century novel as a fom of hypo- 

rrrn&is. In eüminating writing, Coiiins acts out his desite to eliminate what threatew 

presence and destabiiizes the logos and thus he repeats and r~enacts the 

inaugurating gesture of Western metaphysics. Yet it seems that he himself is aware 

of the futility of the gesture. Although the logos has amved at its proper 

destination, its origin, the final words of the novel, "What will be the next adventure 

of the Moonstone? Who can tell!" (526), introduce an element of uncertainty which 

is indicative of the fragility of Collins's belief in the logos. Fwthermore, as 

Murthwaik points out. the world of the novel is still a world devoid of a logos: 

"You have lost sight of it in England, and (if 1 know anything of this people) you 

have lost sight of it forever* (526). Although writing has been repressed, in the 
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absence of o logos, it habens to raurfàce and destroy the tottering edifice Collins 

has construcbed. 

In burying herseif, the writing of her criminality and Rachel's, in the 

Shivering Sands which is, as 1 have already suggested, a symbol of the unconscious, 

Rosonna joins the "'hundreds of suffocating people under it - al1 struggiing to get to 

the swfàce'"(58). It is not surprising, therefom, U t  Blake, while searching for her 

hidden letber, is struck by 

A homble fancy that the dead woman might appear on the scene of 
her suicide, b assist [lus] search - an unutberable dread of seeing her 
rise through the heavy surface of the sand, and point to the place - 
fomed itself into [his] mind, and turned [him] cold in the wann 
sunlight (357) 

If one mails Betberedge's speech, quoted above, whkh links the working class with 

repression, Lucy Yolland's k a t ,  "'the day is not far off when the poor wiil rise 

against the rich"' (227), assumes a new resonance. This k a t ,  diiwted spmfically 

towards Blake, "1 pray to Heaven they may begn with IUiii" (227), belies Yolland's 

assertion that "'What the Sand gets, the Sand keeps for ever."' Although Jennings 

and Rosanna take the writing of Blake and Rachel's criminal unconxious b the 

grave, such writing is, as Collins takes such pains to demonstrate, irrepressible. The 

writing which is memory can always resurface and, once unleashed, wiU threaten 

"pmence as cowciousness" and the happiness achieved by ll'comple(ely 

Hutter's reading of the novel condudes with the assertion that the "ultimate 
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confiict of nie Maonstzme is not within the novel but within the reader who must 

disbnist the story's various narratives in order to a a b e  his own more authentic 

stwy" (208). Yet his reading is, in act, a translation which "produce[s] on the 

phminukm an efict of analpis h t  violentiy destroys ib reduces it to one of its simple 

elementdl (Derrida, D 99). As we have seen, ' 2 7 ~  Mmfone is a text in perpetual 

contradiction with itseif. It is a text which explores, without xesolving, the 

oppositions which support Western metaphysics: presence/ a bsence, 

speech/writing, consciousness/umonsciousness, itznëmë/Itp~~n%rS, life/death, 

and through the exploration of inside/outside, "the v e y  basis of oppo6iition as such." 

Furthemore, writing both within and against the phonologocentric tradition, the 

novel is itself an irreconcilable contradiction, a phan~tRkon that seduces the reader 

without offering the satisfaction of a resolution. As such, it is a testament to the fact 

that "nothing simply escapes metaphysics .... that [aJ text both obeys metaphysical 

constraints and challenges them* (Bass 75). 

If the conclusion is lacking at the end, it is also lacking in the 
beginning. 

Soren Kierkegaard 

The tirne has corne to abandon a writing always already abandoned; a 

wriüng w hich, thus disseminated, always already resisb summation. According to 

the "ludicrous" logic of the preface (Derrida, D 7), I opened this thesis by presenting 
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certain conclusions which I aniveci at after the fa& that is, at its close. 1 shaU 

conclude this thesis, therefore, by making a geshue toward a certain opening a 

certain path or trapCtory that remains to be foUowed. 

Speaking of the b t  metaphor, the metaphor which borrows and effices 

writing in order to narne that which is good/pure, only in k r m s  of what is 

evü/contamina(ed, a metaphor which inaugura& the primal xene of philosophy, 

Derrida stabes: 

As was the case with the matonic writing of the tnith in the soul, in 
the Middle Aga too it is a writhg understood in the metaphoric 
sense, that is b say a nabal, e h a l ,  and universai writing, the system 
of signihed truth, which is recognized in its dignity. As in the 
Plzliedrus, a certain failen writing continues to be opposed to i t  Thete 
remains to be written a history of this metaphor, a metaphor that 
systematically contrasts divine or natural writing and the human and 
laborious, finite and artifidal inscription. It remains to articulate 
rigomusly the stages of that history. (OG 15) 

This thesis represenb my contribution to the "history of this mebphor." By 

explorhg the ways in which the writing of Wilkie Coliins, a writing "interested in 

itseif which aIso enables us to read philosophemes" (Derrida, P 7), repeats and, 

through its repetitions, destabiks the primal scene of philosophy, 1 have atkmpted 

to "articulate" one particular "stage1' of this history; a stage which has not, for reasons 

that themselves need to be articulateci, received adequate attention. In necessarily 

limiting myself to the texts, the textuality, of one author, 1 have, to adopt an 

appropriate analogy, conbibuted only one ünk to a chain that remaiw to be written. 

In order to illuminate fully Coüins's position between the "hvo interprefations of 
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interpretation, of ~tru&re# of play" (Derrida. ÇÇP 292), that is b Say, in order to 

mognize how close he cornes to the "Nietzschean a f imtbn ,"  whüe SU remaining 

on the "saddened, negalme, nostalgie, guüty Rousseauistic side of the thuiking of 

play" (Derrida, SSP 292), it wouid be necessary b inscribe his k x 6  into a network of 

other kxb. To engage in a Denidean reading, that is, a decor\~truction, of the 

émWh#é of/in Collins within the context of the much larger pmject of deconshucting 

the texts of Dickens, of mot of Hardy, of ail those other nineteenth-cenhuy novelists 

for whom art is "both h o p  and memory" ( R d  414) and, simultanmusly, the death 

of hop, the death of memory, as the price of a joyous freedom. It is to that 

deconstruction that we must now (=)tum. 
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